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U. S. Commodity Commission targets Tel Aviv companies
newobserveronline.com

At least 40 percent – and most likely
many more – of the 110 companies listed
by the U. S. Commodity Futures Trading
Com mis sion (CFTC) as dan ger ous
fraudsters are based in Israel, meaning that
the Jewish State has maintained its role as
the world’s online fraud center.

and forex firms continue to operate with
impunity,” the Times of Israel added.
However, it is likely that even more than
just the 15 or 30 companies so identified
are Israeli, because, as the Times of Israel
went on to point out, “such companies go
to considerable lengths to hide the true
identities of their owners – often using
nominee directors as fronts,” and it
“is not an easy task to determine
whether they operate from Israel.”

Moneychanger’s dream
The binary options “industry”
earns at least $10 billion a year
from swindling online investors
through the rig ging of trading
platforms.
The practice is illegal in Israel –
in that the com pa nies are not
Tel Aviv skyline: The world’s online fraud capital
al lowed to sell to Jews in that
Ac cord ing to a CFTC press re lease, country – but the Jewish State is quite
another 71 companies have been added to happy to see its citizens, employed by the
its “Registration Deficient (RED) List” thousands in Tel Aviv’s financial district,
which is a compilation of “foreign entities swindle non-Jews around the globe from
that illegally solicit U. S. residents to trade their “binary options” websites.
The Times of Israel last year revealed
binary options and forex.”
that a “large proportion of binary options
Rogue State confesses
fraud and some for ex fraud as well
According to the Jerusalem-based emanates from call centers in Is rael,”
Times of Israel, at least 15 of these new employs “thousands of Israelis,” and has
additions are “Israel-based companies,” been “operating for ten years in Israel with
but it is likely that “as many as 30 operate lit tle to no in ter ven tion on the part of
from Israel,” the paper said.
Israeli law enforcement…
“Last June, when there were only 40
“Fraudulent firms use a variety of ruses
companies on the list, the Times of Israel to trick cli ents all over the world, who
reported that more than one-third of these believe they are making potentially lucrative
were Israeli,” that news article continued.
short-term investments, into parting with
“Despite widespread media exposure their funds. Almost all customers lose all
in the last year, and calls from foreign or almost all of their money,” the report
governments to shut the industry down, added.
most Israel-based fraudulent binary options
The publicity afforded to the swindle by

the Times of Israel – which once described
the scandal as “An Israeli scam that has to
be stopped” because it was “giving Israel a
bad name,” caused the Israeli government
to start considering acting against the
“industry.”
As a result, the Times of Israel reported,
“many Israeli binary options companies
have been mov ing all or part of their
operations to places like Bulgaria, Ukraine
and Georgia” and Israeli job boards feature
numerous ads asking Jews who work as

newobserveronline.com

I

srael has formally denied an extradition
request made by the U. S. government for
the Jew arrested after he had sent thousands
of bomb threats to Jewish Community
Centers in America.
Ac cord ing to a re port by Is rael’s
Channel 2 TV service, that country’s State
Attorney’s Office told the U. S. Justice
Department that although the 18-year-old
is suspected of committing crimes in ten
countries, he will be tried in Israel.
“Despite the refusal, there has been no
rup ture be tween the U. S. and Is raeli
justice ministries,” Channel 2 went on to
boast.
In addition, Channel 2 revealed, the Jew
hacker was blackmailing a Republican
senator in the United States. Details of the
blackmail would be revealed shortly, that
report said, but it appeared to involve the
attempted framing of a senator by way of
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delivering drugs to his residence.
Furthermore, it was also revealed by
Channel 2 that the Jew had been paid for
his services via bitcoin. More than two
million shekels ($553,289) were found in a
bitcoin account held by him.
Israel is clearly covering up for the
threat maker’s activities, and has already
released without charge the 18-year-old
Jew’s father, saying that he was “not
aware” of this son’s activities.
This is, however, extremely unlikely,
given that the father works in IT and had
helped purchase the large antenna which
was used to hack into wifi networks, not to
mention the sophisticated equipment which
the three-year-long campaign used.

Their boy
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The Times of Israel added that “Israel
banned all Is raeli bi nary firms from
targeting Israelis in spring 2016, and it is
possible that Israeli media indifference to
the fraudulent industry stems from the fact
that it is foreigners, rather than Israelis,
who are the principal victims of the Israeli
scammers.”

Our April issue’s report “‘Rising
anti-Semitism’ fake news on rise,”
covered what this kike had done.
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HERE’S WHAT WAS IGNORED OR MISREPORTED ELSEWHERE:

Zog’s masked statue vandals not the only news
ALAMANCE County Taking Back
Alamance County’s Confederate Memorial
Day: ACTBAC, a Southern heritage group
in North Carolina, celebrated Confederate
Memorial Day on May 20 in Graham, NC.
Communist group Raleigh-Durham IWW,
affiliated with antifa, came out to oppose
them. The League of the South and Identity
Dixie reinforced ACTBAC, outnumbering
antifa 4 to 1, or 100 to 120 on our side vs.
25 to 30 antifa on a street corner decrying
“White supremacy.” The latter spent the
day screaming profanity and venting their
frustrations on police they considered the
Klan. Three antifa were arrested while one
of ours chanted Hail Dixie! to applause
from the crowd. The local news: “Shouting
members of activist groups traded verbal
jabs Saturday in Graham’s Court Square,
though physical altercations only took
place between a few pro testers and law
enforcement.”
THE PHILIPPINES desire stronger
ties with Russia and China, as Western
Nations are only interested in double
talk and disregard Philippines interests,
President Rodrigo Duterte said ahead of
his visit to Moscow.
ITALY. Tens of thousands took to the
streets of Milan on May 20, as Communist
local media reported, “to show support for
migrant rights.” The main slogans of the
march were, “Without borders” and “No
one is illegal.”
THE ZOG’S castration of its federal
prisoner Bradley Manning merely made
that WikiLeaks whistleblower a eunuch,
not a woman. While snowflakes twirled
across the internet with his early release
on May 17, some seventeen million posts
by giddy media munchkins told us more
about themselves than what’s going on
in the darker recesses of today’s swamp.
JEWS and Muslims in Belgium became
angry after the parliament in Wallonia, one
of the two regions of Belgium, outlawed
the barbarian ritual slaughter of animals as
practiced by Islam and Judaism.

SALES of the Confederate battle flag
are suddenly increasing on the other side of
the Mason-Dixon line. Some attribute this
to a rise in nationalism across the country.
WASN’T Black crime? New Orleans
Mayor Mitch Landrieu: “But I will say
this for people that are interested in the
cost. The cultural and economic and the
spiritual loss to this city for having those
statues up that have run people out of
the city, the great migration that sent
some of our best and brightest to places
across the country that we don’t have
the benefit of has been incredible.” And
maybe those Confederate monuments
caused their ~75 IQs too?
ABC News: “The Trump administration
says the Syrian regime has killed as many
as 50 people a day at the Saydnaya prison
complex, and beginning in 2013 it turned a
building there into a crematorium.” So get
ready for a conflict that will likely result in
loss of life, limb and sanity in order to keep
millions of Syrians from being turned into
soap, ash, or whatever during the coming
months and years.
SWEDEN has dropped its charges of
rape against the WikiLeaks co-founder.
However, Julian Assange says he will
not “forgive or forget.” His attorney
hailed the move as “a victory,” but said
there is still a threat the U. S. will apply
to extradite him from the U. K.
TOYOTA trucks are not all ISIS has
managed to buy, capture or scavenge from
us. In June, CNBC reported that so far
we’ve “accidentally” furnished the Islamic
State with at least $219.7 million worth of
weapons, vehicles, other military supplies
and gear, as just the stuff we know about.
THE U. S. PRESIDENT can bypass
the law which forbids tax aid to Nations
engaged in unreported nuclear weapons
programs if he just ignores it, the U. S.
Department of Justice (DOJ) has said in
its response to an emergency motion
seeking to halt aid to Israel.
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I am very impressed with each new
edition of The First Freedom.
MICHAEL ARNOLD
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I really have to give credit to your
ed i to rial fac ulty for putt ing to gether
such high quality, informative articles.
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Waymart, PA
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Challenging a Zionist-controlled mediacracy to tolerate the truth

“Be assured that if this new provision
[the 14th Amendment] be engrafted in
the Constitution, it will, in time, change
the entire struc ture and texture of
our government, and sweep away all
the guarantees of safety devised and
provided by our patriotic Sires of the
Revolution.” – Orville Browning

ONE survivor from Senegal spoke of
how he was brought by smugglers across
Niger in a bus to the southern Libyan city
of Sabha, where he was due to risk a boat
trip to Europe. When the middleman did
not get his fee, the survivor was put up for
sale along with other passengers. He was
taken to a prison where he worked without
pay while the captors demanded 300,000
West African francs before selling him on to
a larger jail. Livia Manante, an officer of the
International Organization for Migration
(catch that “for”), who is based in Niger,
described to The Guardian how migrants
are brought to a square and put up for sale.

A TRY by President Donald Trump’s
Jewish family-in-law – the Kushners –
to cash in on their close involvement
with the presidency through the issuing
of “investment visas” to Chinese people,
has been exposed by Senate Judiciary
Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley
in a formal complaint to Homeland
Security Secretary General John Kelly.

FIFTY German Identity movement
members stormed the Justice Ministry
in Berlin on May 19 to protest a massive
crackdown on freedom of speech in the
country. Police managed to stop the rush
and arrest the group’s leader. Several
hours later, twenty protesters remained
outside the barricaded ministry, having
erected their large banner criticizing the
prohibition of opinion.

“BLACK or White,” its opening theme
song by black and white Michael Jackson,
croons, “It doesn’t matter if you’re black or
white,” but the obvious motif of the Miss
USA 2017 pageant, “diversity,” seemed to
contradict that sentiment. The races of the
ten finalists was such an extreme statistical
improbability that it could only have been
the judges’ belief that it matters very much
indeed whether you’re Black or White.

Sec. of the Interior (1867)

Scalawag of the Month
Mitch Landrieu

Battle of New Orleans 2017
He’s already received this award
once, but here it’s with the fig leaf
cluster.
By Ray Edwards
Moselle, MS

Last month I witnessed the genocide
of the White race and heritage taking place
in New Orleans. I am not a huge fan of that
city mainly because of what today’s society
has made a once-great New Orleans out to
be, especially after Hurricane Katrina. It’s
pretty dark down there even on a clear day.
The city’s scalawag mayor, to say the least,
is letting the Zog control every move he
makes. I have read many articles on the
drive for removing those monuments to
our forefathers, mostly written by extreme
leftist papers. They all now fail to say that
the removal of those monuments was voted
on by the city council more than once.
I can remember the subject coming up on
several occasions. With the removal of our
monuments approved by the Zog, fellow
comrades and patriots continue to fight for
their stay. I take my hat off to each and every
one of them.
Do I disagree with the fight to keep the
monuments up? Absolutely not. We must
all stand and fight for what we believe in
and for what we are. Let’s not roll over for
the Jew.
Here is the most important question.
What are they planning on putting in our
monuments’ places once they’re removed?
Every White Southerner needs to be paying
attention to this. Are they thinking to put
Martin Luther Coon’s statue up? I hear one
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rumor about a Mohamad Ali monument.
He was not just a Black boxer, but also a
militant Black Muslim who belonged to
the Nation of Islam and publicly stated he
hated White people.
We cannot afford to stand idle and let
this happen. We need every White, ablebodied Southerner to keep a close eye on
this situation and take care of business up
front instead of merely “reacting” as in the
past. Let the Zog not make this mistake.
We will be calling for boots on the ground
in pursuit of the good fight and in order to
keep America American.

Seriously, now
At one point during a game, the coach
calls this seven-year-old soccer player over
and asks, “Do you understand what a team
is, and the meaning of cooperation?”
The little boy nods.
“And that what matters is not whether
we win or lose, but how well we play the
game?” The lad nods agreement.
“So,” the coach continues, “I am sure
you know when a penalty is called that you
shouldn’t argue, curse, attack the referee or
call him an idiot. Do you understand all
that?” The little boy says he does.
“And when I call you to the bench so
that another boy gets a chance to play, it’s
not good sportsmanship to call your coach
a fatheaded numbskull, is it?” The small
player agrees.
“Good,” says the coach. “Now go over
there and explain all that to your mother.”
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Folk rights and political rights
By A. E. Stern

T

tradyouth.org

here are two kinds of rights: Political
rights and folk rights. Political rights are
relative; they rise, fall, rise again, and fall
again like waves. Folk rights are cold, hard,
and undying. Only folk rights are God-given,
and therefore defended. Political rights are
won or lost in the fight of the state of
nature, and therefore granted.
His tory fur nishes ex amples of the
distinction between folk rights and political
rights. The Romans, having conquered a
Nation, either annihilated it or, hav ing
decided that option unnecessary, entirely
respected its folk rights. Romanian historian
Nicolae Iorga exaggerated the extent to
which the Ottoman Empire was “Roman” in
this sense, but it is true that the Turks were
not usually very interested in mutilating
the subjugated Balkan cultures. One can
observe this in the way Bulgaria is still
Bulgaria, far more than the once-mighty
Western Nations are what they essentially
are. The difference between folk rights and
political rights can even be seen in more
modern epochs. Louisiana was the most
hu mane and en light ened State in the
historical development of the American
Un ion, be cause it was the only one to
respect all national life – even that of the
slaves.

The difference

Mankind is categorically better off under
even the most brutal land-slav ery than
under the pseudo-freedom of money-slavery.
Feudalistic landlordism was more culturally
benevolent for Europeans and Japanese
than neoliberalism is today. In some cases,
feudalism was more a form of stewardship
than slav ery, but in the big ger pic ture,
even the worst feudal lords were more
benevolent than the rule of money-slavery.
The latter Aristotle condemned with everpertinent clarity, even as he supported
land-slavery.
Brutality is the least culturally destructive
form of cruelty. Ask any Eastern European
who watched his country go out of the
frying pan of Communism and into the fire
of neoliberalism. It was by the same measure
that Dr. Nicolae Paulescu, writing from the
standpoint of a European-Christian patriot
whose country had been attacked by the
Ottoman Turks many times, could write:
“Indeed, the two branches, Arabic and
Jewish, are both very greedy for human
blood. But if the Mohammed ans, who
possess a certain bravery, resemble wild
tigers – the Jews, who manifest themselves
only through cowardice, are more similar
to bugs…”
The Phanar was by far the most vicious

Phanar, Greek quarter of Constantinople (now
Is tan bul). Un der the Ot to man Em pire, Phanar
was the residence of the privileged Greek families,
called Phanariots. They came into prominence in
the late 17th century and held influential positions
until the Greek war of independence began in
1821. This city is still the site of the Ortho dox
Patriarchate of Constantinople.

thing the Ottoman Empire ever imposed on
Orthodox Southeastern Europe. It is the
sole reason that Ottoman Turkey does not
de serve its rep u ta tion as an hon or able
respecter of the folk rights of its slaves, like
Rome or Louisiana. The history of the
Ottoman Empire in the Balkans is thus
another example of how, from the standpoint
of respect for folk rights, brutality is the
least culturally destructive form of cruelty.
“Human rights? That’s gay.” Thus spoke
the smartest seventh-grader in his class. As
Carl Schmitt noted, when it comes to the
po lit i cal, “who ever in vokes hu man ity
wants to cheat.” Humanitarian conceptions

PUT IT BACK
Your “representatives” – forbidden by the Southern Puberty Lechery Center, a
federal Affirmative Action Apparatchik and those new voting machines to display
such reminders in a building full of judges, lawyers and politicians – have banished
the Ten Commandments from Alabama’s Supreme Court now for
months.

165

of “rights” are but a dishon est form of
politically granted rights. They are still
political in form, but empty in content.
Accordingly, from a viewpoint that
cherishes folk rights, it is only proper to
defend a certain pro-Confederate, abolitionskeptical view of American history. This
has nothing to do with vulgarizations of
Biblical genealogy, and even less to do with
un-European faith in statistical algebra.
Blacks were culturally better off in the
An te bel lum South than they are to day
because they are human, not because they
are subhuman.
But what becomes of folk rights if we’re
dealing with a morbidly hyper-political
culture like Jewry? A culture built not on
trampling on others’ political rights – what
great high culture hasn’t done that at some
point? – but on everyone else’s very folk
rights? Originally, the words “gentiles” and
“Nations” had interchangeable meanings.
The influential medieval rabbi Rashi’s
in fa mous state ment that “even the best
of the gentiles must be killed” does not
necessarily refer to atomized individual
life, but to national life. The results of this
doctrine are more apparent now than ever.

Look ing to one’s own
What, the reader might ask, does
anti-Semitism have to do with folk rights?
It would be appropriate to ask the opposite
question, that of what Jewry has to do with
folk rights. The lat ter per tain to Carl
Schmitt’s idea of “tel lu ric law,” and
un comfort able as it makes those who
repeat a neutered version of this concept
nowadays, Schmitt quite clearly named its
worst enemy as Jewry.
Only look at how everything Continental
European is “anti-Semitic by default” to
the Jews. Continental cultures retain their
roots in land-based law. That’s why the
Brit ish Empire still has the ko sher seal
of hu man rights in today’s culture, but
Columbus does not. It’s also probably a
better explanation than Kanye West’s as to
why the U. S. government failed to protect
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the State of Louisiana from Hurricane
Katrina. It’s why there were no adored
Continental “public intellectuals” of the
Christopher Hitchens type in the Jewishmanufactured American pseudo-intellectual
culture of the early 2000s. Napoleon was a
Nazi to them, with their horror of all things
Continental European.
Jewry, as a sociopolitical body, is
incompatible with land-bound law; Schmitt
Jews and Their Lies
By Martin Luther, founder of the Lutheran Church.
Condemns Jews for undermining the Christian faith.
Says their “Talmud” (bible) preaches hatred for
Christ. 49 pages, $8 PPD. Truth at Last Books, P. O.
Box 1211, Marietta, GA 30061

was right about that. Talmudism is hostile to
agricultural work. But, from the perspective
of folk rights, this raises interesting questions
about what Werner Sombart called the
difference between “the Jewish spirit” and
“the Jew as a person,” similarly to Codreanu’s
remark that the enemy is not “the next-door
Jew but the Kahal.” Regard less of the
conclusions we come to in answer to these
questions, it is true that Jewry represents a
quintessential case study in how folk rights
can be abused through systematic hyperpoliticization.
Cul tures are more eas ily de stroyed
insidiously than brutally. That is everywhere
apparent throughout the so-called “free
world” today. That is the true essence of
what the Judeo-liberal banking caste calls
“freedom.”

How, then, do we fight for
our folk rights in a dark age
when patriotism is conflated
with pseudo-humanitarian
platitudes? With the kind of
patriotism that men actually
die for. “Human rights” are
boring. No one fights under
the empty flag of “human
rights.”
All embattled peoples throughout the
darkness of the “free world” today can take
an illuminating lesson from the Unknown
Black Confederate who stayed loyal to the
South and died for it, preferring to defend
the integrity of his simple folk culture under
slavery than to see it destroyed by modern
“human rights.” That is patriotism. Folk
rights live, and folk rights shall never go
under.

David Lane’s 88 Precepts
67. An unarmed or non-militant People
will be enslaved.
68. Some say the pen is more powerful
than the sword. Perhaps so. Yet, the word
without the sword has no authority.
69. Tyrannies are usually built step by
step and disguised by noble rhetoric.
70. The difference between a terrorist
and a patriot is control of the press.
71. The judgments of the guardians, the
leaders, must be true to Natural Law and
tempered by reason.
72. Materialism is base and destructive.
The guardians of a Nation must constantly
warn against and combat a materialistic
spirit in the Nation. Acquisition of wealth
and property, as is needed for the well-being
of one’s family and obtained by honorable
means, is right and proper. Exploitation,
particularly through usury, is destructive to
the Nation.
73. Ma te ri al ism leads men to seek
artificial status through wealth or property.
True social status comes from service to
Family, Race and Nation.
74. Materialism ultimately leads to
conspicuous, unnecessary consumption –
which in turn leads to the rape of Nature
and destruction of the environment. It is
unnatural. The true guardians of the Nations
must be wholly untainted by materialism.
75. The func tion of a mer chant or
sales man is to pro vide a method of
ex change. A mer chant who pro motes
unnecessary consumption and materialism
must not be tolerated.
76. The only lawful functions of money
are as a medium of ex change and a store
of value. All other uses including social
en gi neer ing, specu la tion, in fla tion and
especially usury are unlawful. Usury
(interest) at any percentage is a high crime
which cannot be tolerated.
77. A nation with an aristocracy of
money, lawyers or merchants will become
a tyranny.
78. The simplest way to describe a
usury-based central banking system is this:
The bankers demand the property of the

Na tion as collateral for their loans. At
interest, more money is owed them than
they created with the loans. So, eventually,
the bankers foreclose on the Nation.
79. Usury (in ter est), in fla tion and
oppressive taxation are theft by deception
and destroy the moral fabric of the Nation.
80. Wealth gained without sacrifices or
honest labor will usually be misused.
81. Nothing in Nature is static; either the
life force grows and expands or it decays
and dies.
82. Respect must be earned; it cannot be
demanded or assumed.
83. Avoid a vexatious man, for his
venom will poison your own nature.
84. Self-discipline is a mark of a higher
man.
85. One measure of a man is cheerfulness
in adversity.
86. A fool judges others by their words.
A wise man judges others by their actions
and accomplishments.
87. In our relationships or interactions,
as in all of Nature’s Laws, to each action
there is a reaction. That which we plant
will be harvested, if not by ourselves, then
by another.
88. These are sure signs of a sick or
dying Nation. If you see any of them, your
guardians are committing treason:
1) mixing and destruction of the founding
race
2) destruction of the family units
3) oppressive taxation
4) corruption of the Law
5) terror and suppression against those
who warn of the Nation’s error
6) immorality: drugs, drunkenness, etc.
7) infanticide (now called abortion)
8) destruction of the currency (inflation
or usury)
9) aliens in the land, alien culture
10) materialism
11) foreign wars
12) guardians (leaders) who pursue
wealth or glory
13) homosexuality
14) religion not based on Natural Law
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HVIM visits the Soros Club
Need pointers on stopping Soros’
hired mercenaries? Here’s the way
they go after that worldwide Jewish
bagman in the country of his birth.
hungarianambiance.com

O

n May 1st, members of the Sixty-four
Counties Youth Movement (HVIM) visited
Soros’s Budapest club.
Few people know that in the midst of
District VIII there is a barracks where his

liberal agitators hold their regular meetings.

Giving them a surprise visit
Budapest Pride organizers and the Roma Press
Center also hold their meetings in the Auróra Street

Club. The logo of Open Society Foundation
– financed by George Soros – is displayed
at the en trance of the club, writes
szentkoronaradio.com.
HVIM visited the place, on the one

had vandalized the Sándor Palace, and the
Terror Museum (during anti-government
demonstrations just a few weeks back) as
well as other revered places at Heroes’
Square.

hand, to draw attention to the existence of
the club, since what has been happening in
that place poses a “national security risk.”
On the other hand, it was time to return the
favors to those liberal troublemakers who

With this visit, the Sixty-four Counties
Youth Movement intended to warn those
agents provocateur that they were far from
untouchable, said members of the group to
szentkoronaradio.com.

SPLC: The Battle of New Orleans (that wasn’t)
By Hunter Wallace

S

followers would only continue to
radicalize after their inevitable
letdown. Since that is exactly what
has happened, I would say I was
right about that one. It was the best
case scenario for us.
Why wouldn’t I support and get
involved with Identity Dixie? We
believe the same things. We are
pushing for more or less the same
goals. We are holding joint events

occidentaldissent.com

adly, I’m afraid the SPLC isn’t what it
used to be:
“Last weekend, a motley crew of farright groups assembled at New Orleans’
Lee Circle to protest the city’s removal of
Con fed er ate mon u ments. Bear ing all
manner of insignias, from the Confederate
Battle Flag, Klan logos, Civil War kepis,
Norse runes, the flag of ‘Kekistan,’ the
Gadsden flag, to U. S. flags, all were
prepared for a brawl.
“The highly touted ‘Battle of New Orleans’
was by all accounts a disappointment. The
flaggers’ desire to pre-emptively name a
‘battle’ where one would not occur, and to
nevertheless claim victory is evidence of a
strategy at play by the far-right that
emerged after ‘The Battle of Berkeley’ last
month. That same strategy is now in play
with many along the racist right, including
one of Sunday’s event attendees, Brad
Griffin, who writes under the pen name
Hunter Wallace…”
A few points:
The SPLC made mountains out of molehills about my relationship with Dr. Hill
and the League of the South. I was simply
saying that the League ought to be better
at exploiting social media. As we saw in
New Or leans and Pikeville, we have
dramatically improved on that front since
2015.
It is true that I was critical of the turn
toward militias and militancy in the
movement. It is also true that subsequent
events later proved that I was wrong. I’m
happy to admit that I was wrong. Several
months of violent, rampaging antifa attacks

all across the United States and Europe
have proven that we need to be much more
mindful of our security at public events.
I’ve known Richard Spencer in real life
since 2009. I have known other people
who were involved with the Alt-Right and
White Nationalism long before that. In
fact, I knew all these people before I got
involved with the League of the South in
2012. So what?

A time for stepping for ward
Identitarianism is about White people
reasserting their racial, cultural and ethnic
identities. Obviously, Southern Nationalism
is a type of identitarianism. The Confederate
monuments which we are defending are
literal expressions of our White Southern
identity carved in granite and placed in
promi nent pub lic spaces by pre vious
generations as a tribute to the heroism of
our fathers.
In September, I drove all the way to
Arkansas to give a speech to the Arkansas
League of the South about how Trump
would disappoint his followers and fail to
Make America Great Again. I said that is
why we should support Trump in the 2016
election and hope he wins because his

now.

Recent moves

We never anticipated getting into a
conflict with the Alt-Lite or Patriots in
New Orleans. The scenario didn’t occur to
us, was totally unexpected and came as a
total surprise. In any case, the Cuck Knight
has been disavowed by everyone including
Baked Alaska and Kyle Chapman.
The Antifas initiated the current street
battles in Washington, DC, and Berkeley in
Jan u ary and Feb ru ary. We are simply
getting better organized to respond to their
violence. The Antifas initiated the conflict
in New Orleans as well, but since the SPLC
is allied with these people
they won’t point that out.
I disagreed with Dr. Michael
Hill on like two or three
issues and the SPLC has
made it out to be this massive
row when it was nothing of
the sort. I’m still a member of
the League of the South. I
will be speaking at the LOS
na tional con fer ence this
summer. This will be my
fifth conference.
Black Re bel and the

heritage crowd named it the “Battle of New
Orleans.” The phrase was adopted by the
Based Stickman group that was coming
from California. I simply promoted the
event.
New Orleans Antifa announced they were
standing down and taking the weekend off
on Twitter. By that point, we had already
made plans to come to New Orleans and
intended to publicly oppose the Take ’Em
Down NOLA event anyway.
The League has never livestreamed
its public events to thousands of people
watching on social media before. Hopefully,
we can do so now si mul ta neously on
YouTube, Periscope and Facebook Live.
There were New Black Pan thers,
Republic of New Afrika and Black Lives
Matter attendees in the Take ’Em Down
NOLA crowd which was led by the
avowed Communist Malcolm Suber. They
hurled as many racial epithets as were
thrown in their direction, had just as many
Black supremacist extremists in their ranks
and were caught on video celebrating
“White Genocide.”

E. P. resolution is in fact proof of a “Soros report”
hungarianambiance.com

Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán
described the resolution adopted by the
European Parliament against Hungary on
May 17 as proof of a misguided policy,
saying that in fact it is “a Soros report.”
Speaking on Kossuth Rádió program
“180 Minutes,” the Prime Minister said
that behind the attacks on Hungary stands
the issue of migration, and “everything
else is irrelevant.” There is, he stated, a
European community of interests which
transcends party boundaries, and which
seeks to import hundreds of thousands of
immigrants to the continent.
He added that the “founding father,”
Order extra copies of

The First
Freedom
Help your friends shed the
scales from their eyes!
See coupon at bottom of page 24

co-funder and co-organizer of this strategy
is George Soros.
The European Parliament decided to
prepare a “Soros report” on Hungary. This
is not without precedent: its forerunner, he
said, is the Tavares Report, “which was an
ignominious failure.”
Reading the current resolution one does
not know whether to laugh or cry, he said.
As an ex ample, he mentioned a Syr ian
agitator at the Röszke border crossing,
who, according to part of the resolution
document, “in an unfair trial was given a
ten-year prison sentence simply for using
a megaphone to make statements to ease
tensions and for throwing three objects at
the border police.” In fact, said the Prime
Minister, this Syrian man “tried to break

“The principle for which we
contend is bound to reassert
it self, though it may be
at an other time and in
an other form.”
– Pres i dent Jef fer son Da vis

through the fence during the Röszke riots,
used a mega phone to in cite peo ple to
violence and attacked police officers.” He
noted that “the Soros teams” in Brussels
are extremely determined and are prepared
to make absurd allegations.
Mr. Orbán was asked about the words
of European People’s Party group leader
Manfred Weber, who said that now the ball
is in the Hungarian prime minister’s court:
if he responds appropriately, he is a team
player, but if he does not there will be
consequences. In response the Prime
Minister said that nothing of this kind
would ever be said in China, which clearly
demonstrates that European politics have
become distorted.
He described as discouraging the attitude
of those working in the European institutions
who do not give Nation States the respect
that is due to them, and he expressed his
objection to anyone in Brussels – regardless
of party affiliation – telling a Member State
how to behave.
“The essence of Europe does not lie in
Brussels, but in the Member States. Europe

is not Brussels; Europe is Warsaw, Budapest,
Paris, Berlin, Rome,” he said.
The Prime Minister said Hungarians
must insist on their national interests, and
“we want to decide whom we live alongside
and whom we don’t live alongside.” The
Brussels attacks will not divert Budapest
from its goals, and in the future Hungary
will continue to pursue its own path, he
said, adding that the Cabinet is likewise
unwilling to surrender to Brussels the right
to determine energy prices and tax rates.
He stressed that keeping the existing
division of powers and rights, which “we
built together,” is also a pro-European
position.
In summary, Mr. Orbán stated that
Hungary will participate in the procedure
for dispute settlement, and if necessary
“we shall go all the way,” taking the matter
to court. When asked what will happen if
the court rules that Hungary must amend
its legislation, the Prime Minister said that
the ruling will have to be implemented, but
“what implementation actually entails…
will involve yet another struggle.”

— Culture wars —
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White champs call on a town
Hardly peaceful, but no violence
as White nationalists and protesters
yell in Pikeville, Kentucky.
By Bill Estep
kentucky.com

D

National Socialist Movement, told the
Herald-Leader.
The TWP and the NSM include economic
measures in their platforms that could
appeal to struggling working people, but
they are wrapped around a core of racism.
The website of the NSM says that “only
those of pure White blood, whatever their
creed, may be members of the Nation,” and
that all non-White immigration must be
prevented.
The League of the South, which also
took part in the rally, is a neo-Confederate

espite fears of vi o lence, White
nationalists and opponents exchanged only
words at a rally in downtown Pikeville on
Sat ur day, April 29, as a heavy po lice
presence and metal barricades kept the two
sides separated.
At the height of the rally, there were
about 125 White nationalists on
one side of Main Street in an
enclosure beside the historic Pike
County courthouse and about
200 opponents on the opposite
side of the street behind barriers
set up along the sidewalk.
A line of local and State police
officers stood nearly shoulderto-shoulder in the street between
the two sides as they screamed at
each other in the 90-degree heat.
The White nationalists hoped
John Holderfield of Birmingham, Alabama, a member of the
to re cruit mem bers with a Global Crusaders Order of the Ku Klux Klan, shouted at antimessage of help for working fascists and other protesters.
Alex Slitz aslitz@herald-leader.com
people in a place where the economy has group that advocates for a second Southern
been hurt by a sharp drop in coal jobs, but se ces sion and a so ciety domi nated by
“European Americans,” meaning
Whites.
Concern grew in town as the
rally ap proached be cause of
information that opponents of
the White nationalists would
show up in force and there would
be a violent confrontation, as
there has been elsewhere.
When the Traditionalist Worker
Party held a rally at the State
capitol in California in June
2016, protesters clashed with the
Anti-fascist groups arrive Saturday, April 29, 2017, to counter
White nationalists and 10 people
a rally by the National Socialist Movement in Pikeville.
John Flavell The Herald-Leader were hurt in the fighting, the
they spent more time condemning their New York Times reported.
opponents for trying to shout them down.
A White nationalist leader said there had
“We see the forces of degeneracy!” Jeff been social media chatter among opponents
Schoep, com mander of the Na tional about needing to raise money for bail and
Socialist Movement, yelled as he looked medical expenses.
across the street at the protesters.
A man with him, who refused
to identify himself, shouted, “The
White man built this country!”
For their part, the protesters
hooted on plastic horns, blew
whistles, hollered “Shut the --up” and chanted slogans such as
“Punch a Nazi in the face! Every
Nation, every race!”
There was so much noise
during the rally that it was difficult
to un der stand ei ther side at
times.
John Flavell The Herald-Leader
After about an hour of speeches, the
White nationalists left the courthouse and
headed to their cars.
The opponents, who call themselves
By Michael Hill
jmichhill@cs.com
anti-racists or anti-fascists, followed them
The 2017 League
down the street to a spot where there were
of the South national
no barriers.
Police formed a line between the sides, con fer ence will be
and about 40 heavily-armed State police held in the Alabama
officers in riot gear, who had been in waiting LS cul tural cen ter
during the rally, moved in to make sure and headquarters in
Wetumpka (Elmore
there was no violence.
A beefy sheriff’s deputy moved up and County), Al a bama,
down the line of police, telling officers to on 23-24 June (Friday
and Saturday).
arrest anyone who tried to cross.
The LS building is located at 12814 US
Donovan Blackburn, city manager in
Pikeville, said there were three ar rests Hwy 231. This impressive venue was the site
during the rally. All three who were arrested of the 2012-2016 LS national conferences.
were associated with the protest against the We look forward to once again showing off
our League real estate. Please mark the
White nationalists.
The event had been in the offing since dates on your calendar and plan to join us
February, when the Traditionalist Worker for a fun, in for ma tive and in spir ing
Party announced it would hold a rally in weekend on our own beautiful property.
Scheduled and invited speakers thus far
town. Other groups, including the National
Socialist Movement and the League of the include: Harold Crews, Michael Hill, R. G.
Miller, Mark Thomey, Mike Sable, Pastor
South, announced plans to take part.
They said they hoped their message of John Weaver, Tiny Malone and Pat Hines.
The theme of this year’s conference is
standing up for White working families
“Redeeming the Time: Preparing for the
could gain traction in the area.
“We know how devastated it was down Inevitable Conflict.”
The format for this year’s conference
here,” Butch Urban, an officer with the

Prestonsburg attorney Ned Pillersdorf, the bankers make money,” he said.
who was at the rally, said a lawyers’ group
Each side left town after the rally.
had asked him to be ready to rep resent
Blackburn, the city manager, said he
protesters if they were arrested.
was relieved that there was no violence.
Local residents can celed a rally for
He said authorities had done a great job
equality – initially scheduled at the same plan ning for secu rity at the event and
time as the White nationalist rally – out of putting the plan into action, making sure
concern over safety, and University of each side got to exercise its rights while
Pikeville President Burton Webb said if
parents of students were concerned, they
should have their children leave town.
Most businesses downtown remained
closed Saturday because of concerns
about the rally, and the county courthouse, which usually is open until noon,
was closed.
“Everyone’s anxious – don’t know
what to expect,” Blackburn said Saturday
before the rally was scheduled to start at
2 PM.
The protesters began gathering before
the White nationalists. The protesters
said they felt it was important to counter
the White nationalists’ racist message,
said Daryle Lamont Jenkins, who had come
from Philadelphia for the demonstration.
“If they see no opposition, they think
their work is going to be a lot easier,”
Jenkins said.
The protesters had been yelling at a
handful of people in the White nationalist
enclosure for more than an hour when
the main contingent of Traditionalist
Worker Party and the National Socialist
John Flavell The Herald-Leader
Movement members parked a block
away and marched three abreast to the rally also keeping the city safe.
site at 3 PM, carrying U. S., Confederate
R o b Musick , w h o p a s t o r s th e
and organization flags.
Prestonsburg Pres byte rian Church and
They also carried a large banner that came to the rally, where he tried to witness
said “Di ver sity = White Geno cide.” to White nationalists, said he didn’t think
Several were armed with pistols in holsters the yelling ultimately changed any minds
on their hips, and a man carrying a shotgun on either side of the street.
was guarding them.
Their en trance set off the
yell ing anew, with each side
taunting the other to cross over
the barriers.
“We are the shock troops for
the White race!” Schoep yelled
at protesters, while they shouted
back.
Matthew Heimbach, head of
the Traditionalist Worker Party,
touched on poverty and drug
problems in the area and his
Members of the National Socialist Movement wave to protesters
group’s economic ideology.
Saturday, April 29, 2017, as they leave a rally in Pikeville.
John Flavell The Herald-Leader
“The working class bleeds and

League of the South national conference
will be as follows: On Friday the 24th we
will have a day of speeches at the League
building from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM. Friday
evening we will have the Circle of Saint
Andrew’s supper for those invited guests
who contribute to the LS President’s Fund.
On Saturday the 25th comes a morning
session at the LS building which includes
reports from our Staff officers. This session
will be followed by a BBQ dinner at the
build ing. In the af ter noon, we will be
conducting either a local demonstration or
some other event designed to strengthen
our organization.
The conference fees, which include the
BBQ dinner, are as follows:
Individual $60
Couple (husband & wife) $95
Family (including all children) $100
plus $10 per meal

Two ways to sign up
§ You may pay via PayPal or credit card
online at www.leagueofthesouth.com by
noting in the “Comment” section that this
is for the conference fee. Be sure to give us
the names of your party and your address
in that field. Email jmichhill@cs.com.

§ Or complete the form provided below
and send it along with your check to the
League office.
For information on lodging, see our
facebook.com/leagueofthesouth page. For
more information, call the League at (800)
888-3163 or contact jmichhill@cs.com.
League of the South
P. O. Box 760
Killen, Alabama 35645
The following person(s) will attend
the 2017 LS national conference:

Address (City, State, zip, phone, email):

Remarks:

Make check payable to League of the
South and mail to LS, P. O. Box 760,
Killen, Alabama 35645.
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Rip the veil of secrecy from the Bundy case
Much of the evidence in this
high-profile case remains cloaked
in secrecy due to a blanket court
protective order.
By Thomas Mitchell
mesquitelocalnews.com

J

ustice must not only be done, but it
must be seen to be done.
The wheels of justice continue to grind
in the federal criminal case against Cliven
Bundy, four of his sons and a dozen codefendants over the April 2014 armed
stand off with federal agents trying to
confiscate Bundy’s cattle at his Bunkerville
ranch. All of the defendants have been
jailed for more than a year.
The stand off oc curred af ter armed
Bu reau of Land Man age ment agents
attempted to round up Bundy’s cattle after
he had refused for 20 years to pay grazing
fees in the Gold Butte area. The BLM said
he owed $1 million in fees and penalties.
Faced with armed protesters the BLM
agents eventually released the cattle and
left to avoid potential bloodshed

No-show trials
Much of the evidence in the high-profile
case remains cloaked in secrecy due to a
blanket court protective order that requires
just about everything filed in the case must
be filed under seal.
But the press – spe cif ically the Las
Vegas daily newspaper, this newspaper and
The Associated Press – continue to fight

for openness. Just this past week attorney
Maggie McLetchie filed a writ with the 9th
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals asking that
the veil of secrecy be lifted, because it “is
anathema to the First Amendment” and
longstanding court precedent from the 9th
Circuit itself.
McLetchie argues, among other things,
that much of the rationale for keeping
ma te rial se cret is merely to pro tect
gov ern ment agents from le git i mate
criticism of their conduct. She also says the
protective order is based on “speculation
and scaremongering” supported almost
entirely by a series of years-old online
social media posts.
Since the arrests of most of the defendants
back in February 2016, things have not
gone swimmingly for the government.
Two of Bundy’s sons, who had been
arrested on separate but similar charges of
illegally occupying an Oregon wildlife
refuge to protest the jailing of father and
son ranchers under a terrrorism law for
letting fires get out of con trol and burn
a few acres of federal public land, were
acquitted of those charges this past fall by a

jury, along with their co-defendants.
In April, the first of three scheduled
trials for the Bunkerville defendants –
charged with ob struction of jus tice,
conspiracy, extortion, assault and impeding
federal officers – ended in a mistrial. The
jury found only two of six people on trial
guilty of some charges but deadlocked on
the others. The jurors agreed to convict on
only 10 of the 60 charges brought. None of
the conspiracy charges stuck.

Big, bad boy
In January, the Interior Department’s
In spec tor Gen eral re leased a 16-page
investigative report outlining misconduct
and ethical violations by the BLM agent
who supervised the Bundy cattle roundup.
The report never named the agent but
said he abused his powers by obtaining
pref er en tial treat ment for fam ily and
friends at the 2015 Burning Man event on
BLM land, misused BLM personnel and
equip ment, im prop erly in ter vened in
hir ing a BLM agent and at tempted to
influence an employee’s testimony during
the Inspector General’s investigation of
him.
Congressional records identify the agent
as Dan Love.
McLetchie noted that the misconduct
allegations add fuel to the “general public’s
concern that the government mishandled
the investigation in this case.”
Her writ quotes from a 9th Circuit ruling
from 1983 in which The Associated Press

BLM’s Bunkerville agent in charge Dan Love

sought information about a criminal case.
The court stated there “can be little dispute
that the press and public have historically
had a common law right of access to most
pretrial documents… Moreover, pretrial
documents, such as those dealing with the
question whether [a defendant] should
be incarcerated prior to trial and those
containing allegations by [a defendant] of
government misconduct, are often important
to a full understanding of the way in which
‘the judicial process and the government as
a whole are functioning.’”

Unusual punishment
Seems on point for the Bundy case.
The defendants from the first Bundy
trial are to be retried in late June on the
same day Cliven Bundy, his sons and
others were scheduled for trial. The court
has yet to say what the schedule will be for
the long-jailed remaining defendants.
The court needs to shine more light on
this case so the public can see whether
justice is being done.

Prosecutors face more allegations in BLM agent cover-up
By Deb Jordan
thepetesantillishow.com

BLM Special Agent In Charge [SAC]
Daniel P. Love’s misconduct hangs over
the heads of Nevada prosecutors like a rain
cloud that follows them everywhere they
go. SAC Love, identified as the agent who
was found guilty of misconduct after an
investigation by the Inspector General’s
Office, may have something else in his
closet the prosecutors kept hidden from the
defense. It appears that in November of
2016 the internal affairs office at the BLM
opened their own investigation on Mr.
Love.

According to records, a memorandum
from the U. S. Department of the Interior
dated November 2, 2016, and signed by
the BLM Director of Law Enforcement
Security, Salvatore R. Lauro, was issued to
SAC Love informing him of his immediate
suspension from duty and directing him to
turn in his uniforms, badges and government
issued firearms. Love was also stripped of
his Law Enforcement Authority.

Gross misconduct
The suspended BLM Special Agent In
Charge was being investigated internally
for two extremely heinous acts.
The first offense on record was, that on

Let’s bring ’em into the light
Ten extra copies of The First Freedom
(specify which issue) are yours for $15 PPD
anywhere in C.S.A. or U.S., plus – if you
want them, ask – one sheet containing 80
of these labels in Confederate red, white
and blue.
New subscribers! Get 6
If you
issues of rebel news for
$5 to TFF, PO Box 385
de sire a
Silverhill, Ala. 36576.
few extra
labels, they’re $1 per sheet of 80, PPD.
Where to put them? Inside books, on the
literature and envelopes you pass out, any
old place that comes to mind. Let’s roll!

Funeral of Dr. James Redd

more than one occasion Love ordered a
subordinate to drive a government issued
vehicle to run personal errands for him.
There have been some outside reports
claiming the subordinate found ancient
Indian artifacts in Love’s vehicle during this
process, but the most egregious allegation
was still to come.
After a raid on the Redd Family of
Blanding, Utah, that also involved several
other collectors of ancient Indian artifacts
in the surrounding area, Love demanded the
Utah Department of the Interior Evidence
Custodian to retrieve several of the artifacts
from the evidence room so he could display
them on his desk. The internal investigation
also states that Love gave at least several
BLM Agents, other “Federal Agents” and
one private contractor “Moqui Marbles” to
keep as a trophy after the 2006 raid he and
FBI Special Agent Greg Bretzing called
Operation Cerberus.

Bestial interrogation
This act was not only unlawful, but some
would say a direct indication to how dark
the soul of Daniel P. Love really is. Dr.
James Redd, after being brutally assaulted
and interrogated for hours by Daniel Paul
Love, took his own life, as did informant
Ted Gardiner – who set the sting into motion;
One other victim also killed himself after
the highly ridiculed militarized Operation
Cerberus. Many Utah residents and elected
officials still accuse Dan Love of bullying
Dr. James Redd to death.
Odd that Agents Love and Bretzing
chose to call the sting “Operation Cerberus,”
after a successful Hitler directive during
World War II in which three trapped
German Warships in the English Channel
successfully outwitted and outmaneuvered
the Eng lish to get away. The Ger man
military would later call Operation Cerberus
a “tactical victory (but) a strategic defeat,”
an ominous quote that would dictate public
perception of Daniel P. Love’s and Greg

Bretzing’s careers for years to come.
According to a letter penned by Utah
Congressman Jason Chaffetz to the office
of the Inspector General, there are more
questions raised by their investigation of
SAC Love than an swered. The let ter
indicates that Love not only threatened
people in his office while demanding they
lie during the investigation, but he also had
an employee shred and destroy untold
amounts of ev i dence in the form of
docu ments and hard drives con tain ing
internal emails just one day before a
con gres sio nal in quiry was to be gin
scru ti niz ing the office Love had now
become in charge of. BLM Director Neil
Kornze is suspected of giving Agent Love
the “heads-up” before that investigation
could take place, prompting him to destroy
the most critical documents the IGO was
look ing for. Dur ing the first trial for
Bundy co-defendants, Toni Ziminski, the
communications director for the Bundy
cattle confiscation, admitted she shredded
documents at the compound and somehow
lost vital records of radio transmissions
because somehow the hard drive that ran
the recording device had mysteriously come
unplugged. Ziminski was never asked if
Dan Love had told her to shred vital
documents, nor was she asked if Dan Love
had asked her to unplug the hard drive.
Both would have been fair questions had
the defense known Daniel P. Love had
given that order before.
The United States Government has a
long history of “covering up” for Special
Agent in Charge Daniel P. Love from 2006
to date, and that fact couldn’t be made any
clearer than by what is not allowed to be
entered as evidence and who is not allowed
to be called to the stand, in the case of USA
vs Cliven Bundy et al.

Singsong testimony
For mer Se cret Ser vice Agent Rand
Stover turned BLM agent took the stand in
early February during what the press has
dubbed “The Bundy Ranch Trials,” and
began what would be a long line of BLM
and FBI agents ineffectively trying to be
the stymied voice of Daniel P. Love. But,
because the prosecution had hidden the
facts surrounding the OIG investigation
and pending congressional inquiry, the
defense was ill prepared to ask Agent

Stover whether or not he too was involved
in the investigations.
The record reflects Agent Stover was a
vital participant in the scheme to help Dan
Love ensure the employment of a former
U. S. Marshal and their friend, Mark Jucha,
by the BLM. Stover was in charge of the
interviewing process that allowed only the
top ten applicants to interview for the job;
Jucha was not among those top ten. Love,
with help from Stover, expanded the rules
of hiring to include the top thirty applicants
and made it possible for Jucha to be interviewed and hired over those who were
better qualified for the job. Stover would
later admit that he followed the order of
Daniel P. Love to expand the interview
process to include Mark Jucha because,
after all, “Love was the Special Agent in
Charge” and “it was his department.”

Censoring the facts
Since the Bundy Ranch trial began,
prosecutors and Judge Gloria Navarro
have been accused of at least five incidents
of prosecutorial misconduct for having
withheld evidence that resulted in the jury
not hearing facts surrounding the case. Two
of those accusations directly involve the

FBI Agent Charles Johnson

coverup of the outcome of the investigation
by the Office of the Inspector General, and
the United States Congress inquiry into the
misconduct of Daniel P. Love, in which he
was eventually found guilty. So it remains
unclear exactly what the congressional
investigation was for.
During the trial with the revelation that
co-defendant Gregory Burleson had once
been a paid FBI informant and that two of
his former handlers had taken the stand to
testify for the prosecution, this set off an
explosion for motions to dismiss the case
based on the fact Burleson and his attorney,
Terrance Jack son, had been al lowed to

— Laws of the U. S. plains and D. C. swamp —
attend meetings with other co-defendants –
including Cliven Bundy himself – where
case strategy had been discussed. The
motions were denied.

Typical fedguv plant
In a recent article by the intercept.com
re port ing on a story out of Glen dale,
Colorado, the public was informed that
FBI undercover agent “Charles Johnson”
was arrested for impersonating a private
investigator. Johnson alleged during his
interrogation by Glendale Police that he
had been hired by a journalist to question
community officials and the owner of a
piece of property the town needed to develop
an entertainment district. Locals said they
considered the agent’s line of questioning
harassing, as oftentimes he would show up
late at night without warning to press hard
for information. After his arrest, “Agent
Johnson” was documented as having three
separate IDs on his person that indicated he

was a resident in three different States, one
of which being an address in Nashville,
Tennessee. Another business card he had
bearing his name was that of the known
fake media/documentary company called
“Long Bow Productions,” used by the FBI
to infiltrate and record the Bundy family
and other participants during the protest in
2014. During the first trial concerning USA
vs Cliven Bundy et al, he took the stand
under assumed name “Charles Johnson” to
testify for the government against defendants
who had no clue he was under investigation
in Colorado for once again pretending to
be something he was not. In a must hear
interview with Peter Boyles, the writer of
the ar ti cle fea tured on The In ter cept,
journalist Trevor Aaronson said he had
contacted the FBI and the DOJ to inquire
as to whether or not they had informed
attorneys in the Bundy case about Charles
Johnson’s arrest. The FBI never returned
his call.

To date there have been eight separate
documented investigations by the OIG into
Love’s conduct since Bundy Ranch, with
only one of those investigations being
made public.
Defendants in the Bundy case would
like to know what information initiated
those investigations and if any of them
included his misconduct during the Bundy
Ranch cattle confiscation and subsequent
misconduct during the protest.
It will also be interesting to know what
other in for ma tion the pros e cu tion has
hidden under their skirts that should – by
all that is decent – require U. S. Attorney
General Jeff Sessions to dismiss this case.
Pete Santilli is the Cincinnati talk show host/
journalist who traveled to Bunkerville, Nevada, to
cover the story of Cliven Bundy and the fact that
the Bureau of Land Management had surrounded
his family with over 200 armed Federal Agents.
These armed agents were violating civil rights and
Pete Santilli caught them on video. That video was
aired by Fox News the following day and a Nation
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responded. Pete still holds it to be true that the
BLM was poised to kill the Bundy family and it
was his duty as a journalist to expose that truth.
Pete went to Bundy Ranch with nothing more than
an an iPad and determination to tell the truth.
Pete Santilli faces life in prison because he dared
criticize the United States Government and those
hench men au tho rized to bru tal ize the Bundy
Fam ily.
This past September 6, a case was dismissed
against Pete in Oregon after the prosecution said
government lacked the evidence to prove the FBI’s
claim he acted outside his role as a journalist while
reporting on the attempted adverse possession of
the Malheur Wildlife Refuge located in Harney
County, Oregon. Pete spent eight months in jail
awaiting that trial. He now awaits trial in Nevada
and has been in jail for almost two years.

Justice in Legal Land
Dirty judicial laundry
in North Carolina
By Lt. Colonel Donald Sullivan (Ret)
aloe910@aol.com

Sometimes a government employee is
held ac count able,
usually because it serves
a higher purpose for
the State or some other
government employee.
In the case of North
Carolina Superior Court
Judge Arnold Ogden
Jones II, that higher
purpose is yet to be
revealed. Judge Jones presided over my
concealed weapons case a couple of times
during its lengthy progression, and actually
issued a ruling which was helpful to me,
ordering the State police to produce any
and all audio and video recordings of the
event which precipitated the charges. I had
been trying to get them for several years,
and his order turned the trick, at least on
the video part. I would hate to think my
continued efforts to get the audio recording
via the judge had anything to do with his
ultimate demise, but it’s for sure I was after
bigger fish than one little superior court
judge.

Shenanigans

The cir cumstances of Judge Jones’
ju di cial de mise are way less than
complimentary. Seems he was concerned
about his wife’s having an affair, so he
bribed an FBI agent, actually a deputy
sheriff who was a member of an FBI task

force – that I would consider, in itself, a
crime against the People – with beer and
cash to obtain copies of text messages
involving members of his family. The plan
was apparently to make Verizon produce
text messages by Jones’ wife and disclose
their contents to Jones.
While he was senior resident Superior
Court judge in a judicial district including
Wayne, Lenoir and Greene counties of
North Carolina, he was accused of texting
the agent on October 10, 2015, trying to get
copies of text messages exchanged between
two numbers. The FBI could only obtain
those records legally following a warrant
approved by a federal magistrate judge on
suspicion of criminal activity. According
to the indictment, the judge told the agent
the messages were “just for (him)” and
“involve(d) family members.”
On October 19, the (FBI) deputy told
the judge there wasn’t the legally required
probable cause to get the texts, but that he
would continue to try if the judge desired.
The indictment outlining the three counts
states that the judge said: “I want down low
– see what you can do without drawing
attention… This involves family, so I don’t
want anybody to know.” The (FBI) deputy
and judge met in a car on October 27, 2015,
according to the indictment, where they
discussed a fee for the information. Jones
reportedly offered the agent “a couple of
cases of beer” for help ing him get the
in for ma tion.
The following Monday, the (FBI) deputy
informed the judge he had the information
on a disk. In addition to agreeing to shred

the disk so it could not be traced back to
the agent’s computer, the judge reportedly
told the agent he had “his paycheck.” The
indictment stated that the judge agreed to
give the agent $100 instead of the beer.
According to the indictment, the two met
the next day in Goldsboro, and the judge
handed over $100 in cash. Jones was
caught on camera wearing his judicial robe
and making the exchange on the steps of
the Wayne County Courthouse. Judge Jones
was accused of paying a bribe to a public
official, paying a gratuity to a public official
and corruptly attempting to influence an
official proceeding.
Not surprisingly, Judge Jones was a
registered Democrat, elected to an eightyear term on the Superior Court bench in
2008. He was also chairman of the North
Carolina Innocence Inquiry Commission.
The com mis sion was cre ated by the
Gen eral As sembly in 2006 and began
op er at ing in 2007. Since then, the
commission has reviewed hundreds of
innocence claims and conducted multiple
hearings, some of which have resulted in
the freeing of inmates wrongfully convicted
of murder.

Usual deal

Judge Jones was convicted in October,
2016, on charges of paying a bribe to a
public official, cor ruptly attempting to
in flu ence an offi cial pro ceed ing and
paying a gratuity to a public official, but the
conviction was overturned earlier this year.
Evidence presented during the hearing,
including multiple recorded conversations
(obviously, the FBI deputy was a snitch),

revealed Jones’ wish to conceal the officer’s
involvement in getting the texts. Jones
agreed to destroy evidence of the crime,
including a disk purported to contain his
wife’s text messages and the text messages
coordinating that exchange for cash and
the disk.
The former judge then pled guilty in
March to promising and paying gratuities to
a public official when federal prosecutors
agreed to drop the other charges against
him. He was sentenced on May 17, 2017,
to two years’ probation, fined $5,000 and
ordered to perform 100 hours of community
service.

Update

Judge Jones was not reelected last year.
The female who replaced him presided
over my hearing Monday, May 15, in the
property tax case. She lost all sense of
impartiality when I told her I had a ten
million dollar IRS lien on the property in
question and any county tax lien would be
in a long second place.
She asked me three times if that number
was correct, then said, “Mr. Sullivan, have
you ever paid your taxes?”
To which I responded, “Your Honor, I
pay all taxes for which I am liable.
She proceeded to allow the county’s
motion for partial summary judgment and
denied my motion to dismiss for lack of
jurisdiction, which was not on the calendar,
without reading it or hearing arguments.
She was vis ibly in censed, con vincing
herself I was a “tax protester.” I think I
preferred Judge Jones. At least he was a
man.

A simple look at federal income tax
By Lt. Colonel Donald Sullivan (Ret)

M

aloe910@aol.com

ost of us are fa miliar with the
all-consuming power of federal income
tax, and the control it exercises over much
of our daily lives. Those who have to work
for a living, that is. The payment of this
graduated income tax is an impediment to
our exercise of freedom and liberty; but,
the fact is, Congress lacks authority to tax
private income, from any source whatever,
without consent and voluntary participation.
Yet, we should not be surprised; for, after
all, the opposite of progress is “Congress.”
The legislative powers of Congress are
set forth in Article 1, Section 8 (17), and
Article 4, Section 3 (2), of the Constitution,
which state in pertinent part, respectively:
“To exercise exclusive Legislation in all
Cases whatsoever, over such District as
may…become the Seat of the Government
of the United States…”; and,
“The Congress shall have Power to
dis pose of and make all Rules and
Regulations respecting the Territory or
other Property belonging to the United
States.”
Unfortunately, the IRS would like us all
to believe that the income tax and the IRC
get their authority from a different part of

the Constitution (Article 1, Section 8 (1)),
because it mentions the word “taxes,” to
the exclusion of the other constitutional
authority for Congress to lay and collect
taxes, the territorial clause, at Article 4,
Section 3 (2), above. Article 1, Section 8
(1) states in pertinent part:
“The Congress shall have power to lay
and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and
Excises…”

Here it is:

Article 1, Section 8 (1), only authorizes
Congress to exercise legislative authority
(have jurisdiction over) the subject matters
enumerated therein throughout the Several
States of the Union. In its ruling in Cohens
v. Virginia, 19 US 264, Wheat 265, 5 L.Ed.
257 (1821), the Supreme Court of the
United States (SCOTUS) states:
“It is clear that Congress, as a legislative
body, exercises two species of legislative
power, the one limited as to its objects, but
extending all over the Union; the other, as
absolute exclusive legislative power over
the District of Columbia…”
Thus, it is easily seen that this clause
(Article 1, Section 8 (1)) isn’t constitutional
authority for individual income tax because
prosecution of criminal charges in income
tax re lated mat ters re quires per sonal

jurisdiction, and the article authorizes no
such power.
By contrast, the other con stitutional
legislative authority for Congress, Article
4, Sec tion 3 (2), au tho rizes ab so lute
(territorial, personal and subject matter)
legislative power, but only within “the
Territory or other Property belonging to
the United States,” such as the District of
Columbia. In those areas, Congress can
pass and en force any law that is not
repugnant to the Constitution, including a
personal income tax. It is merely exercising
the plenary powers granted to it by the
Constitution over its owned territory and
prop erty as de fined by SCOTUS in
McCollough v. Mary land, 17 US (4
Wheat) 316 (1819):
“All subjects over which the sovereign
power of the State extends are objects of
taxation, but those over which it does not
extend are exempt from taxation. This
proposition may also be pronounced as
self-evident. The sovereignty of the State
extends to everything which exists by its
authority or its permission…”.
Thus, Article 4, Section 3 (2), is the
leg is la tive au thor ity for Con gress to
ad min is ter the per sonal in come tax
described by the Sixteenth Amendment to

the Constitution and delineated in Title 26
of the U. S. Code over its property and
subjects, such as those called “taxpayers”
who are liable for the income tax; members
of the class defined as “federal personnel”;
U. S. government employees; or citizens
and residents of the District of Columbia
(or constructive residents thereof as one
who pur port edly re alizes gains/prof its/
income from a source located therein), i.e.,
one of the “governed.”

Running roughshod over us
However, having presented all that truth,
I can tell you from personal experience that
the IRS has not had the paradigm shift yet
which is necessary to convince them that
the United States lacks authority to tax us
in the first place. For example, I’ve had
difficulty convincing them they don’t even
work for the Department of the Treasury,
as they can easily look at their paychecks
and confirm they’re paid by the Department
of Agriculture.
So, a word to the wise. Un less you
want to spend the rest of your lives, your
fortunes and your sacred honor fighting
this ubiquitous enemy, just leave it to us
“professionals.” We have made the choice:
Give us liberty or give us death.
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— House of Rothschild —

How they brought their conspiracy to what we see today
By Andrew Hitchcock

It is important to note that the Federal
Reserve is a private company, it is neither
Federal nor does it have any Reserve. It is
conservatively estimated that profits exceed
$150 bil lion per year and the Fed eral
Re serve has never once in its his tory
published accounts.
1914: The start of World War I. In this
war, the German Rothschilds loan money
to the Germans, the British Rothschilds
loan money to the British, and the French
Rothschilds loan money to the French.
Futhermore, the Rothschilds have control
of the three European news agencies,
Wolff (est. 1849) in Germany, Reuters (est.
1851) in England and Havas (est. 1835) in
France.

theunhivedmind.com

The Rothschilds have been in control
of the world for a very
long time, their tentacles
reach ing into many
aspects of our daily
lives, as is documented
in the following timeline. [Their operations
during the latter 1800s
were retraced here last
month. – ed.]
The Rothschilds contend that they are
Jewish, when in fact they are Khazars.
They are from a country called Khazaria,
which occupied the land locked between
the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea that is
now predominantly Asian Georgia.

Memory hole

To continue:
1901: Jews from the colonies set up in
Palestine by Edmond James de Rothschild
send a delegation which tells him,
“If you wish to save the Yishuv (Jewish
settlement) first take your hands from it,
and…for once permit the colonists to have
the possibility of correcting for themselves
what needs correcting.”
Edmond James de Rothschild is very
angry about this and states,
“I created the Yishuv, I alone. Therefore
no men, neither colonists nor organizations,
have the right to interfere in my plans.”
The Rothschild bank ing house in
Frankfurt, Germany, M. A. von Rothschild
und Söhne, closes – as there is no male
Rothschild heir to take it on.
1902: Philippe de Rothschild born.
1905: A group of Rothschild-backed
Zionist Jews led by Georgi Apollonovich
Gapon attempts to overthrow the Tsar in
Russia in a Communist Coup. They fail
and are forced to flee Russia only to be
given refuge in Germany.
The Jewish Encyclopedia (Volume 2,
page 497) states,
“It is a somewhat curious sequel to the
attempt to set up a Catholic competitor to
the Rothschilds that at the present time the
latter are the guardians of the papal treasure.”
1906: The Rothschilds claim that due
to growing instability in the region and
increasing competition from Rockefeller
(the Rockefeller family are Rothschild
descendants through a female bloodline)
owned Standard Oil, this is why they sell
their Caspian and Black Sea Petroleum
Company to Royal Dutch and Shell. This is
another example of the Rothschilds trying
to hide their true wealth.
1907: Rothschild Jacob Schiff, the head
of Kuhn, Loeb and Co., in a speech to the
New York Chamber of Commerce, warns
that,
“Unless we have a Central Bank with
adequate control of credit resources, this
country is going to undergo the most severe
and far reaching money panic in its history.”
Suddenly America finds itself in the
middle of another typical run of the mill

Rothschild-engineered financial crisis, which
ruins as usual, ruins the lives of millions of
innocent people throughout America and
makes billions for the Rothschilds.
1909: Jacob Schiff founds the National
As so ci a tion for the Ad vancement of
Colored People (NAACP). This is done to
incite Black people into rioting, looting
and other forms of disorder, and cause a rift
between the Black and White communities.
Jewish historian Howard Sachar states the
following in his book, A History of the
Jews in America,

“In 1914, Professor Emeritus
Joel Spingarn of Columbia
University became chairman
of the NAACP and recruited
for its board such Jew ish
lead ers as Ja cob Schiff,
Jacob Billikopf, and Rabbi
Stephen Wise.”
Other Ash ke nazi Jew co-found ers

strategist and has been for years the financial
minister of the great impersonal power
known as Standard Oil.
“He was hand in glove with the
Harrimans, the Goulds and the Rockefellers
in all their railroad en ter prises and has
become the dominant power in the railroad
and financial power of America.”
1913: On March 4, Woodrow Wilson is
elected 28th Pres i dent of the United
States. Shortly after he is inaugurated, he is
visited in the White House by Ashkenazi
Jew Samuel Untermyer of the law firm
Guggenheim, Untermyer and Marshall,
who tries to blackmail him for the sum of
$40,000 in relation to an affair Wilson had
while he was a pro fes sor at Prince ton
University with a fellow professor’s wife.
President Wilson does not have the money,
so Untermyer volunteers to pay the
$40,000 out of his own pocket to the
woman Wilson had had the affair with, on
condition that Wilson promises to appoint
to the first vacancy on the United States
Supreme Court a nominee recommended

Tsar Nicholas II of Russia and his family – murdered by the Jews

W

here can one beat a deal like 100+
copies of The First Freedom for $35 or
$39? Each issue contains information the
“mainstream” presstitutes may not touch:
working strategies for our White Nation’s
counterstrike against forces sent gnashing
and slashing at us by media munchkins in
thrall to the Zejay overlords we must send
looking for honest employment. Decent
Aryans can control their government, so
let everyone you know benefit from the
growing influence of this newspaper. See
coupon on page 24 and order them today.

include Julius Rosenthal, Lillian Wald and
Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch. It is not until 1920
that the NAACP appoints its first Black
president, James Weldon Johnson.
Maurice de Rothschild marries Ashkenazi
Jew Noémie Halphen.
1911: Werner Sombart, in his book, The
Jews and Modern Capitalism, states that
from 1820 on, it is the
“Age of the Rothschild,” and concludes
that there is “Only one power in Europe,
and that is Rothschild.”
1912: In the December issue of Truth
magazine, George R. Conroy states of
banker Jacob Schiff,
“Mr Schiff is head of the great private
banking house of Kuhn, Loeb and Co.,
which represents the Rothschilds’ interests
on this side of the Atlantic.
“He has been de scribed as fi nan cial

to him by Untermyer. Wilson agrees to
this.

Insurance racket

Jacob Schiff sets up the Anti Defamation
League (ADL) in the United States. This
organization is formed to slander anyone
as “anti-Semitic” who dares question or
challenge the Rothschild global conspiracy.
Strangely enough, the same year that
they do this they also set up their last and
current central bank in America, the Federal
Reserve. Congressman Charles Lindbergh
states following the passing of the Federal
Reserve Act on December 23,
“The Act establishes the most gigantic
trust on earth. When the President signs
this Bill, the invisible government of the
monetary power will be legalized… The
greatest crime of the ages is perpetrated by
this banking and currency bill.”

The Rothschilds use Wolff to manipulate
the German people into a fervor for war.
From around this time, the Rothschilds are
rarely reported in the media, because they
own the media.
1916: On June 4, Ashkenazi Jew Louis
Dembitz Brandeis is ap pointed to the
Supreme Court of the United States by
President Wilson as his agreed blackmail
payment to Samuel Untermyer some three
years earlier. Justice Brandeis is also the
elected leader of the Executive Committee
for Zionist Affairs, a position he has held
since 1914.
In the middle of World War I Germany
– financed by the Rothschilds to a greater
extent than France, Italy and England – is
winning. The Rothschilds do not want to
support the Tsar in Russia, and of course he
is on the same side as France, Italy and
England.

Drafting Sam

Something significant occurs. Germany,
although winning the war while not one
foreign soldier has yet set foot on German
soil, offers an armistice to Britain with no
requirement of reparations. However, the
Rothschilds are anxious to make sure this
doesn’t happen, as they expect to make far
more money off the war. They play another
card snuck up their sleeve.
While the British consider Germany’s
offer, Rothschild agent Louis Brandeis
sends a Zionist delegation from America to
Britain promising to bring America into
the war on the side of the British provided
they agree to give the land of Palestine to
the Rothschilds.
The Rothschilds want Palestine because
they have great business interests in the far
east and desire their own State in the area
along with their own military which they
can use as an aggressor against any State
that threatens those interests.
The British subsequently agree to the
deal for Palestine so the London Zionists
contact their counterparts in America and
inform them of this fact. Suddenly all the
major newspapers in America that up to
that point have been pro-German turn on
Germany, running propaganda pieces such
as: German soldiers are killing Red Cross
Nurses; German soldiers are cutting off
babies hands, etc., in order to manipulate
the American public against all Germans.
This same year, President Woodrow
Wilson, runs a re-election campaign under
the slogan, “Re-Elect The Man Who Will
Keep Your Sons Out Of The War.”
On December 12, Ger many and her
allies offer peace terms to end the war.
1917: As a result of Germany’s peace
offer the Rothschild war machine goes into
overdrive in America, spreading propaganda
which leads to President Wilson – under
the instructions of American Zionist leader
and Supreme Court Justice, Louis Dembitz
Brandeis – reneging on his promise to the
electorate and taking America into the first
world war on April 6.

Contract to sucker America
As per the Rothschild Zionist promise to
the British to take America into the war,
they decide they want something in writing
from the British to prove that they will
uphold their side of the bargain. British

— House of Rothschild —
Foreign Secretary Arthur James Balfour
therefore drafts a letter commonly known
as the “Balfour Declaration,” which reads:
Foreign Office
November 2nd, 1917
Dear Lord Rothschild,
I have much pleasure in conveying
to you, on behalf of His Majesty’s
Government, the following declaration
of sympa thy with Jew ish Zi on ist
aspirations which has been submitted
to, and approved by, the Cabinet.
His Majesty’s Government view with
favor the establishment in Palestine of
a national home for the Jewish people,
and will use their best endeavors to
fa cil i tate the achieve ment of this
object, it being clearly understood
that nothing shall be done which may
prejudice the civil and religious rights
of existing non-Jewish communities
in Palestine, or the rights and political
status enjoyed by Jews in any other
country.
I should be grateful if you would
bring this declaration to the knowledge
of the Zionist Federation.
Yours sincerely,
Arthur James Balfour

It’s never enough
The Rothschilds order execution, by the
Bolsheviks they control, of Tsar Nicholas
II and his entire family in Russia, even
though the Tsar has already abdicated on
March 2. This is both to get control of the
country and an act of revenge for Tsar
Alexander I having blocked their world
government plan in 1815 at the Congress
Of Vienna, and Tsar Alexander II siding
with President Abraham Lincoln in 1864.
It is extremely important for them to
slaugh ter the en tire fam ily in clud ing
women and children in order to make good
on the promise to do so made by Nathan
Mayer Rothschild in 1815. It is designed to
show the world what happens if you ever
attempt to cross the Rothschilds.
U. S. Congressman Oscar Callaway
informs Congress that J. P. Morgan is a
Rothschild front and has taken control of
the American media industry. He states,

“In March, 1915, the J. P.
Morgan interests, the steel,
ship build ing, and pow der
interest, and their subsidiary
organizations, got together
twelve men high up in the
n e ws p a p e r w o r l d a n d
employed them to select the
most influential newspapers
in the United States and
sufficient number of them to
control generally the policy
of the daily press…
“They found it was only necessary to
purchase the control of 25 of the greatest
papers… An agreement was reached. The
policy of the papers was bought, to be paid
for by the month, an editor was furnished
for each paper to properly supervise and
edit information regarding the questions of
preparedness, militarism, financial policies
and other things of national and interna tional na ture con sid ered vi tal to the
interests of the purchasers.”
1919: In January, Ashkenazi Jews Karl
Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg are
killed as they attempt to lead another
Rothschild-funded Communist coup, this
time in Berlin, Germany.
The Versailles peace conference is held
to decide reparations that the Germans
need to pay to the victors following the
end of the first world war. A delegation of
117 Zionists headed up by Ashkenazi Jew
Bernard Baruch bring up the subject of the
promise of Palestine for them. At this point
the Germans realize why America has
turned on them and under whose influence
– the Rothschilds.
The Germans naturally realize they have
been betrayed by the Zionists because, at

the time the Rothschilds made their deal
with Britain for Palestine in exchange for
bringing America into the war, Germany
was the most friendly country in the world
towards the Jews; indeed, the German
Emancipation Edict of 1822 guaranteed
Jews in Germany all civil rights enjoyed by
Germans.
Also, Germany is the only country in
Europe which placed no restrictions on
Jews, even giving them refuge when they
fled from Russia after their first attempted
Communist coup failed there in 1905.

Collecting the ransom
Nevertheless, the Rothschilds having
held up their side of the bargain to spill the
blood of innocents by the millions, as a
result Palestine is confirmed as a Jewish
homeland, and while its handover to the
Rothschilds takes place it is to remain
under British control – as the Rothschilds
control Britain. At the time, less than one
percent of Palestine’s population is Jewish.
Interestingly, the host of the Versailles
peace conference is its boss, Baron Edmond
de Rothschild.
The Versailles peace conference is also
used as an attempt by the Rothschilds to set
up a world government under the pretext of
ending all wars (which they create). This
time it’s called the “League of Nations.”
Fortunately not enough countries accept it
and so the idea dies.
On March 29 The Times of Lon don
reports on the Bolsheviks in Russia, “One
of the curious features of the Bolshevist
movement is the high percentage of non
Russian elements among its leaders. Of the
twenty or thirty commissaries, or leaders,
who provide the central machinery of the
Bolshevist movement, not less than 75%
were Jews.”
It is reported that the Rothschilds are
angry with the Russians because they were
not prepared to allow them to form a central
bank within their Nation. They therefore
gather groups of Jewish spies and send
them into Russia to drum up a revolution
“for the benefit of the common man,” which
is actually a takeover of Russia by a
Rothschild-controlled satanic elite.

In 1956, the Hungarians seized radio stations
and fought occupying Communist Russia’s tanks
in the streets of Budapest without weapons, hoping
we armed Americans would bring them something
to fight with so they could vanquish their Jewish
foreign masters. But, no way. Eisenhower was too
busy threatening England and France to get out of
Suez and the newly-formed Israel’s back yard.

Jews in Soviet-controlled territory. Indeed
the author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in his
work, Gulag Archipelago, Volume 2, affirms
that Zionist Jews created and administered
the organized Soviet concentration camp
system in which these tens of millions of
Christians and non-Jews died.

Birds of a feather
On page 79 of his book he even names
the administrators of this greatest killing
machine in the world’s history. They are
Aron Solts, Yakov Rappoport, Lazar Kogan,
Matvei Berman, Genrikh Yagoda and
Naftaly Frenkel. All six are Zionist Jews.
In 1970 Solzhenitsyn would be awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize for literature.
N. M. Rothschild & Sons are given a
permanent role to fix the world’s daily gold
price in their City of London offices, daily
at 1100 hours, in the same room until 2004.
1920: Winston Churchill, whose mother
Jenny (Jacobson) Jerome, was Jewish –
meaning he is Jewish under Ashkenazi law
as he was born of a Jewish mother – writes
in an ar ticle in the Il lus trated Sunday
Herald dated February 8, “From the days
of Illuminati leader Weishaupt, to those
of Karl Marx, to those of Trotsky, this
worldwide conspiracy has been steadily
growing.
“And now at last this band of extraordinary
personalities from the underworld of the
great cities of Europe and America, have
gripped the Russian people by the hair of

By way of scheming
These Jewish spies, in age-old deceptive
Ashkenazi tradition, adopt Russian names.
For example, Trotsky, as a member of the
first group, drops his original name which
was Bronstein. These groups are sent into
areas throughout Russia to incite riots and
rebellion.
The Jewish Post, International Edition,
week ending January 24, 1991, confirms
Vladimir Lenin as Jewish. Lenin is also on
record as having said, “The establishment
of a central bank is 90% of communizing a
Nation.”
Jewish, Rothschild-funded Bolsheviks
would go on in the course of history to
slaughter sixty million Christians and non-
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their heads and become the undisputed
masters of that enormous empire.”
1921: Under the orders of Jacob Schiff
the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is
founded by Ashkenazi Jews Bernard Baruch
and Colonel Edward Mandell House. Schiff
had given this order prior to his death in
1920, as he argued an organization should
be set up in America to select politicians
who would carry on with the Rothschild
conspiracy. Forming the CFR had actually
been agreed upon in a meeting on May 30,
1919, at the Hotel Majestic in Paris.

“Elections”
The CFR’s membership in the United
States at the start is approximately 1,000
people. This number includes the heads of
virtually every industrial empire in America,
all American-based international bankers
and the heads of their tax-free foundations:
in essence those people who would provide
the capital required for anyone who wished
to run for Con gress, the Sen ate or the
Pres i dency.
The first job of the CFR is to gain control
of the press. This task is given to John D.
Rockefeller, who sets up a number of
national news magazines such as Life and
Time. He finances Samuel Newhouse to
buy up and establish a chain of newspapers
all across the country, also Eugene Meyer
who goes on to possess many publications
such as the Washington Post, Newsweek
and The Weekly Magazine.
The CFR also needs to gate control the
motion picture industry, radio and television.
This task is split among the international
bankers from Kuhn and Loeb, Goldman
Sachs, the Warburgs and Lehmanns.
1925: This year’s Jewish Encyclopedia
makes regarding the existence of Ashkenazi
Jews (who represent approximately 90%
of so-called world Jewry) the startling
admission that the so-called enemy of the
Jews, Esau (also known as Edom; see
Genesis 36:1), now actually represents the
Jewish race, when on page 42 of Volume V
it is stated, “Edom is in modern Jewry.”
So what they’re basically saying is that
these Ashkenazi Jews, who represent 90%
of the so-called Jewish population, are
actually gentiles or goyim themselves.
1926: N. M. Rothschild & Sons at this
time refinance the Underground Electric
Railways Company of London, Ltd, which
has a con trolling in ter est in the en tire
London Underground transport system.
Maurice de Rothschild has a son,
Edmond de Rothschild.
1929: The Rothschilds crash the United
States economy by contracting the money
supply.

Home to roost

Despite his second thoughts, Churchill misled us

1930: The first Rothschild world bank,
the “Bank for International Settlements,”
is established in Basel, Switzerland, the
same place as where 33 years earlier the
first-ever World Zion ist Congress was
held.
[Next: The WWII years]

The Crocodile strikes again
Out of the undrained swamp his
eyes and nostrils rise to flare anew.
Fifty-nine Tomahawk missiles sent
bombing Syria were just a warmup.
presstv.ir

N

early two dozen civilians lost their
lives when the U. S.-led coalition which is
pur port edly fight ing the Daesh Takfiri
terrorist group carried out an aerial attack
against an area in Syria’s eastern province
of Dayr al-Zawr near the border with Iraq,
a monitoring group says.
The so-called Brit ain-based Syr ian
Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR)
said the air strike targeted the city of Abu
Kamal on the Euphrates River at around 3
AM local time (0100 GMT) on May 15.
The group noted that some of those
killed in the strike were civilians displaced
from both Syria’s militant-held northern
province of Raqqah and neighboring Iraq.
The development came less than two
days after a U. S.-led aerial attack in Raqqah

Province killed 12 women.
The SOHR said the Sunday
afternoon strike had hit vehicles
carrying farm workers home from
fields in the east of the province.
At least eleven people lost their
lives and several others sustained
injuries late on May 9, when the
U. S.-led coalition bombarded
al-Salihiya village in north ern
In this file photo released by the U. S. Air Force, fighter
Syria.
jets fly over northern Iraq as part of coalition air strikes in
There were re port edly four Syria.
chil dren and six women among the tasks the next year.
vic tims.
The U. S.-led coalition has repeatedly
The U. S.-led coalition has conducted been ac cused of tar get ing and kill ing
air strikes against what are said to be Daesh civilians. It has also been largely incapable
targets inside Syria since September 2014 of fulfilling its declared aim of destroying
without any authorization from Damascus Daesh.
or a U. N. mandate.
Syria has been fighting different foreignThe city of Raqqah, which lies on the sponsored militant and terrorist groups
northern bank of the Euphrates River, was since March 2011. U. N. Special Envoy
overrun by Daesh terrorists in March 2013, for Syria Staffan de Mistura estimated last
and was proclaimed the center for most of August that more than 400,000 people had
the Takfiris’ ad min is trative and con trol been killed in the crisis until then.
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Turning point for the Alt-Right
A

By Vincent Law
altright.com

n enormous show of strength and
power came out in Charlottesville, Virginia,
as members of the Alt-Right led by Richard
Spencer, Evan Thomas, Sam Dickson and
Nathan Damigo overwhelmed the small
southern town in historic Virginia that is
currently infested with some of the most
disgusting and odious leftists in the country.
Our forces numbered around 200 and
they came from all around the country. We
marched down the streets of the completely
unexpecting town and sur rounded the
Stonewall Jackson monument.
We took the park and claimed it as Alt
Right territory. Our many flags waved high
and proud in the wind as we took positions
for our flash mob demonstration. Richard
Spencer spoke first saying, “We are here to
say no; no more attacks on our heritage, on
our identity; no more attacks on us as a
people. Nathan Damigo, leader of Identity
Evropa, went on to say, “This fight is
essentially a demographic struggle for the
future of Western civilization.” Without
West ern peo ple, West ern civ i li za tion
doesn’t exist.
Si mul ta neously and iron i cally the
citizens of Charlottesville were hosting a
multicultural festival the same day as our
demonstration (which we had no idea was
going to take place).
We learned the festival would not include
any European food, music or art. How
“multicultural” indeed. This distasteful act
by the local government and citizens is just
one of many actions taken to erase the

history and memory of the White Southern
people in Charlottesville.
People began to drift over from the
multicultural festival to start picking a fight
with us. They were like hyenas, coming
in at us to sneer and spew their bile.
“Rayyyycist!xD!” – they screamed at us.
None of them had anything else to say. Just
hysterical verbal diarrhea. No valid or
fin ished points. Just braindead sheep
programmed with three action phrases and
roaming abilities. As we finished up our

demonstration, these same people began
following us from the park, screaming and
harassing us. Attendees of the festival were
flashing gang signs, multicultural flair, at
us while standing on park benches. There
were even women in hijabs recording and
yelling at us. These people were on the
roads causing traffic to slow and stop while
the cops were yelling at them. As we left,
we could see that these triggered multicultists thought that they had chased us off
for good. Little did they know that we
would be back for more.
As night approached we gathered in a
nearby park and then marched on Robert E.
Lee’s statue. We held a flame lit vigil to
pay respect to our heritage, our ancestors
and to those that took a rebel stand against
an anti-Southern government more than a
hundred years ago. We stood six rows deep
in a visually striking demonstration of
power and control with our torches ablaze.
We stood in solidarity as one. Evan
Thomas guided us throughout
the ceremony with beautiful,
en cour ag ing words. Sam
Dickson and Richard Spencer
both gave heartfelt remarks
that will be with all of us
forever. We let out rebel yells
and chants into the night. Our
voices ech oed through out
down town Char lottes ville.
“Blood and soil!” “Russia is
our friend!” “No more brothers
wars” and “You will not replace us!” Rang
throughout the town.

Explaining things to a thug
We stood strong as opposition started to
mount. We were peaceful and respectful
and held our event for half an hour. No
police got involved in our demonstrations
until the end of the night when a crazed
lone Antifa scumbag snuck around behind
our group and pounced on one of our
unsuspecting members who had his guard

down. He struck him in the head, nearly
knocking him out and leaving an instant
knot the size of a goose egg behind. The
ignorant Antifa clearly didn’t understand
whom he was dealing with. He quickly
got…“re-educated” by the White Bloc.
Thirty tiki torches lashes across his head
gave him some much-needed
clarity. Poor guy, he must have
confused us with the Tea Party or
something. It was only after the
Antifa tried to attack us that the
White female protesters called
the police and they busted onto
the scene only to phys i cally
remove the Antifa scum bag…
and leave us in peace.
After the event and a long day
of winning, we went back and
threw an Alt-Right house party
and celebrated our victory. We
sang songs, laughed and most of all just
enjoyed the mental high you feel after an
incredible win.
As for Antifa, they’re openly assaulting
people in the streets now, and they actually
seem to think they can get away with it. It
seems that they’ve gotten used to kiddie
glove treatment in recent years. They hide
behind the banner of Black Lives Matter,
but, incredibly, these are the same people
who assaulted a Black teenager the next
night at a counter-protest organized by vice
mayor Wes Bellamy. The Black teen (who
actually wuz a gud boi who dindu nuffin
wrong) happened to show up at their event
with a differing opinion and was assaulted.
He wasn’t the only one. As Daily Caller
journalist and fearless hero Jason Kessler
tore down their banner hauled up on the
statue of Robert E. Lee, he was assaulted
and even tu ally arrested as well for his
efforts. It is amazing that he got out of that
crowd intact, without any stab wounds to
show for it…
Our Identitarian rally didn’t have any of
the lawlessness that the vice mayor’s rally

did. And the protesters that showed up to
our rally weren’t assaulted, in stark contrast
to what happened at Wes’ rally. Hell, we
even had a BASED Black kid. He wasn’t
called one name, or so much as even
looked at with a glare at our event. In fact,
he was taking pictures with our members
and wasn’t once made to feel unsafe. Now
contrast that with the treatment he received
at Bellamy’s rally.
Many of the anti-White efforts and
actions being carried out in Charlottesville
are organized and encouraged by Mayor
Michael Signer and his pet, vice-mayor Wes
Bellamy. Bellamy, an anti-White, published
several tweets between 2009 and 2014
using gay slurs, threatening comments
against White people, lewd remarks about
rape, slang for female genitalia and other
profanities. I guess he was keepin’ it real,
keepin’ it gangsta. Many of the old tweets
show a stark contrast between his more

recent posts lauding women’s and LGBTQ
rights.

Typical leftist

The man is a joke and obviously jealous
of White men and our accomplishments.
I suppose Bellamy will be happier when
he has re-established Charlottesville with
Martin Luther King Jr Boulevards and
Malcolm X high schools. It wouldn’t be a
proper Black city until all White supremacy
is removed and replaced with liquor stores,
pawn shops and Black criminal violence
just like every other city in America with
Black government officials and a diverse
population that needs mo’ money’ fo’ dem
programs.
I came out of the event realizing that our
struggle really does affect all White people
in America now. There is nowhere left to
turn and nowhere to hide. Our enemies are
just about ready to spill blood and they
won’t stop until they get it.
Will you let them replace you? Let them
run roughshod over White culture and our
people? Or will you join us?
We hope to see you at the next rally.

Labour government “will immediately recognize Palestine”
presstv.ir

Britain’s opposition Labour Party has
announced as part of its general election
manifesto that a Labour government will
“im me di ately rec og nize” the State of
Palestine if the party wins the June 8 vote.

Solid promise?
Revealed by La bour leader Jeremy
Corbyn on Tuesday, May 15, in Bradford,
the manifesto called for an end to Israel’s
blockade and occupation of Palestine as
well as construction of illegal settlements
on the occupied Palestinian lands.
“Labour is committed to comprehensive
peace in the Middle East based on a twoState solution – a secure Israel alongside a
secure and viable State of Palestine,” the
document said.
“There can be no military solution to
this conflict and all sides must avoid taking
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement

American Defense Party
Your annual dues are what you pay
for The First Freedom, so sound off
in its pages why we’re NOT VOTING

British Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn
speaks during the La bour election manifesto
launch in Bradford on May 16, 2017.

action that would make peace harder to
achieve,” the manifesto stated. “Labour
will continue to press for an immediate
return to meaningful negotiations leading
to a diplomatic resolution…
“A Labour government will immediately
recognize the State of Palestine,” it said.
“We will also urge negotiations towards
a political resolution in all other regions
currently experiencing conflict, including
Kashmir, Libya, Nigeria, Sudan, South
Sudan, Somalia and Yemen, and give our
strong support to those countries already
work ing to end de cades of di vi sion,
in clud ing Co lombia, Cy prus and the
Demo cratic Re pub lic of Congo,” the
documented noted.
It seems the Labour Party was forced to
make some amendments to its manifesto

because an earlier leaked version even
highlighted the “humanitarian crisis” in the
occupied Palestinian territories, denouncing
settlement-building in the occupied West
Bank as “wrong, illegal and a threat to the
peace process.”
Over half a million Israelis live in more
than 230 illegal settlements built since the
1967 Israeli occupation of the Palestinian
territories. The presence and continued
expansion of Israeli settlements in occupied
Palestine has created a major obstacle for
all efforts to establish peace in the Middle
East.

Palestinian rights

As a veteran peace activist, Labour
leader Corbyn has long been critical of
London’s involvement in U. S.-led wars
across the world and support of Israel in its
unending oppression against Palestinians.
Corbyn has stood up for Palestine and
Palestinian rights and has been a strong
advocate against Britain’s foreign wars in
the Middle East.
In a major speech on foreign policy,
Corbyn accused Donald Trump of making
the world a more dangerous place, and said
British Prime Minister Theresa May is
pandering to the U. S. president.
“The global situation is becoming more

dangerous,” Corbyn said. “And the new
U. S. president seems determined to add
to the dangers by recklessly escalating the
confrontation with North Korea, unilaterally
launching missile strikes on Syria,” opposing
the international nuclear agreement with
Iran and “backing a new nuclear arms
race” with Russia, he stated.
Corbyn warned that May was seeking to
“build a coalition of risk and insecurity
with Donald Trump.”

Labour seeks global peace
The Labour manifesto also noted that
the United States is increasing tensions “in
other regions, including the South China
Sea and the Korean Peninsula, threatening
global peace…
“Under a Labour government, Britain
will work to reduce those tensions through
insistence on multilateral political dialogue,”
it said.
Stating its policy on the Daesh terrorist
group, Labour underlined in its election
manifesto that the Labour government
“will take all lawful action necessary to
counter and confront this evil, and we will
advocate a long-term multinational political
strategy, led by regional actors, to tackle
the spread of extremism.”

— New world odor —
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The Balfour Declaration
By Christine Miller
millercbm@gmail.com

Carolyn Yeager’s article of 4/4/2017,
“Britain to ‘celebrate’
Centenary of Balfour
Declaration,” inspired
me to add a few more
dots to the subject and
then connect them. In
1916 during the middle
of WWI the English
Mr. Sykes and French
Mr. Picot signed this
secret concord, the Sykes-Picot agreement.
The English, French and Russian alliance
obviously expected victory and did not
want any disagreement about booty after
the war. This agreement fractured the Arab
world which at that time lived and chafed
under the Ottoman (Turkish) empire. The
English and French alliance (Russia after
the Communist revolution in 1917 having
dropped out) promised independence to
those Arabs (the Ottoman empire was
aligned with Germany) via an effective
spokesman and fighter for the Arab cause.
“Lawrence of Arabia” seems to have been
unaware of the secret plans behind that
Sykes/Picot agreement, and after the war
wrote:
The Turks kept the peace and
sta bility within their empire with
a few hang ings now and then,
noth ing in com par i son to the
blood let ting and ruth less rules
which the now colonial powers, the
English and the French, imposed
on their “mandates” speak on the
Arab world.
The Arabs went from that rain into the
downpour. The Zionists, who always seem
to be in the know, must have known that
the Sykes/Picot agreement gave England
Palestine and that England had Palestine to
give. The war on the Western front in the
meanwhile was go ing very badly. The
casualties on the Somme and Verdun were
horrendous, with nothing gained and nothing
decided. French companies mutinied. The

mutinied soldiers were lured into enclosed
courtyards and liquidated by the French
foreign legion.
Kipling wrote: “If someone asks you
why we died, tell them: “Our fathers lied.”
All the combatants were war weary.
Germany offered peace under the terms of
neither victor nor vanquished, in short,
let’s go back to what we had before the war
started. England was about to concede, but
in came the Zionists: You do not have to
give up. We will bring the United States
into the war – the price: Give us Palestine
and we want it in writing.
Thus they got it in writing: the Balfour
Declaration. At that time there was not one
conflict between Germany and the United
States which could have been hyped up
and used as a war cause. Before the
Balfour Declaration and the entry by the
United States into the war the Germans and
Germany had a good reputation in the U. S.
This changed dramatically. Since there was
no cause for any enmity between the U. S.
and Germany, it had to be fabricated.
The first casualty in a war is the truth.
But I do not remember any war which has
produced so many lies, so much hate, as the
WWI propaganda against Germany and all
Germans. Following that war the lies were
somewhat laid to rest, but then resurrected
for WWII, and they’re still with us to this
day.

which-the-Nazis-were-supposed-to-havekilled-and-we-have-to support-Israel-thatit-will-never-happen-again. Trump is not
draining the swamp; he has been swallowed
up by it.
An aside. I am always horrified how
easily the democracies sacrifice their own
people or those of their allies. Socrates had
to drink that hemlock cup under Athenian
democracy. England used its own people
and those of its friend, the U. S., as bait on
the Lusitania in order to create a war cause.
Roosevelt needed that casus belli, knew
about the coming attack at Pearl Harbor
and let it happen, since Japan was allied
with Germany and treaty bound. It was an
indirect way of getting Germany to declare
war against the USA, whose government
was never neutral to begin with.

Recently Donald Trump gave a talk in
front of the World Jewish Congress. He
again brought up those six-million-Jews-

LBJ added immensely to his war crimes when
calling back U. S. jets that carrier commanders
had sent to stop Israel’s attack on the USS Liberty.

Profiles in cowardice
Lyndon Baines Johnson was willing to
let the whole crew of the USS Liberty be

Drowning in his bog

Donald Trump, just following orders, obediently
declared May “Jewish American Heritage Month.”

drowned in order to save Israel, his “ally,”
from embarrassment.
Three thousand Americans jumped to
their deaths, were burned alive, suffocated
or died in many other ways when the three
towers came down. It did not seem to
bother George Bush. He had his war cause.
England sank the Mediterranean fleet of
its French ally after France surrendered in
WWII. Over a thousand French sailors
drowned.
Let’s go back to the Arab World. It was

Go bomb those Jewish-ordered targets, Bushie!

mostly Churchill who fractured the Arab
World and set its borders. Always being in
an alcoholic haze, his hand slipped and he
assigned Mosul, a part of Syria, to Iraq.
Kuwait was taken from Iraq and made into
its own dynasty. There is tiny Bahrain, little
Abu Dhabi, Oman, etc. Since the rulers of
these smaller entities could not maintain
themselves in power and therefore wealth,
of necessity they turned toward the victors,
especially the powerful U. S., to maintain
their status quo.
But England, thinking of the Arab oil,
tried to be an Indian giver and did not allow
unrestricted Jewish immigration right away
to Palestine, so English common soldiers
had to pay the price. It took another war,
WWII, and the fictitious tale of a Jewish
Holocaust, to give the Jews Palestine.
In 2017 it’s the American soldier who is
fighting wars for Israel and paying the
price. Israel wants this war against Assad,
and what the Zionists want, they always
get. The other day I talked to a neighbor
who desires: “Bombs away!” He must’ve
forgotten the Korean War, the Vietnam
War. What is stored in his memory is the
glorious victory over Germany and Japan.
In his mind he still lives in the forties when
the United States remained safe between
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. That we
live in an age of intercontinental ballistic
missiles which can deliver atom bombs has
not occurred to him and many of his ilk. I
am basically an optimist, but, looking at
the world situation here lately, it’s easy to
become deeply pessimistic.

The anticipated takedown of Trump on course
As Dick Cheney was to George
Bush, so is Michael Pence the one
who moves Donald Trump’s lips.

By Russ Winter
newnationalist.net

The orchestrated takedown of Donald
“The Red Queen” Trump that The New
Nationalist (TNN) has been predicting is
gathering steam. A memo touted by faux
rag the New York Times alleges that Trump
spoke to former FBI director Comey about
the agency’s investigation into Michael
Flynn and personally asked him to “let it
go.” This and other issues – such as Trump
asking Comey to declare a loyalty oath to
him – will have to come from Comey’s
mouth under oath. That may happen soon
enough, as now even some Republicans
support an independent investigation.
House Oversight Committee Chairman
Jason Chaffetz (R-Utah) indicated he’s
willing to issue a subpoena to obtain
Comey’s memo.
Then there’s The Red Queen’s tweet
that Comey better hope his conversations
with Trump weren’t recorded. This is
straight out of the “Tricky Dick” Nixon
School of Impeachment and couldn’t be
more scripted. Who but an actor or stooge
would do this?
Adding to The Red Queen’s drama is
the claim that he passed along so-called
“sen sitive intelligence” about fictitious

boogeyman “ISIS” to Russian For eign
Min is ter Sergei Lavrov and Rus sian
Ambassador to the U. S. Sergei Kislyak.
The source of this “intelligence leak” by
Trump was Israel. To TNN, this suggests
that not only does Trump drink the
Kool-Aid but that his go-to source for
“trusted” intelligence is the Mossad rather
than U. S. operations. This, in turn, has
allowed American allies such as Germany
to en gage in the Trump pile on and
takedown.
The real kiss of death for Trump, as
reported by the Jewish Forward, is that
the Israelis themselves are alarmed. The
Israelis’ “worst fears [were] confirmed,” an

Israel intelligence source told BuzzFeed.
You might as well stick a fork in Trump at
this stage.

The crash

This further confirms TNN’s assertion
that Trump was the stalking horse for Mike
Pence. Pence will be given en hanced
ex ec u tive pow ers to “deal with the
emergency” that we believe includes a
major false-flag event. The role of Crime
Syndicate stooge Mike Pence will be to
completely disassemble the United States
economically and in terms of personal
freedoms. The model to be utilized will be
the Washington Consensus invented by
banksters for use in foreclosing on Latin

America and elsewhere.
It has been TNN’s contention all along
that something coming from Trump will
trigger the long-overdue bursting of the
financial bubble excesses. Trump is set up
to be a fall guy or foil similar to Herbert
Hoover. This will allow the real banksters
and crooks to largely walk free.
Meanwhile, even before the financial
crisis, the odds of impeachment are rising.
Our call is that Trump will be removed
sometime this year by his own V. P. and
cabinet, well before impeachment. As if on
cue, the New York Times last month penned
an article on how the 25th Amendment
works to accomplish this.

Israeli minister wants Assad assassinated
presstv.ir

An Israeli minister maintains Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad is to blame for
the sufferings of the Arab State and should
be assassinated, this a day after the U. S.
had leveled fresh allegations against the
Damascus government.
“As far as I am concerned, it is time to
assassinate Assad,” the regime’s housing
and construction minister Yoav Galant told
a conference outside Jerusalem al-Quds on
May 16, adding that the Syrian president
“does not have a place in this world.”

No lampshades?
He accused the government in Damascus
of “executing people, employing chemical
attacks against them, and the latest extreme
– burning their corpses.”
Kill ing Assad would be the first step
in confronting Syria’s supporter, Iran, he
added.
Galant’s comments came one day after
the U. S. State Department claimed Assad’s

Israel’s housing minister Yoav Galant

government was using a crematorium “to
cover up the deaths of thousands of prisoners
at Saydnaya military prison near the capital
Damascus.”
Syria’s Foreign Ministry categorically
rejected the allegation as “a new Hollywood
screenplay disconnected from reality” and
“totally unfounded.”
Successive U. S. administrations are
“fabricating lies, creating false allegations
… to justify their policies of aggression
and intervention in sovereign States,”
SANA quoted a ministry source as saying.
This is while the Tel Aviv regime keeps

attacking positions held by pro-Damascus
forces in Syria, claiming that the attacks
are “retaliatory.”
Syria says the Is raeli raids are meant
to shore up the Takfiri terrorists, who are
increas ingly los ing ground against the
Arab country’s army.
The Syrian army on several occasions
has con fis cated Is raeli-made arms and
military equipment from terrorists fighting
the government forces. There are reports
that Israel has also been providing medical
treatment to the extremists wounded in
Syria.
In April, Israel’s for mer minister of
military affairs Moshe Ya’alon admitted to
a tacit alliance with Daesh: The terrorist
group had “immediately apologized” to
Tel Aviv after firing “once” into Israel.
Last September, Israeli lawmaker Akram
Hasson accused Tel Aviv of directly aiding
the Jabhat Fateh al-Sham terror out fit,
formerly known as al-Nusra Front, in the
battles on the Golan Heights.
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Fashion for genocide
By Dr. William Pierce

A

natall.com
September 26, 1998

month ago I told you about the
murder of two White
girls, Tracy Lambert
and Susan Moore, in
Fayetteville, North
Carolina, as part of
the initiation of new
mem bers into the
Black and His panic
Crips gang. I’m still
re ceiv ing com ments
about that pro gram.
Apparently many listeners – especially
those with internet access – checked out
the facts as reported in the Fayetteville
newspaper, and they were shocked that,
just as I said, there was no media coverage
of these terrible murders outside the
Fayetteville area. They were shocked that
vir tu ally all of the main stream media
around the country would delib erately
hide the news of these racially motivated
murders from the White public – and these
were the same media which had made such

a sensation about the killing of a convicted
Black drug dealer and his girlfriend in
Fayetteville by a White soldier, James
Burmeister, in December 1995.
But really, no one who has been listening
to my broadcasts should have been shocked.
I have commented over and over again
about the virtual control of all of America’s
mass media by the Jews, and I have pointed
out many times that the Jews’ policy is to
disarm the White population morally as
well as physically by deliberately creating
the false im pres sion that Whites are
oppressors and victimizers and non-Whites
are our innocent victims. They want us to
feel guilty. They want us to feel that it
would be im moral for us to re sist any
of their schemes for more non-White
immigration, for more so-called “diversity”
and “multiculturalism,” for more racial
mixing and racial intermarriage.

Sensitivity toward all others
That is what the Jewish media bosses
are deliberately pushing: the destruction of
our people through racial mixing, and they
don’t want us to put up any resistance.
And I am sorry to say, their program is
suc ceed ing. When they send their
Step’n’fetchit Bill Clinton around the
country making speeches about how much
he is looking forward to an America with
a non-White ma jor ity, about how any
resistance to the government’s programs
for the darkening of America would be unAmerican, he is applauded by brainwashed

W

here can one beat a deal like 100+
copies of The First Freedom for $35 or
$39? Each issue contains information the
“mainstream” presstitutes may not touch:
working strategies for our White Nation’s
counterstrike against forces sent gnashing
and slashing at us by media munchkins in
thrall to the Zejay overlords we must send
looking for honest employment. Decent
Aryans can control their government, so
let everyone you know benefit from the
growing influence of this newspaper. See
coupon on page 24 and order them today.

young Whites who have been deceived by
this deliberately falsified media impression
of Whites as oppressors.

The opposite is in plain sight
Now you know, I am making a pretty
serious accusation. I am accusing the Jewish
population as a whole – and the Jewish
media bosses in particular – of planning
our annihilation as a race, of planning to
commit genocide against us. And I don’t
want anyone to think that I am basing my
accusation on only the few instances of
racially motivated killings I already have
cited: their suppression of the news of the
Fayetteville murders of two White girls by
the Crips and their sensationalizing of the
news of the Fayetteville shooting of a
Black drug dealer and his girlfriend by a
White soldier and of the dragging death of
another convicted Black criminal in Texas
by three Whites. And so today I’ll talk a bit
more about anti-White crimes which the
Jewish media have deliberately covered
up. The details aren’t pleasant – in fact,
they are shocking – but I believe that many
listeners need to be shocked.
Let’s begin with another crime which
occurred in Fayetteville. This is timely
because the trial of the criminals began just
last week. Here’s what happened: Donald
Lange, a 25-year-old White soldier at Fort
Bragg was leaving an International House
of Pancakes in Fayetteville. He accidentally
bumped into a group of seven Black soldiers
who were going in. The Blacks began
punching Lange while shouting racial
insults at him. They dragged him into the
adjacent parking lot and stomped and
kicked him while continuing to shout racial
epithets.

Savages

A witness in the trial of the Blacks,
Tracye Cochran, was in the parking lot
where the assault took place. She told the
court last week, quote, “The Black person
who threw the first punch was the one who
knocked him down… It dropped him down
to his knees. He got back up and got it
again… I was walking toward the fight
screaming and hollering for them to leave
him alone… By then he was just getting hit
by people left and right.” Another witness,
Gina Perez, testified that she saw eight or
ten Blacks kicking and stomping Lange as
he lay on the pavement. She told of seeing
one Black kicking Lange in the face, causing
his head to slam into the pavement and
bounce back. The Black could then kick
him again, over and over. Perez said, “They
just kicked him to death. I remember him
being on his side, being kicked over and
over again.”
Actually they didn’t quite kick Lange to
death. They just destroyed his brain. He
has neither moved nor spoken since the
beating. His brain was so badly damaged
that doctors say that he will never again be
more than a vegetable.
Now, if you live outside the Fayetteville
area, I’ll wager that you’ve heard not a
word about what happened to Donald
Lange before this broadcast. Imagine what
you would have heard if Donald had been
Black and the soldiers who destroyed his
life had been White. The networks would
have shown Mr. Clinton denouncing the
attack on television and calling for new
laws against “hate crime.” In fact, that’s
exactly what they had Clinton doing last
year when a White teenager beat up a
Black teenager who had come into his
White Chicago neighborhood. Clinton
referred to the incident in his weekly radio
address and used it as an example of why
we must do something about “race hate.”
But Mr. Clinton has responded to the
stomping of Donald Lange with silence. If
Don ald Lange had been Black and his
attackers White, the media bosses would
have had Janet Reno on tele vi sion
announcing that she was sending in the
FBI. The media would have been interviewing every professional hate merchant:
the Simon Wiesenthal Center, the Anti-

Defamation League of B’nai B’rith, Morris
Dees and his Southern Poverty Law Center
and all the rest. The media would have
made a real circus of it, and the whole
world would have had it drummed into
their consciousness: another hate crime
against a poor, innocent Black by White
racists in Fayetteville.
In order to convince the media bosses
that he was doing something to “end hate”
after the Burmeister shooting of the Black
drug dealer, the commanding general of
Fort Bragg ordered a witch hunt among the
White soldiers on the base. Every White
soldier was checked for tattoos that might
sug gest a skin head affili a tion. As the
media frenzy continued, the witch hunt for
White racists in the Army eventually
spread to other bases. Now, don’t hold
your breath waiting for the general at Fort
Bragg to start questioning Black soldiers
about their racial beliefs and their gang
affiliations because of what Blacks from
the base did to White sol dier Don ald
Lange. The media pressure just isn’t there,
and the general has better things to do with
his time.

More barbarism

Last month a Black mob in Alton, Illinois,
which is a suburb of St. Louis, beat a White
man to death who had made the mistake of
coming into their neighborhood looking
for his stolen television set. As they were
beating and kicking 48-year-old Richard
Skelton to death on August 10, the Blacks
hooted, laughed and shouted racial insults
according to a number of eyewitnesses.
Now, it’s possible that you may have read
a few words about this racially motivated
murder – if you’re a careful reader of the
small news items in the back pages of your
newspaper. But you certainly didn’t see
anything about it on television or read any
detailed news accounts, unless you live in
the immediate vicinity of Alton. Even the
news accounts in Alton tried to excuse the
Black murderers by suggesting that Skelton
may have precipitated the attack on himself
by using racially insensitive language in
asking about his stolen television set. But
there is no dispute about the facts. Blacks
began beating the unarmed White man.
Black bystanders watched and shouted
encouragement to the attackers. Others
joined in the attack, and soon as many as 25
Blacks were beating and kicking Skelton.
They continued kicking him until he was
dead. Again, imagine the response of the
controlled mass media if the races of the
victim and the killers had been reversed: a
Black wanders into a White neighborhood
and is beaten to death by a mob of 25
Whites who laugh and shout racial insults
as the Black dies. My god, the media would
be apoplectic! They would be calling for
martial law and a roundup of all heterosexual
White males who were n’t reg is tered
Democrats. Everybody in the world would
be hearing about the killing over and over
and over again, along with sermons against
White rac ism. But, as it is, most of my
lis ten ers are now hear ing about last
month’s racially motivated mob murder of
Richard Skelton for the first time.

women lying on beds and in the midst of
piles of rotting garbage in various rooms of
his house. Francois’s parents and his sister,
who is employed as a
nurse at a nearby
hospital, said that they
hadn’t worried about
the stench from the
dead women because
they thought it was the
odor of the garbage Kendall Francois
which had been allowed to accumulate in
the house. Francois had picked up the
women, one at a time, taken them to his
house, had sex with them and then
strangled them.

“Non-racists” asking for it
Now, in a sense, the murders of these
women may not have been race crimes. The
women were all prostitutes, and aside from
the fact that Francois had a preference for
killing White prostitutes, we don’t really
know what his motive was for killing them.
And I should add that I believe that any
White woman, pros ti tute or not, who
consents to sexual relations with a Black
deserves death, so I cannot really condemn
Francois for killing them.
The real racial angle to these killings is
the media response – or lack thereof. Do
you remember John Wayne Gacy or
Jeffrey Dahmer? I’m sure you do, even
though Gacy was arrested 20 years ago and
Dahmer more than seven years ago. Both
of them also were serial killers who
stashed the bodies of their victims in or
under their houses. Both received enormous
publicity when police caught them – so
much that we still remember them many
years later. But they were both White.

“Selected” real news
Gacy and Dahmer, of course, received
extraordinarily heavy media coverage not
be cause they were White, but be cause
their shocking crimes were extraordinarily
newsworthy. Francois has received almost
no media coverage outside the Poughkeepsie
area, not because his shocking crimes were
not extraordinarily newsworthy, but because
he is Black and most of his victims were
White.
Earlier this month a court in Colorado
convicted Francisco Martinez of participating
in the abduction, gang rape, torture and
murder of a 14-year-old White girl, Brandy
Duvall. Martinez and six other members
of the Black and Hispanic Bloods gang
grabbed Brandy from a bus stop in Denver
on the night of May 30 last year. They took
the young White girl to the house of one of
the gang members and spent several hours
raping her and then sexually torturing her
with a knife and a broomstick. During the
trial one of the gang members told the court
how Martinez laughed as he repeatedly
rammed a broomstick into the body of the
bleeding girl while she screamed and
pleaded for her life. Later they stabbed the
14-year-old girl 28 times and dumped her
body in a ditch. Then they went home and
disposed of the bloody mattress on which
she had been raped and tortured.

Even more bizarre

Media complicity

Here’s another one that you may have
read a few words about if you’re a news
hound or if you live in eastern New York
State. Earlier this month in Poughkeepsie,
New York, a town on the Hudson River
about 70 miles north of New York City,
police discovered the decomposing corpses
of seven White women and one Black
woman in the house of Kendall Francois.
The women had been murdered over a
two-year period, with the latest being
killed just a month ago. Francois is a
27-year-old Black man who works as a
hall mon i tor in a nearby high school.
Affir ma tive ac tion got him the school
job even though he had a previous arrest
record. Francois was living with his mother
and father and younger sister – and eight
decaying corpses. Police found the dead

Four of the Bloods gang members have
pleaded guilty, one other besides Martinez
has been tried and convicted and one is still
awaiting trial. This case is reminiscent of
the Fayetteville murders last month of two
White girls by members of the Crips. The
Crips and the Bloods are the two largest
non-White gangs in the United States. Like
the Fayetteville murders, Brandy Duvall’s
mur der and the subsequent trials have
received virtually no national news coverage,
al though Den ver-area news papers did
report them.
Once again, imagine the reaction of the
television networks and all of the other
national media if, instead of the Bloods
raping, sexually torturing and murdering
a 14-year-old White girl, seven Ku Klux
Klan members had done that to a Black girl

— Other dissident voices —
or a Mexican girl. The gruesome details
would be on every television screen in
America night after night after night, and
there would be no end to the parade of
politicians and preachers and professional
hate merchants telling us about the evils of
White racism. We know that’s what would
happen, because we have seen it before in
far less egregious cases, most recently in
the dragging death of the Black convict in
Jasper, Texas, this summer.
Now, all of the Black-on-White crimes
I’ve just mentioned – the stomp ing of
Don ald Lange by Black soldiers in
Fayetteville until he became a mindless
vegetable; the kicking of Richard Skelton
to death by a Black mob in Alton, Illinois,
when he tried to retrieve his stolen television
set; the murder of seven White prostitutes
by a Black school monitor in Poughkeepsie,
New York; the horrible rape, torture and
murder of 14-year-old Brandy Duvall by
members of the Bloods gang in the Denver
area after they had snatched her from a bus
stop – all of these either occurred during
the past month or came to trial during the
past month. And I could have given you
twenty more recent examples of horrible
race crimes committed by non-Whites
against Whites which have received the
silent treatment by the media, except in the
areas where they occurred. And these are
all crimes which would have received
extensive national publicity if they had
been White-on-Black crimes.

Highly objective chorus
Anyway, I hope that I’ve made my point.
And my point is that the controlled media
are far more likely to publicize White-onBlack crimes than Black-on-White crimes.
And this is not just a fluke. It’s not that I

have carefully selected a few Black-onWhite crimes which somehow escaped the
attention of the media. No, their way of
dealing with interracial crime is systematic.
It is consistent. We all understand that. If
the Ku Klux Klan does something, the
Jewish media act as if the sky is falling. If
the Bloods or the Crips do something, they
ignore it. There is no denying that. We
know it’s true.

So why do they do it? If I
ask a non-Jewish newspaper
writer or television reporter
or magazine editor: “Why
do you and your colleagues
minimize the news of Blackon-White crime? Why are
you protective of non-White
or ga ni za tions such as the
Bloods and the Crips? Don’t
you believe that you have a
responsibility to warn the
White pub lic about the
dan gers posed for us by
non-White crime in general
and by non-White gangs such
as the Bloods and the Crips
in particular?
“And why do your colleagues maximize
the news of any White-on-Black crime?
Why do you go ballis tic if there’s any
possibility of a White organizational
connection, even if some racially oriented
literature is found in the White offender’s
possession? Don’t you understand that the
Bloods and the Crips are es sen tially

anti-White criminal organizations, while
the Klan can only be accused of having
members who sometimes do stupid things?
Why do you deliberately create the false
impression in the public mind that Whiteon-Black crime – that’s what you call ‘hate
crime’ – is a big problem in our society, and
at the same time you hide from the public
the truly hor ren dous and dan ger ous
problem of Black-on-White crime? Why
do you do it?”

Cookie cutter munchkins
I’ve never gotten really clear and honest
answers to these questions. But what is
clear is that they all know how they’re
expected to report the news. They know
what the party line is. They know which
side their bread is buttered on. It’s clear
that the top me dia bosses have set the
fashion for reporting interracial crime, and
no one who works for them is willing to
depart from the fashion.
That fashion, which is almost never
stated explicitly, which is only implied, is
this: White peo ple are evil – es pe cially
het ero sex ual White males. They have
persecuted non-Whites for hundreds of
years. White peo ple re ally should n’t
complain if non-Whites sometimes strike
back at them. That’s only justice. When
Blacks and Mexicans organize in gangs,
it’s only to protect themselves from Whites.
But when Whites organize, it’s to oppress
non-Whites. Whites need to be reminded
that they are oppressors. That’s why White
crimes against non-Whites should be
emphasized. And if we’re to have a happy
and prosperous multicultural society with
lots of diversity, which is of course a
wonderful thing, then Whites need to mix
more with non-Whites… so we shouldn’t
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give them any news which might make
them reluctant to mix. We shouldn’t tell
them about Black crimes against Whites,
because that might frighten White women
away from Black men. It might even lead
Whites to organize against non-Whites. In
the long run the only sure way to have a
peaceful society, in which everyone gets
along with everyone else, is to get rid of
the White majority: to replace the present
White majority with a non-White majority.
A lot of ra cial mixing and ra cial intermarriage will help to achieve that, and we
should report the news with that aim in
mind.
That is the prevailing fash ion in the
controlled mass media today, whether the
media people will admit it or not. That
fashion has been set deliberately by the
media bosses. And I, curious and inquisitive
person that I am, have looked at where that
fashion is taking us, and when I have done
that I have looked into the face of death:
ra cial death, ra cial ex tinc tion. And I,
hardheaded cynic that I am, have decided
that the Jewish media bosses who designed
the current fashion in reporting the news
have in fact designed it with that aim in
mind. And I also have decided that it is our
responsibility to ourselves, to our posterity,
to our ancestors, and to the God of Nature
which made us what we are to use any
and all means – any and all means – to
combat these Jewish media bosses and
their collaborators in the government, in
the schools, in the churches and wherever
else we find them.
The text above is based on a broad cast of the
American Dissident Voices radio program sponsored
by National Vanguard Books. For more information
about National Vanguard Books or the National
Alliance see our website at http://www.natvan.com or
http://www.natall.com.

Biking toward restoration
By John Peeples
firstfreedom.net

G

reetings and good health from these
confines of Federal Gulag Devens where I
continue to be held captive 9,682 days by
the ZOG in its so-called “War on Drugs”
foisted upon “We the People” of the Several
States in 1969 by President Richard Nixon
of Watergate fame and later ramped up by
the Reagan-Bush Administrations in the
1980s (Iran-Contra, the legacy of Ronald
Reagan and George H. W. “Poppy” Bush);
incarcerated physically for 26 years and 7
months in America’s Empire Gulag – but
not my spirit of defiance to tyranny.

The Pope from hell
Among April 2017 TFF’s Letters, Mrs.
Patricia Jones of Lyons, Illinois, asks: Who
(s)elected Francis?
Fr. Jorge Mario Bergoglio was a Jesuit
Provincial-General in Argentina complicit
in the CIA’s Operation Condor who helped
the Company’s assassination teams in the
late 1970s. On 13 March 2013 he ascended
to the throne of St. Peter as Pope Francis I.
Nagging questions about his background
may never receive a satisfactory answer.
Nor will concerns that the CIA manipulated
the election, as it had in the past with Juan
Peron, Argentina’s thrice-elected President
who had close ties to the CIA – in other
words, the Company’s puppet president.
Thus Argentine journalists and scholars
with insight to the Agency’s activities in
their country were quick to label Bergoglio
“Washington’s Pope.” He is busily serving
policies, the agenda, of neoconservatives
throughout South and Central America.
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His installation took place just one week
after the death of Venezuelan President
Hugo Chavez.
By the end of 2013, Bergoglio emerged
as the most popular cleric on planet earth,
earning an approval of 88 percent among
America’s Catholics. Few appear to heed
that Francis is the first Pope to be charged
with crimes against humanity. He is a wolf
in sheep’s clothing doing the bidding of the
CIA’s Satanic order. His message is: open
borders, the religion of global warming,
diversity, multiculturalism and One World
Government.
I recommend Mrs. Jones read Operation
Gladio: The Unholy Alliance between the
Vatican, the CIA and the Mafia, by Paul L.
Williams (2015). It’s 381 pages with 1,100
footnotes and websites. This book should
be a mandatory study in universities and
government. But that ain’t gonna happen
because Gladio exposes the Cockroaches
In Charge Agency for what they are.

Peecee riders
The heritage-not-hate SCV has proposed
a constitutional amendment to its Standing
Orders regarding the SCV logo and other
Confederate symbols anytime displayed
by motorcyclists. The organization may
have dibs on its logo, but not Confederate
images in general. These flags, symbols and
such belong to the many unreconstructed
Southerners whose ancestors fought and

died to prevent the illegal Yankee invader
from overthrowing our government. The
SCV bows before that Zionist occupation
government, thankful to have its IRS tax
exemption status, something our ancestors
would not do then or now.

The dissident rumble
I suggest that Confederate bikers should
establish their own Confederate States
Cavalry Corps, emblem Confederate Iron
Cross with Saint Andrews Cross in center
and thirteen stars – CONFEDERATE above
the Iron Cross, CAVALRY CORPS just below
it followed by CONFEDERATE STATES and

The Night Wolves, Russia’s largest motorcycle
gang, are led by their president the Surgeon and
backed by the country’s president, Vladimir Putin.

THESE COLOURS DON’T RUN – FOLLOW
ME.

One objective of the Confederate bikers
is to educate our youth and bring them into
the fold. Confederate bikers would be our
home guards fighting for this country and
what we face now – as defenders of our
homeland protecting women and children
from the Third World invaders and Black
savages roaming our streets while resisting
the occupational government or ZOG.
Confederate bikers are to be knights, not
a bunch of hoodlums. They must be well
trained in mind, body and soul.
I got this idea from an article in Rolling
Stone which details Putin’s Angels, the ride
of Russia’s Night Wolves. The Kremlin
has granted more than $1 million to the
club.

Vladimir Putin with the Surgeon in Moscow, 2009
“At first, I take Vitaly’s notion of resurrection to
mean restoring local parks – Nation building writ
small. But it becomes clear the sweep of his dream
is much grander. The mis sion of Night Wolves,
he declares, ‘is to resurrect the motherland – to
connect the pieces that were killed off. We’re one
land, one people. We were artificially divided. We
have Night Wolves divisions in territories of the
former Soviet Union. Our mission is to bring the
patriotism, orthodoxy, love for motherland and
reunite.’” – Rolling Stone

“No chance of color revolution in Russia”
hungarianambiance.com

Russian authorities control the situation
in the country and will not allow a “color
revolution” scenario planned by foreign
spe cial ser vices, says Sec re tary of the
Security Council Nikolay Patrushev.
“This is a traditional political tool for
some Nations; it’s aimed at the destruction
of statehood and sovereignty of a foreign
country, under excuse of democratization.
In reality, almost any country where a color
revolution is launched eventually descends
into chaos and external management,”
Patrushev told Rossiiskaya Gazeta daily.
“I would like to emphasize that we are

keeping the situation under control. Law
enforcement agencies and special services
have accumulated considerable experience
in prevention of various provocations and
other illegal activities,” he added.
Patrushev also said he had information
that Western Nations still have hopes for
imple ment ing a “color rev o lu tion” in
Russia and are actively sponsoring various
NGOs that attempt to cause protests, often
by spreading blatant lies.
In mid-2015, Patrushev told reporters
that Russian security agencies intended to
develop a detailed plan of action aimed at
preventing color revolutions or any other

attempts to forcefully oust lawfully-elected
authorities through mass street protests. He
also promised that the agencies would
come up with a list of proposed measures
that could negate the possible threat, taking
steps against “network protest activities”
that appeal to the “romantic revolutionary
stereotype.”
The Russian Defense Ministry ordered
major research into color revolutions, its
goal the prevention of such situations as
Russia faced in 1991 and 1993.
President Vladimir Putin has called color
revolutions the main tool of destructive
forces in the geopolitical struggle.
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— Teaching fiction —

White pride in my classroom
He made me uncomfortable and
challenged my worldview. But the
biggest surprise: I ended up liking
him.
By Ben Warner
salon.com

I didn’t recognize his name at first. It
was his writing that caught my attention.
An autobiography in 100 words. That was
the first as sign ment, and it was as much
for me to get to know my stu dents as to
evaluate their writing skills. When I scrolled
through the submissions, I saw that many
of them were “fun-loving,” “ambitious”
and “determined to succeed,” but only one
was “living on a radical fringe” that put
him at risk of being a “societal leper.” Only
one spoke of being duty-bound to a “right
wing resistance,” and asserted that if he
didn’t stand up for “European folk” and
advocate for his race, the “liberal sheep”
would continue to erase his heritage.
In an act of piousness, I did to him only
what I would have had him do to me: I
Googled his name.
I was met with doz ens of pic tures:
grin ning in Con fed er ate flag T-shirts,
grin ning in “Straight Pride” T-shirts,
grinning in mid-interview stills excerpted
from the evening news.
He was the founder of the White Student
Union. And on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
he would be in my fiction writing class.
I’d been aware of the White Student
Un ion since its in ception the semester
before, having encouraged my students to
participate in the group’s meetings. (If they
disrupted the agenda by overwhelming the
message of exclusivity with one of inclusion
… I wasn’t going to complain.) Their first
speaker, a self-described “racial realist,”
had spoken glibly, and in radio-show-host
tones, about human nature and diversity –
how the combination of the two could only
lead to tension and conflict, not strength.
Shorty after, the Southern Poverty Law
Center placed the White Student Union on
its national map of hate groups.

Not his cup of tea
I knew all this, but until that moment, I
hadn’t put names or faces to the students
who’d started the club. And there it was: a
name, a face.
I was excited, and immediately ashamed
of my excitement. A celebrity, in my classroom.
But the more I clicked through his
on line per sona, the more ner vous I
became. From what I was reading – and the
video clips available – he seemed to be a
smooth-talking, levelheaded advocate for
his point of view. He had the kind of facts
and figures on hand that, though they
sounded specious, I couldn’t immediately
disprove. What if he challenged me in
class?

Teaching fiction

How would I respond, at the end of the
day – having already taught three 75-minute
classes, my brain mostly fried – besides
saying something innocuous about the
beauty of human difference? I was not
able, for instance, to controvert some of the
more specific arguments of Pat Buchanan.
I was not current with the politics of the
ANC Youth League in South Africa. I
probably should have been. But I also
needed to be current in contemporary
American fiction, in community container
gardening, and with the trade rumors
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sur round ing the Wash ing ton Wiz ards.
There were only so many hours in the day.
These were the excuses wheeling through
my brain.
I was quick to seek out my colleagues,
and what they told me seemed right: “Just
teach the class. Don’t change anything.”

Sticking to make-believe
I consoled myself with that. Teaching
fiction argues strongly against the tendency
to generalize. Writing about all people of
color, for instance, or about all homosexuals,
is the same silly over sim pli fi ca tion as
writ ing about all peo ple, which re sults
in flac cid sto ry tell ing. Re vi sion of ten
ne ces si tates choos ing one* of those
characters and getting to know them much
more in timately – their strengths and
weaknesses, the fears that keep them up at
night, the small moments of beauty that
move them through a day. In other words,
to write better fiction, it is not unusual for
me to ask my students to humanize their
characters. Would I offer any different
advice to a “racial realist”? I’d simply
teach the stories I was planning to teach,
focusing on the unique complexities of the
people who populated them.
But the first unsettling moment came
early. We were reading, “What Happened
During the Ice Storm,” a story about a
group of teenage boys who, during an ice
storm, are struck by a sudden compassion
to remove their jackets and cover some
frozen, dazed pheasants. In doing this, they
keep the pheasants alive, where otherwise
they would have made for easy prey.
As the students discussed this story in
groups, he turned compan ion ably in
conversation to each of the two women
sitting next to him. They seemed to be
commiserating about some point the writer
was making. But after a few minutes, he
raised both hands in exasperation. “I can’t
take this!” he said, and put his chin to his
chest, re mov ing himself from fur ther
chat ter.
I thought about what to do. I thought
about breaking up the discussions to address
his problem as a class. What I came up with
was this: I said nothing. And the little pods
of conversation in the room continued.
Eventually, I opened them into a circle,
and posed the question of the merits (or
demerits) of the story’s “happy ending.”
He raised his hand and said that the author
clearly had no blue-collar background.
That this wasn’t a happy ending. His voice
was authoritative, measured, articulate. He
said that there’s nothing beautiful about an
ice storm, that it can wipe out an entire year’s
crop. It became clear that by questioning
the author, he was, in a way, mocking my
own pantywaist reading of the text. The
other students looked at one another, a bit
like dazed pheasants, themselves, and I
conceded that his reading was certainly
another way of interpreting the story. He
went on to say that furthermore, if he’d
ever come home without his jacket in an
ice storm, his kin would have beaten him,
that by not killing the pheasants, those
boys had deprived their families of food.
That would be unheard of in a poor rural
community.
I asked him where the story gave clues
as to the community’s socioeconomics, or
if it was possible that a rural community
might have the means to be well-fed. He
said he’d never seen a rural community
that wasn’t poor.

Practical dialog
This was the beginning of what I saw
to be the primary means of his instigative
expression: not the racism I was expecting,
but an insis tence on intellec tualizing a
kind of red neck order of the world. An
insistence that the things that make liberal
professors cringe (child beating, or maybe
even the word “kin,” for instance) were the
vocabulary of legitimate analysis.
* “One” is singular, “them” plural. Salon fails here
in its duty to teach this teacher correct grammar. – ed.

Instead of finding a counter-example –
a rural community that was, for instance,
doing just fine – I said: “OK. Maybe what
I read as com pas sion or whimsy was
actually foolishness. That’s possible, too.”
The following class, he arrived wearing
a shirt with a Confederate flag. The words
“It Ain’t Over” were printed beneath it, but
it was subtle – a dark green shirt, the flag a
small one over the breast, with a larger
version on the back, which was pressed
against his chair. As I saw it, I thought,
“What are his rights? Are they limited by
the level of distraction he poses?”
When he leaned forward, I thought I
saw a student crane her neck suspiciously.
But it was only a T-shirt. It was distracting,
yes, but not much more so than his
camouflaged backpack and crew cut.
That day, we read Kafka’s “A Hunger
Artist,” and my questions quickly revealed
that he was one of the only ones to have
read it. He was quick (and smart) to point
out the story’s commentary on the nature of
celebrity and its perversions, and seemed to
take pleasure in the Hunger Artist’s pitiful
death in a bed of straw. “The same thing,”
he said, “happens with celebrities today.
Just wait until it happens to Miley Cyrus.”
If I was once ashamed of my excitement
at having him in class, that shame didn’t
keep me from talking about him. Though it
made me uncomfortable, he’d become the
most interesting part of my teaching. I was
primed for something to boil over, but I
also found myself liking him. He arrived
to class on time; he was prepared; he was
respectful. He had a way of calling me
professor in the middle of sentences that
appealed to my ego. “You know, Professor,
what Kafka might be saying here …”
In spite of his militancy, he was quick to
joke and smile. He often stayed after class
to shoot the breeze a little.
I spoke to a colleague about this, that I
felt myself being charmed against my will.
She was not surprised. “He’s a community
orga nizer,” she told me. “He has to be
likable. He has to be charismatic.”
There’s an anxiety to that, but of course
she was right, that people espousing wildly
antithetical beliefs to me can – surprise! –
be pleas ant. They can check me out at
gro cery stores, and help me with legal
documents; they can be my neighbors. And
how would I even know?

An unabashed presence
Or am I simply allowing myself to be
fooled? Is it just that, as a middle-class
White man, it doesn’t come up all that
often? The difference between those
people and whatever it was that my student
was peddling was that with my student, I’d
received the memo beforehand. It was out
in the open and brazenly so (the Confederate
flags on his shirts were getting larger, and
he’d adhered a sticker to his laptop that
read “The South WILL Rise Again”).
It was a few weeks later that he stayed
af ter class to alert me to an up com ing
ab sence. He was go ing to CPAC as a
member of the college Republicans. It was
decent of him to tell me, but it also seemed
like he was bracing for a fight. “It’s an
excused absence because the SGA is paying
for it,” he said. To my knowledge, there is
no such arrangement between the student
government and the university. Not that it
mattered. I told him it was fine.
I can’t remember how I first saw the
videos. It may have been the friend who
emailed me, the subject heading: “Is this
your student???” I clicked the link and saw
the photo at the top of the page; indeed, there
he was, wearing that same Confederate
flag shirt, and now a credential, looking
as open as he often looked in class when
discussing “story versus plot.”
The video footage was of a Q&A at a
conservative strategy session. And though
it wasn’t my student asking the questions,
there he was, sitting right next to the
questioner (another member of the WSU)
without any measure of shock, without

offering any restraint, as the question was
smugly posed what it was that Fredrick
Douglass had to forgive his former slave
owner… “giving him shelter and food.”

To a liberal’s dismay
It was hard for me to take. Though I’d
seen it coming, I felt a bit betrayed. I’d
been telling myself that he was a decent kid
who’d gotten sucked up by the experiment
of his own rhetoric – that he enjoyed the
attention more than the ideas, themselves.
But this was CPAC. This was hand-held
iPhone stuff. He wasn’t being hijacked by
the liberal media. The rest of the room was
audibly uncomfortable with the level of
insensitivity.

His profile in the national
media continued to grow,
and by the mid dle of the
semester, he was the most
hated man on cam pus.
There were rumors that, to
intercept Black men from
committing crimes against
White women, the WSU would
lead night time pa trols on
campus. There were rumors
that they were train ing in
mixed martial arts, and that
they were networking with
rac ist groups across the
country. And yet, in class,
he continued to be guileless.
Out side of an oc ca sional
raised eyebrow, I couldn’t
even tell if my other students
knew who he was.
One day, he came in a half-hour after
class had started, and then stuck around to
apologize.
“Sorry I was late,” he told me. “I was
dealing with the police.”
“The police?” I said.
“I might not be in class on Thursday. I
got my first death threat.” He lifted his
computer to show me his Facebook wall.
“Usually, they just call me a
motherfucker or tell me to suck a dick,” he
said. “But this one says they’re going to
kill me on Thursday.”
“That’s terrible,” I said. “What are the
police doing?”
“They’re not doing anything.”
“You shouldn’t have to deal with that,” I
said, while at the same time knowing that
— had he not been in my class, had I not
seen him furrowing his brow over Carver
or O’Connor, asking serious questions
about characterization and voice — a more
reprehensible me might have muttered he
deserved it.
He stood with his hands clutched in
front of his waist, looking down at his
chest, very much like a frightened child.
“It’s been getting worse for you?” I
asked.
“These interviews keep getting it
wrong. They take out all the good stuff I
say.”
“It’s a huge price to pay for this kind of
celebrity.”
“I guess I have to double down,” he
said. “I don’t like this. I don’t like this at
all.”
This was my moment. I thought maybe I
could change something. There he was, after class, a scared kid … and me, in loco
parentis. But I wasn’t sure what to say.
“Or,” I tried, “you can just go silent.”
He thought about that. “But then they
just write whatever they want.”
“For now,” I said, “and it might get
worse before it gets better. But if you don’t
feed it, it will eventually starve.”
“That’s interesting,” he said, looking me
in the eye. “I might try that.”
Maybe I’d gotten through; maybe I’d

— Weapons of mass confusion —
made a connection. And what was more,
at a university where I felt politics were
often treated with apathy, new and myriad
connections were being made. A few
professors had organized a teach-in about
racism on campus; the president of the
uni ver sity was forced to comment on
policies of inclusion, and students were
watching the news, staging protests and
talking about it. At a majority White school
on the edge of a majority Black city, I’d once
sat through a presentation that bemoaned
the fears that “suburban people” harbored
for “urban people,” keeping them off of
public transit. At least now the issue was
becoming black and white.

Street scene
The next emails came on May 2.
On May 1 – May Day – there had been
Workers of the World-type protests in D.C.
The emails in my inbox had subject lines
like, “At it again,” and “Is this what it’s like
in class?” They linked to videos of the
White Student Union standing in a line
across a street, calmly leaning Confederate
flags (more appropriately sized for poles)

against their shoulders, as a wave of bearded
and backpacked anarchists approached
them, flanked them, and began to call them
“fuckers” and “racist pigs.”
They chanted, “Nazi scum, your time
will come,” told them to “get in the fucking
ground where you be long,” and held
extended middle fingers fractions of inches
away from their faces. There was my student,
un flinch ing, chew ing a piece of gum,
oc ca sion ally ask ing some one to stop
grabbing at his flag. In other videos, he posed
mea sured ques tions about affir ma tive
action to his screaming counterparts. It was
only after someone managed to rip his flag
from his hands that he lunged forward, was
caught up in a shoving match, and was lost
in a swarm of police. Later, I read that bags
of urine had been thrown at him.
I guess that for someone accustomed
to an all-in brand of righteousness, my
suggestion of just shutting up had lacked a
certain credibility. What kind of “connection”
had I really made? I’d told him to keep his
opinions to himself. Was I comfortable
with that advice, even when giving it to
someone who had advocated for a

Whites-only State?
“I know,” he’d said to me earlier in the
semester, “you probably don’t agree with
my politics, because no professors do, but
you’re one of the only ones who treats me
like a human.”
I’d wanted to receive it as a compliment,
but does receiving a compliment always
mean letting down your guard?

No squaring the circle
In a way, I was getting my own education
in human contradiction. As much as I
railed against it in my students’ stories, I’d
been acting no differently in my attempts
to oversimplify – to fit him most easily into
a prefabricated slot in my mind. I had not
wanted to acknowledge his complexity, let
alone adjust my teaching style to it. Was he
the manipulative leader of a dangerous hate
group? Or a college kid experimenting
with the power of his voice? Of course, he
could be both, and he could be many other
things to which spending two and a half
hours a week with him had granted me no
access.
It was no wonder he’d become frustrated
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trying to exist in media sound bites. Who
among us can keep a message on fire in
30-sec ond bursts – for good or bad –
before having to lie down in the straw,
exhausted, demoralized or forgotten?

Unanswered question
On one of the last days of the semester I
saw him in the hall, hours before we were
due to meet for class. He was playing with
his phone.
“Hi,” I said, catching him off guard. He
looked up and said hello as though he had
no idea who I was. But after class, later that
day, he stayed again. “Professor,” he said,
“I just want to really thank you for saying
hello to me today.”
“Yeah?” I said.
“This morning, a girl spit on me. When
you said hello, it really turned my day
around.”
“I’m sorry,” I said to him. “You shouldn’t
have to go through that.”
What should he have to go through? I
still had no idea.
Ben Warner lives in Silver Spring, Maryland. He
teaches college writing.

Over 1,300 Daesh terrorists killed in west Mosul battle
to refugee camps.
Moreover, 139 vehicles rigged
with explosives were destroyed
and 11 unmanned aerial vehicles
shot down, he said, adding that
61 militant hideouts, ten bombmak ing work shops and five
command centers were demolished.

Many of these Takfiris may have
had families and parents who are
good people and won’t understand.
Their sons became indoctrinated
by Wahhabi propaganda, traveled
all the way to the Middle East to
take up arms... and then turned
those arms on innocent Muslims
while leaving Israel alone.
presstv.ir

I

raqi government forces, backed by
fighters from allied Popular Mobilization
Units, have killed more than 1,300 members
of the Takfiri Daesh militant group since
they launched joint operations to flush the
extremists out of the western part of Mosul.
Commander of the Nineveh Liberation
Op er a tion, Lieu ten ant Gen eral
Abdul Amir Yarallah, said soldiers
from the army’s 9th Armored
Division had killed 1,321 Daesh
militants, including commanders,
since the start of the offensive in
February, English-language online
newspaper Iraqi News reported.
Yarallah added that 55 districts,
villages and vital facilities – or a
total area of 406 square kilometers

Elsewhere
Separately, Major General Wasiq
al-Hamdani told Basnews news
agency that Federal Police forces
had carried out a sweep operation
in parts of east ern Mosul, and ar rested
20 Daesh terrorists in Karamah, Khadra
and Kokceli neighborhoods. A number of
high-ranking militant commanders were
among those detained.
Hamdani noted that detainees
have been transferred to a police
station to undergo interrogation,
and face justice at last.

Members of Iraq’s Coun ter Terror ism Service ad vance
towards the al-Islah al-Zarayeh neighborhood, west of Mosul,
on May 10, 2017, during the ongoing offensive to retake that
area from Takfiri Daesh terrorists.

– had also been liberated from the clutches
of Daesh terrorists.
The top Iraqi commander further noted
that a total of 111,750 people had also been
evacuated from conflict zones and moved

raised the national flag on several buildings
in the area.
The CTS soldiers also killed a senior
Daesh figure, identified as Abu Ayoub alShami, and three of his associates during
a separate oper ation in western Mosul.
Shami was reportedly Daesh’s commander
for the al-Islah al-Zarayeh district.
Iraqi army soldiers and volunteer fighters
from the Pop u lar Mo biliza tion Units,
commonly known by the Arabic name
Hashd al-Sha’abi, have made sweeping
gains against the Takfiri elements since
launching the operation to retake Mosul
last October.
The Iraqi forces took control of eastern
Mosul in January after 100 days of fighting,
and launched the battle in the west on
February 19.

In western Mosul
Meanwhile, members of the
Iraqi Counter Terrorism Service
(CTS) have established control
over al-Ma’amel neighborhood in
the western flank of Mosul, and

North Atlantic Swamp over flowing on both shores
French presidential election 2017:
Nothing succeeds like success.
Ma cron “se lected.” Bil lion aires
and bankers rejoice.
By Diana Johnstone
globalresearch.ca

T

here is great rejoicing to night in
places accustomed to rejoicing. The best
champagne must be flowing in places that
have plenty of it, chez Bernard Arnault, for
example, first fortune in France (eleventh
in the world), owner among so much else
of the newspapers Parisien, Aujourd’hui
France and Echos, all fervent supporters of
Emmanuel Macron. The glasses should be
clink ing also wherever the peripatetic
billionaire Patrick Drahi finds himself,
born in Morocco, double French-Israeli
nationality, resident of Switzerland, owner
of a vast me dia and telecom em pire,
including the epitome of post-May ’68
turncoatism, the tabloid Libération, which
ran a headline calling on voters to cast their
ballots for Macron a day after the public
campaign was legally over.

Snakes and fat gators
The list is long of billionaires, bankers
and establishment figures who have a right
to rejoice at the extraordinary success of a
candidate who got elected President of the
French Republic on the claim to be “an
outsider,” whereas nobody in history has

ever been so unanimously supported by all
the insiders you can name.

Guided tours
There should also be satisfaction in
the embassies of all the countries whose
governments openly interfered in the
French election – the U. S. of course, but
also Germany, Belgium, Italy and Canada,
among others, who earnestly exhorted the
French to make the right choice: Macron,
of course. All these champions of Western
democracy can join in gloating over the
non ex is tent but failed in ter fer ence of
Russia – for which there is no evidence,
but part of the fun of a NATOland election
these days is to accuse the Russians of
meddling.
As for the French, abstention was nearly
record-breaking, as much of the left could
not vote for the self-proclaimed enemy of
labor law but dared not vote the opposition
candidate, Marine Le Pen, because one just
cannot vote for someone who was labeled
“extreme right” or even “fascist” by an

incredible campaign of denigration, even
though she displayed no visible symptom
of fascism and her program was favorable
to lower income people and to world
peace. Words count in France, where the
terror of being accused of sharing World
War II guilt is overwhelming.
Surveys indicate that as much as 40% of
Macron voters chose him solely to “block”
the alleged danger of voting for Marine Le
Pen.
Others on the left voted for Macron
vowing publicly that they will “fight him”
once he is elected. Fat chance.

Other wildlife
There may be street demonstrations in
coming months, but that will have little
impact on Macron’s promise to tear up
French labor law by decree and free labor
and management to fight it out between
themselves, at a time when management

is powerful thanks to delocalizations and
labor is disorganized and enfeebled by the
various effects of globalization.

As Jean Bricmont put it,
outgoing French President
François Hollande deserves
a Nobel Prize for political
manipulation.
At a time when he and his government
were so un pop u lar that ev eryone was
looking forward to the election as a chance
to get rid of them, Hollande, with zealous
assistance from some of the major media,
leading banks and oligarchs of various
stripes, succeeded in promoting his littleknown economic advisor into the candidate
of “change,” neither left nor right, a totally
fresh, new political star – supported by all
the old politicians that the public wanted to
get rid of.
This is quite an amazing demonstration
of the power of “commu nications” in
contemporary society, a triumph for the
advertising industry, mainstream media
and the billionaires who own all of that.
France was perceived as a potential
weak link in the globalization project of
eliminating national sovereignty in favor
of the worldwide reign of capital. Thanks
to an extraordinary effort, this danger has
been averted. At least for now.
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Lo, and so it continues
By Elliott Germain
Transfer of Power

The Southern States
were not States on
December 4, 1865, when
they came to take their
seats in Congress, but
the South ern States
were lawful States on
De cem ber 18, when
the Secretary of State
accepted their ratifications of the 13th
Amendment. President Johnson concluded
that, as the Southern States were denied
Statehood, their “ratification” could not be
lawful:
“…their concurrence cannot be considered
as hav ing been le gally given, and the
important fact is made to appear that the
consent of the three-fourths of the States,
the requisite number has not been obtained
to the ratification of that amendment, thus
leaving the question of slavery where it
stood before the amendment.”
This particular fraudulent lust for power
goes back to when the Amendment was a
bill introduced in the 38th Congress on
February 1, 1865. Lincoln allowed Senators
from the bogus State of Virginia to vote on
the 13th Amendment as it went through
Congress at the very time when Richmond
was the Capital of the Confederacy, seat of
the Confederate Congress and location of
the “White House of the Confederacy.”

When the 13th Amendment
went to the States asking to
be rat i fied, it was the bogus
Gen eral As sem bly (hav ing
moved to Occupied Northern
Virginia) under “Governor
Pierpont” that ratified the
Amendment on behalf of the
State of Virginia, February 9,
1865. Add to this fraud the
“ratification” also by “West”
Vir ginia, a State cre ated
under Lincoln’s martial law
in collusion with the bogus
“Pierpont” Virginia regime.
The “13th Amendment” thus
includes two “ratifications”
by Virginia, while the true
Commonwealth of Virginia
was at war with Congress.
Those radicals desperately needed the
power clause of the 13th amendment to
create their “New America” and would do
anything to get it: by fraud, treason, murder
and actually insurrection! Crimes against
the original Constitution were necessary
tactics on their way toward destroying the
America of Jefferson and Madison. Added
to the list of ratification irregularities is the
fact that the Southern States were ordered
under martial law to ratify the Amendment
through legislatures regulated by Union
Generals. So, was Thaddeus Stevens very
clever – or just ruthless?
The foremost question of law regarding
the conduct of any State after 1861 is: Were
those Southern States – sovereign?
If they seceded, then Congress had no
declaration of war nor peace treaty. If they
didn’t secede, following the war they should
have been seated in Congress. If Southern
States could amend the Constitution, why
were their Congressmen denied seats in
Congress?
If, according to the U. S. Supreme Court
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decision in Exparte Milligan, there could
be no martial law where a civil government
and court exists, then Commander-in-Chief
of that martial law President Johnson having
proclaimed the insurrection at an end and
peace restored, all States but Texas having
civil governments, how could the South be
denied its Article Five constitutional rights?
Were they States or were they not States?
It has to be one or the other, and cannot be
both. “Claiming both” becomes legal fiction;
and that is exactly what Congress chose for
America: legal fiction. Actually, it was
Edward McPearson and the Committee of
Fifteen that gave carte blanch power to the
new federal government we know today.
No one could stop that 39th Congress, and
no one did. The infamous 39th Congress
gutted the Constitution, altered American
citizenship and jurisdiction, and forever
empow ered themselves with un limited
legal fictions.

Racial citizenship
The subject of “race” is presented to
Americans as a legal question of equality
and a so cial ques tion of tol er ance. In
today’s social climate, the establishment
media, political parties and institutions of
learning present but one interpretation of
America’s racial history and sociology.
Governmental racial policies stand as edicts,
serving as a barrier between themselves
and any challenges to the origins of this
“New America.” The media provide the
public with repetitious stereotypical social
portrayals psychologically keyed to either
justify an “entitlement mentality” (40 acres
and a mule), or heap guilt upon those who
would pierce the veil of such politicallymotivated altruism. The government and
media are co-guardians of New America,
and will not allow other voices into today’s
political arena if those voices undermine
the essential “political correctness,” that is,
the dogma which conceals their historic
and unlawful Transfer of Power.
The truth underlying the War of 1861
requires those who seek it to challenge
certain misinterpretations of history, even
if that means becoming the brunt of this
well-rehearsed rhetoric of “racial guilt”
assignment. The fact to uncover here is that
those Republican usurpers have fabricated
a “social camouflage” which conceals their
treason-at-law: tyranny disguised as racial
justice. They needed a humane cause that
appealed to a person’s sense of justice; but
all of their high-profile “defiant service to
altruism” was, and still is, only political
theater as per formed in the corpo rate
media.

Connivances

If the legal fiction derived from political
theater can morally replace constitutional
“Law of the Land” without due process,
then we are forever subject to political
fluctuations of attitudes that serve avarice
and greed. How could Congressmen have
lawfully destroyed the government they had
sworn to uphold? How could they “amend”
or legally negate the freedoms guaranteed
under those federal or State Constitutions?
Such questions the 1860s radicals avoided
so that the federal government disguised its
political coup as a fight for social justice,
and all opposing them on constitutional
grounds surely had to accept their guilt
assignment: “They are filled with hate.”
Very clever, Thaddeus.

Fraudulent 14th Amendment
One point-of-law involved in covering
up the 1861 travesty was the creation of a
federal “racial” citizenship. As mentioned
earlier, the new “empowering” legislation
came about in a sequential order where one
law built upon a previous law created upon
the back of its own predecessor law. The
legality of each subsequent “law” depended
on the expansion of powers created by all
those earlier incursions: the more laws, the
more power.
First, expand congressional power in a
war belatedly dubbed a crusade to free the
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American Defense Party
slaves, next a constitutional amendment to
secure and increase those powers however
deemed “appropriate.” Finally, make the
slaves citizens and the citizens slaves, and
in doing so, create yet more “appropriate”
powers for Congress as secured by another
constitutional amendment.
Next, disallow suffrage to the pre-war
electorate and give the vote to those “14th
Amendment federal citizens.” The Radical
Republicans used “Negro (Republican)
suffrage” to extend their party’s power in
Congress and the suffrage amendment to
secure powers of federal intervention into
State elections.

“Preemptive” strikes at kids
Today, the average school student learns
that America (meaning the United States)
was always intended to be a nation where
“all men are created equal” – including
Negroes. American children hear that the
Declaration of Independence was provided
as a path in time for the equality of all, and
if they are kindhearted and fair-minded,

Media munchkin doing her job

they should condone the legislation that
brought justice to Negroes. Most students
blindly accept this distortion as historical
and legal fact. Any voices to the contrary
would incite riots, thus Americans today
seeking to avoid any further establishmentinduced feelings of guilt choose to ignore
or auto-discount any “opposing opinions,”
in the illusion that racial troubles will just
vanish.
But, racial troubles are required to keep
citizens from questioning these unlawful
origins of today’s New America. Ironically,
it is their guilt-assuaging blindness to the
original Constitution’s destruction that is
perpetuating racial problems in America
and negating lawful remedies.
If a blatant tyrant en tered Amer ican
politics, became leader of the majority
party and used that power to dismantle the
present government, would today’s school
students then demand legal scrutiny of the
usurper’s so-called laws used to dismantle
the existing order? And, should the tyrant
share his wealth with such media as dress
his treason up in causes “noble and just,”
would those same students suspect treason
and deceit in the media, reject the tyrant and
refute his attempt to play their “heartstrings”
to his tune of treason? Give today’s youth
the benefit of the doubt, and say yes!
So why is there this great hesitation by
students (and graduates) now to at least
question the lawfulness of 1860s postwar
legislation which underlies today’s intrusive
and unconstitutional federal government?

gen er ally ex tended fam i lies. Kin dred
Nations revealed their natural racial selfpreference. An objective person would
agree that the corporate media have chosen
to portray only the White race as being
socially “exclusive,” which is a blatant lie;
ethnic self-preference remains universal.

Turning point
Were those original thirteen American
State governments and their United States
convocation during the 18th Century racial
Nations? Yes. What about the “all men are
cre ated equal” state ment in their 1776
Declaration of Independence as written by
Thomas Jefferson, a slave owner? Those
slaves were not equal in law, therefore
Jefferson’s Declaration did not include
Negroes whether free or slave. It is best to
start with facts, and admit them as such.
Important for solving America’s racial
problems is this understanding that Negroes
were never covered under the “all men are
created equal” statement. If Americans
could accept that as fact and then search on
wherever the truth leads, there may be yet
hope to deny this present government its
unlimited powers. For such social candor
could reveal that the Radical Republican
laws of the 1860s were then, and are today,
fictitious. That research would expose how
Congress has simply politicized the Negro
to achieve unconstitutional political power
while promising to give someone else’s 40
acres and mule to an unlawfully-created
voting block.
Jefferson’s actual intent in his “all men
are created equal” statement is fur ther
documented by a law the first Congress of
the United States passed during 1790, the
U. S. Naturalization Act, as written by
Thomas Jefferson. This Naturalization Act
established America’s first immigration
policy, stating who could become a citizen
in the United States. The requirements
given by Jefferson and passed by Congress
read: “Any alien being a free White person
… may be admitted to become a citizen…”

True amendment overdue
There is no doubt that Jefferson meant
“all White men are created equal.” And, no
matter what a person may think of that
statement, it is behind the foundation of
America’s laws – where any legal remedy
for Negroes must begin or it is revolution.
And, if it’s to be revolution, then let’s call it
revolution!
Should the so-called legal remedy result
in overthrowing the American Constitution,
then openly tell every American and see if
they are willing to forfeit their original
Law of the Land along with all the liberties
therein guaranteed – or would they prefer
to revoke a handful of usurpations and the
subsequent system built upon that legal
fiction?
Jefferson was the second Governor of

Loyalty to one’s own, not
some “global” regime
It should be noted that the earliest forms
of Nations were familial, tribal orders. The
Negro tribes in Africa were “all Black”
Nations, others were “all Chinese” Nations
and the native tribes in America “Indian”
Nations. Tribes were paternal, which in a
general sense means the community had
the same ancestral father, or patriarch, root
of the word “patriot.” Citizenship in these
Nations, especially regarding ascension
to their thrones – whether in Af rica,
China or among the American Indians –
was racial.
This natural worldwide development was
no less true of the Europeans, especially
regarding the royal houses of monarchs.
The word Nation derives from its root,
natal, meaning “by birth.” The first Nations
up to and beyond the 19th Century were

Thomas Jefferson

the Virginian Nation, following Patrick
Henry. As Governor of Virginia, Jefferson
knew and was oath-bound to uphold the
1776 Virginia Constitution which stipulates
the qualifications for voters: “Every White
male citizen of the Commonwealth, of the
age of twenty-one…” And, because State
Con stitutions are lawful par ties to the
federal compact, within their jurisdictions
they are America’s Law of the Land.
Consider the Constitution’s preamble:
“We the people of the United States.” Yet,
as taught in schools today, the preamble is
said to have referred to “all peoples.” What

— Coordinated lying —
can be gained by teaching a lie; and how
can the status of the Negro be improved by
teaching lies and living a lie? The Negro
can be helped; the Negro can be free. The
Negro can command his own destiny and
obtain Liberty; but not based on lies. And,
seeing as how the new federal government
changes its laws, money and international
entanglements with a change of attitude or
corporate gratitude, which American can
truly be safe? Until the lies of the 1860s
legal fictions are exposed and revoked,
American Negroes must remain federal
chattel.
The famous Dred Scott decision of
March 1857 refined the Supreme Court’s
definition of that “We the People” clause in
the Preamble. Stated Chief Justice Roger
Taney:
“The ques tion is simply this; can a
Negro, whose ancestors were imported into
this country, and sold as slaves, become a
mem ber of the po lit i cal com mu nity
formed and brought into existence by the
Constitution of the United States, and as
such become entitled to all rights and
privileges, and immunities, guaranteed by
that instrument to the citizen?… The words
‘people of the United States’ and ‘citizens’
are synonymous terms, and mean the same
thing… ‘the sov er eign peo ple’… The
question before us is, whether the class of
persons described in the plea in abatement
comprise a portion of this people and are
constituent members of this sovereignty?
We think they are not, and that they are
not included, and are not intended to be
included, under the word ‘citizen’ in the
Con sti tu tion, and can, there fore, claim
none of the rights and privileges which
that instrument provides for and secures to
citizens of the United States.

“The men who framed this declaration
were great men, high in literary acquirements,
high in their sense of honor… They perfectly
understood the meaning of the language
they used, and how it would not in any part
of the civilized world be supposed to
embrace the Negro race, which by common
consent, had been excluded from civilized
Governments and the family of Nations....”
Black’s Law Dictionary quotes the Dred
Scott decision for its definition of the word
“citizen,” to say “citizen” is synonymous
with “the People.”

Farewell to fraudulence
Jefferson Davis, representing Mississippi
in the United States Senate, gave a farewell

U. S. documents to usurp the Constitution:
“…the sacred Declaration of Independence
has been invoked to maintain the position of
the equality of the races… The communities
were declaring their independence; the
people of those communities were asserting
that no man was born, to use the language
of Mr. Jefferson, booted and spurred to ride
over the rest of mankind; that men were
cre ated equal – mean ing the men of
the po lit i cal commu nity… When our
Con sti tu tion was formed… we find
pro vision made for that very class of
persons [Negroes] as property; they were
not put upon the footing of equality with
White men… but so far as representation
was concerned, were discriminated against
as a lower class, only to be represented in
the numerical portion of three-fifths. Then,
Senators, we recur to the compact which
binds us together… which thus perverted,
threatens to be destructive of our rights, we
but tread in the path of our fathers when we
proclaim our independence, and take the
hazard.”

Standing on fact

Jefferson Davis in 1875

speech to the Senate after his State had
seceded. In that speech he touched on this
same issue, which is a political deception
still used today: the misinterpretation of

The Founding Fathers and brave men
like Jefferson Davis and Roger Taney, who
remained true to the Constitution, knew
that citizenship meant men of the White
race. Today that sounds so “racist,” but,
to solve the racial/social/legal problems of
today, we must insist on starting with the
truth; without which, we cannot unravel
the Gordian knot of congressional legal
fiction. Brainwashing school children with
politically-motivated, emotional lies does
not offer cultural peace. Students trained in
deceit have also learned to be intolerant of
opposing interpretations. Yet, who should
expect that We the People who know the
truth would accept a lie in order to avoid
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the mantra of scripted public outrage?

The way for ward
Answers can be found, truth realized
and justice served for all; but only after we
agree upon the true Law of the Land.
America must return to its foundation of
the original Law so we might first restore
the America we lost in 1865. Americans
must start there to rid our Nation of any and
all legal fictions. Legal fictions threaten
our land more now than in 1861! Only
when America eliminates the “Big Lie” of
1865 can there be any lawful transition
toward a true social peace for all.
Is the United States today “a land of laws,
not men?” America was not established as
a land of capricious legal fictions based
upon fluctuating political interpretations;
how would that be any better than living
under King George? One of the many
media slogans of today being used to cloak
the federal assumption of power is this
claim that “the Constitution is an evolving
document.” That is misleading. The U. S.
Constitution prohibits any “evolving” away
from liberty. Notice that the original Bill of
Rights, a.k.a. the First Ten Amendments,
did not change the Constitution at all nor
did it expand the federal government but
further constrained it. That is the measure
of a true Amendment – to negate an abuse
of power. There were no “riders” on the
Bill of Rights containing power clauses.
The Constitution can grow by amendment,
yes, but only with additions that don’t
diminish any existing liberties, violate the
original compact between States or usurp
the original State Constitutions.
The above is from Transfer of Power, 270 page book
by Elliott Germain, yours PPD for $10 check or cash.
Liberty Nation, P. O. Box 464, Hanover, VA 23069

Air strike against Syria: more to it than originally thought
By James O’Neill

O

globalresearch.ca

n 18 September 2016, war planes
be long ing to the Amer ican “co alition”
carried out air strikes on Syrian government
soldiers defending the Deir ez-Zor airfield
in northeastern Syria.
More than 100 Syrian soldiers died in
the attack and many more were wounded.
Australia’s Department of Defense admitted
its involvement in the attack, although it
gave no details of precisely what role the
RAAF played.
I wrote an ar ti cle on In de pend ent
Australia in September last year doubting
whether the attack was a “mistake” as
claimed by the Americans and Australians,
and, indeed, whether Australia was actually
involved at all.
The basis for that skepticism in respect
of the “mistake” claim was the established
fact that Syrian troops had been in position
defending the airfield for several months
from attacking ISIS troops. The skepticism
about Australian involvement arose out of
Syrian and Russian reports that the attack,
over more than an hour, was carried out by
F-16 and A-10 fighters – neither of which
are part of the RAAF’s ar se nal. The
Department of Defense declined further
comment as they wished to maintain the
“in teg rity” of the U. S. re view of the
in ci dent.
Since then, there have been a number of
developments that raise further questions
about the RAAF’s role and indeed the whole
ba sis of the Sep tember at tack. These
have not been answered by the release of
the U. S. report on their investigation of the
incident, nor by the Australian media’s
un will ing ness to ques tion the al leged
explanation or explore wider issues about
Australia’s involvement in the Syrian war.

An agreement of sorts
In or der to avoid clashes be tween
Rus sian forces le gally in Syria at the
request of the Syrian Government and
American and “coalition” forces operating
in Syria in violation of international law,
there exists a communications system
referred to as the “deconfliction line.” Under

the protocols governing this system, the
Americans notify the Syrians and Russians
where and when their forces will be
op er at ing.
In respect of the attack on Deir ez-Zor,
it appears the Americans did advise the
Russians of an impending attack but, in
this case, gave false in for mation as to
exactly where the attack was to occur.
Af ter the at tacks started and Syr ian
soldiers were being bombed and strafed,
the Russians tried urgently to contact the
Americans on the deconfliction line. They
were unable to do so because for the whole
of the attack period the American end of the
line was left unattended. This is unlikely to
have been a coincidence.

Knew whom they attacked
The American report also acknowledged
that U. S. Central Command headquarters
in Qatar, which was responsible for the
car ry ing out of the at tack, had pre cise
intelligence as to the exact location of the
Syrian troops and their ISIS opposition.
Which is where the RAAF comes in. At
the time of the attack on 18 September, the
RAAF was operating its E-7A Wedgetail
aircraft above the battle.
According to the RAAF’s own website,
the E-7A provides Australia with “…one of
the most advanced battle space management
capabilities in the world.”
The aircraft is an airborne early warning
and control platform that can “…gather
information from a wide variety of resources,
analyze it and distribute it to other air and
surface assets.”
Given that the RAAF had the intelligence
data as to the exact location of the respective
forces on the ground – which as noted were
long term fixed positions for the Syrian
defenses – and that they had sophisticated
observation, analysis and transmission
capabilities, why did the attack continue on
the Syrian Army for over an hour?
It is not a question answered by the
American report and, beyond the initial
statement admitting culpability for the
“mistake,” the Australian Department of
Defense has refused to provide further
comment or explanation.

oil from captured sites in the area by
transporting it over the border into Turkey.

Complicit with ISIS

The suspicion that it was not a “mistake”
but rather a deliberate attack on Syrian
forces is reinforced by a number of other
facts that have emerged. The Australian
media have not thought it fit to comment or
analyze any of these factors. The default
position is always a variation on “we meant
well,” “we regret any mistakes” and “any
further information is inappropriate on
grounds of national security.” International
law is a wilderness never to be explored.
The first piece of additional information
is that, within seven min utes of the
U. S.-led attack commencing, ISIS ground
forces commenced a well-organized attack
on the Syrian defensive positions that were
severely compromised by the air attacks.

Murder “by mistake”
The nature of the ISIS attack and its
timing are among the strongest possible
evidence that, far from being a “mistake,”
this may have been an attack coordinated
between ISIS and the Americans.
This view is reinforced by the further
revelations that the ceasefire then in place
(albeit imperfectly) was strongly opposed
by U. S. Defense Secretary Carter, as well
as Lt. General Harrigan, commander of the
U. S. Air Force Control Command that
au tho rized the at tack. The planned
U. S.-Rus sian joint in te gra tion cen ter
to co or di nate attacks against ISIS was
sab o taged by the at tack. Carter and
Harrigan had the means, mo tive and
opportunity to sabotage a plan of which
they both disapproved.
Deir ez-Zor is important for two other
reasons. It is the center of Syria’s largest oil
and gas deposits. ISIS has been selling

Both the Americans and the Australians
must have been aware of this cross-border
trade through ground intelligence, satellites
and the aforementioned E-7A’s capabilities.
This trade has also been widely discussed in
a number of internet sites. Yet this traffic
had continued unhindered by American or
Australian air power for months.
The second reason for Deir ez-Zor’s
importance is that it lies on the route of the
proposed Qatari gas pipeline to Europe.
Replacing Europe’s reliance on Russian
gas with Qatari gas is a major U. S.
geopolitical goal. It was Syrian President
Assad’s refusal in 2011 to permit Syria to
be used for the transit of Qatari gas that is
the direct origin of the war presently being
waged in that country.
It will come as no surprise to note that
the Australian mainstream media never
contemplate the geopolitical significance
of the events in which Australia is involved
– unless it is to laud the U. S.’s contribution
to allegedly advancing peace and stability
around the world.
ISIS was and is an instrument of U. S.
geopolitical policy in the same way the
Mujahideen were used in Afghanistan in
the 1970s and 1980s, the MEK in Iran after
the 1979 Islamic Revolution and al Qaeda
in its various manifestations in the Russian
Caucasus, the “stans” around the Caspian
Sea and in China’s Xinjiang province.
Far from being a “mistake,” the Deir
ez-Zor attack was just another manifestation
of the U. S. policy of perpetual war for
perpetual profit. The tragedy for Australians
is that they are forever the willing pawns.
The contempt shown to Turnbull by
Trump on the former’s recent visit to the
U. S. is a small illustration of the price we
pay for unquestioning obeisance. Other
and more serious costs will inevitably arise
unless Australia develops a foreign policy
that places Australia’s national interests
first and places that policy in the context of
respect for international law that we profess
to follow but increasingly disregard.
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Code of Conduct
This is not new except that few
people have seen it. Here is the
mindset we must have to win the
coming struggle for power.
By J. B. Campbell
americandefenseparty.com

If Bush attacks Iran it might trigger two
other things. The first one
would be the declaration of
a national emergency and
with it the arrests of political
dissidents under what FEMA
calls Operation Garden Plot.
We can all imagine what our
lives would become under martial law, even
for those of us who are not immediately
arrested. There would be shortages and
de pri va tions and great diffi culty in
movement, mainly due to the high cost of
fuel, but also because of military/police
roadblocks. We would have to justify our
driving and even walking around, the way
Palestinians and Iraqis do now, and to the
same people – Judeo-American cops and
soldiers.

Game faced

If American soldiers could turn into
tor tur ing, mur der ing sa dists vir tu ally
over night in Iraq, Af ghan istan, Cuba
and elsewhere it was because they were
carefully conditioned to hate Moslems
be fore they were even sent over seas.
Looking at the un-look-able pictures of
Abu Ghraib can’t help but shock and awe
Americans and make us wonder how those
young people could be turned into monsters
so early in the invasion of Iraq. How could
such hate and sadism be generated so
quickly? Moslems are anything but hateful
or hate-able people – just the opposite.
They are quite gentle and likeable. We can
figure who conditioned our soldiers to
hate, torture and murder some of the most
harmless people on this Earth. Now that
we see the big list of American police and
military departments that undergo training
and conditioning by the Anti-Defamation
League, it is quite obvious. Hollywood

in the various American torture centers
around the world. The emerging word is
that all torture and murder guidelines were
formulated in Bush’s Oval Office, based
entirely on the Israeli method. The War
Crimes Act of 1996 requires the death
penalty for war crimes that resulted in the
death of one person. Bush is a past master
in the art of executing prisoners, both in
Texas and in Iraq, so he knows that he
could literally be hoist on his own petard.
Alberto Gonzales, a few years ago, spent
some desperate days asking GOP legislators
for exemptions for the Bush gang when
they are formally accused of war crimes.
Anyway, these events would probably
trigger the declaration of martial law. As
frightening as that sounds, it doesn’t mean
that it would work. It is a dream of our
natural enemies to have rednecks acting as
their enforcers and killers and somehow
keeping those rednecks from turning on
them, which is their recurring nightmare. So
they want their rednecks to be Christians,
doesn’t matter which brand. Our enemies
know that we would want to trust our own
kind, same as their program to use preachers,
ministers and other holy Joes to persuade
the faithful to cooperate and go quietly to
the camps – the Halliburton Hiltons.
So all this essay is is what I will do if
martial law is declared. I’m an extreme
case but as good as any. I’m obviously at
the top of the “red list” and probably the
“black list,” if one sensational account by a
U. S. marine is true, and I’m not sure it is.
But it will probably become true as time
goes by, due to the basically sadistic nature
of our wonderful boys (and girls) in uniform.
They’ve become unbelievably hardened
and callous by their Moslem adventures
and their brainwashers won’t have a hard
time switching their hatred to American
civilians who’ve shown no appreciation
that they’ve been in Iraq, etc., fighting for
our freedom. See the very unpleasant
movie, “Full Metal Jacket,” if you can
stand it, to see how young recruits are
turned into killers of anyone in no time.

Bolshevik methodism

has always played an important part in
con di tion ing us to hate and kill the
designated enemy, and it continues to do
so. Same with bloody video games.

Callous puppet
The second thing that might be triggered
by the U. S. invasion of Iran is that George
Bush would not retire from the presidency.
This is probably the only way he and his
cronies can avoid being indicted for war
crimes by some agency, either American
or foreign. The FBI, what I used to call
America’s number one terrorist organization,
is now indicating that it was shocked by the
evil behavior of CIA and military personnel

Wanted
Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

Let’s say the television news reports that
the Department of Homeland Security
announces that emergency measures are
necessary because of the collapse of the
currency, the shortage of rice, the high price
of gas, the threat of an Iranian invasion or
whatever. We are ordered to remain in our
homes and off the streets un til further
no tice. Due to (fake) reports of looting
and rioting, which we can’t actually see
because the power has been browning out,
violators of the new curfew will be shot.
Pretty soon, limited daylight travel will be
allowed, which may require travel permits
and other documents. All people will be
encouraged by some very bad experiences
to congregate at their churches, where the
tame preach ers will keep them under
hypnotic mind control and try to keep
soothing the ones prone to violence.
Checkpoints and roadblocks will only
be enforceable in urban areas. City people
are too de pend ent on gro cery stores.
Suburban people are pretty dependent, too,
but there aren’t enough cops and soldiers
to deal with the sprawling suburbs. They
need choke points. Country people are
somewhat better at growing food and using
guns and will be much harder to control at
first, before the widespread starvation
begins. Wherever you encounter roadblocks,
they will be based on bluff and instant and
merciless violence to make the bluff work.
It’s called Terrorism. There’s no other
word for it. Picture Israel and yourself as
a Palestinian, showing your papers and
trying to get through the checkpoint alive –
every day of the rest of your miserable life.
There’s only one way to deal with
Terrorism and that is Counter-Terrorism.
There is only one method of dealing with
whoever’s running the checkpoint or the
roadblock. Anyone who would do such a
thing needs to be killed. How is this done?

the first ones to be destroyed when they
make the final decision to betray us.

All-out effectiveness

The deadliest weapon you have is your
car. In the beginning of martial law, the
roadblocks won’t be that tough. A few
self-conscious jerks in camouflage will be
standing around with their rifles, not
knowing exactly what to do with them. If
you think you can get through the checkpoint peacefully this time, try it. If you
think your number’s up, then steer for the
biggest bunch of jerks you can hit in one
shot. Hit them hard, kill as many as possible,
and keep going. This will only work in the
opening stage of the crackdown because
there will quickly develop shortages of
food and fuel and there won’t be that much
driving around anymore. The country will
become like Palestine.

We’ve got to nip this in the bud. We can
do this by making them more afraid of us
than we are of them, right from the start, as
soon as they announce their “new deal.”
The worst thing that ever happened, from
the federal viewpoint, maybe for all time,
was the Waco debacle on April 19, 1993. A
bunch of eccentric gun owners was
sneak-attacked and shot up with lots of
casualties. But they rallied and shot back,
killing four ATFs and wounding a couple
of dozen. The ATFs quickly asked for a
cease-fire, so they could drag out their dead
and wounded! The eccentric gun-owners
foolishly allowed this, in a show of “good
faith.” A fat lot of good it did them,
fifty-one days later. You don’t let these
guys up once you hit them. You don’t ask,
“Now are you going to behave?” If you
show them any mercy they will kill you.

Action measures
I’ve men tioned this be fore, but it’s
instructive. The Rhodesian farmers became
unable to drive into the villages of Mt.
Darwin, Bindura, Centenary and others
after dark due to ambushes. Their happy
lifestyle that they tried to maintain despite
truly terrifying terror tactics ground to a
halt when the sun went down. So we in the
security forces began to organize a convoy
for each of the three routes out of Mt.
Darwin, in my case, to protect the farmers
so they could get back home after dark. It
wasn’t a big deal, just a Ferret or a truck
with a machine gun on it somewhere in
the little line of cars. There was never an
attack on one of these convoys because the
terrorists knew we were prepared to fight.
I found that merely sticking your rifle out
the win dow of the car was enough to
prevent an ambush. One day, a town cop
from Bulawayo who’d been doing his
one-month-per-year bush duty asked me to
drive him down to Salisbury, which required
a risky and speedy drive between Mt.
Darwin and Bindura, south of which it
became relatively safe. He kept remarking
how frightened he’d been for the past
month and was terrified of being ambushed.
I suggested that he stick his FN rifle out
the passenger window and that way we
prob a bly would n’t be ambushed. He
wouldn’t do it. He was so frightened that he
just sat there. I repeated my suggestion but
he was paralyzed with fear and seemingly
did n’t want to offend the ter ror ists by
brandishing his weapon. So I stuck my rifle
out the driver’s window, which was a little
awkward, just to show him what I meant.
He just looked straight ahead for thirty
terrified miles. I never forgot that, since I’d
gone to Rhodesia looking for a fight, and I
found paradise. This guy had just wanted a
peaceful cop job in a sleepy little city and
wound up in hell.

Live free or die
A lot of what I’m talking about, regarding
Amer ica, is also men tal. We have to
develop the right state of mind for what’s
coming; we have to make it clear to the
cops, to the soldier-boys and the CFR and
ADL that we welcome this fight and have
been anticipating it for many years. Now is
our chance to clear our names, to make
being an American an honorable thing for
the first time in a couple of hundred years.
Let’s put them on notice that they will be

Actually, we now know that they will first
torture you and then kill you. They like it.
It comes from the Oval Office and it comes
from Israel, just like 9-11.

Honor and commitment
If we hit back hard at the first sign of
trouble, we can knock the wheels off this
thing, this at tempt at a FEMA-DHS
dictatorship. But we’ll have to fight it out,
with the possibility that you, yourself, may
not survive this first encounter. But you
can survive it if you have the right attitude
and make the right moves. Waco proved
that resistance in America frightens these
guys. Resistance in Iraq doesn’t mean a
damn to them, because they don’t live in
Iraq. But the idea of Americans actually
getting even and maybe looking for them
and setting up ambushes and all the things
that we can do really terrifies these guys.
They were punks when they were kids and
they’re still punks in $3,000 suits, being
driven around in limos. That’s going to
have to end because limos are going to get
shot up. So are police cars and Humvees
and anything that looks like The Man.
Now, I can say these things and the feds
know I’m serious, because of my record. If
you’re not serious, then don’t say anything
until you get serious, and then there’s no
need to say anything even then. Somebody
has to say the hard truth at this point, just to
plant the idea of serious, violent resistance
to State Terror. This was how I started the
militia movement, such as it was. Don’t try
to tell me that it didn’t amount to a hill of
beans because I already know that. I knew
it then. However, it did result in several
million men adjusting their attitudes toward
the government, buying millions of guns
and hundreds of millions of rounds of
ammunition and the government was taken
totally by surprise, even if no one except
me threatened anyone. It took several years
for the gov ern ment to de vise a way to
associate the word “militia” with scorn and
revulsion, as Lenin used to say. That way
was Oklahoma City. So, I’m not trying to
revive the militia. I only used that word
instead of “the Resistance” because of the
ridiculous wording of the 2nd Amendment
and the way that judges have always used it
to deny us our 2nd Amendment right to the
best self-defense. If a certain gun, such as a
Thompson submachine gun or a sawed-off
shotgun, didn’t conform with a judge’s
idea of the sort of gun that would be used
by “the militia,” then he declared it illegal
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and sent the owner to prison for many
years. That’s how the 2nd Amendment has
served us since the 1840s. The really useful
guns, the kinds you need to overthrow the
government, were outlawed with the help
of the 2nd Amendment and those DC
stooges, the National Rifle Association,
which helped the government formulate
every single piece of anti-gun legislation
since Gun Control started under Franklin
Roosevelt.
Here’s all you need to know: Gun Control
is Treason. Anyone involved in Gun Control
needs to be brought under control by a gun.
He or she needs to be shot with a gun
because that traitor has declared war on
you and me and on everything we hold
dear, and because that’s what guns are for.
Guns are for protecting yourself from bad
guys. Am I wrong? Who are the worst bad
guys in America? That’s who the guns are
for. And these bad guys have a whole lot of
bad cops protecting them, and bad GIs and
marines. Most of the GIs and marines are
severely disabled from various physical and
mental problems incurred while Fighting
For Our Freedom. I really don’t think
they’re up for enforcing a crackdown here
at home. Some of them, sure. But there’s
not enough of them to matter in a country
of 300 million people. There aren’t enough
cops, either.
The main thing is to develop a very
aggressive state of mind when it comes to
being told what to do. Get in the habit of
ignor ing people who want to give you
orders. This requires carrying a gun, just to
give you the authority to act tough. If
you’ve never done this, you’ll be surprised
how strong and dignified you become. Of
course, you need to become proficient with
the gun and extremely familiar with every
aspect of it. And you need to observe the
most extreme form of gun safety, every
second of every day. You don’t pull the gun
to make a point – only to kill someone who
is trying to kill you. You might not wish to
make a lot of noise and the gun may be
used only to let you get away quietly, but
the idea is only to produce it when it’s time
to shoot someone, loud noise or not.

Self discipline
A lot of people reading this have never
fired a gun. I was given my first gun, an
S&W Chief’s Special, when I was nine
years old. But for two years before that I’d
been rather strenuously schooled in firearms
safety. My father would frequently try to
walk in front of the muzzle of my weapon,
even my cap gun. When he was satisfied
that I would never let the gun point at
anyone, he gave me the snub-nose .38 and I
carried it at night when I walked the dog.
We lived near where the Grimes sisters
were murdered and he didn’t want me to
join them, since the murderer wasn’t found.
Anyway, I started out early and twenty
years later became a hired gun in Africa
for a couple of years, which is obviously
unusual. So I have always known a lot
about guns. He sent me to Wyoming in
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1959 when I was twelve to be trained by
the renowned rifleman, Les Bowman, who
every morning had me hand-load six
rounds of .30-’06 ammunition, fire them
through a chronograph and keep a record
of the velocity and accuracy of each bullet
– before I fed the forty horses he had for his
big-game hunters. I was also the horse
wrangler for the hunting expeditions. To
me, as a kid, guns rep re sented safety,
manhood and dignity. Only very useless
people had no guns, for what could you
do against outlaws without guns? All
Americans were supposed to have guns
and be good with them! Good guys, bad
guys – no exceptions! You expect bad guys
to have guns so you had to be good enough
to deal with them.
Guns are a fact of life in Amer ica,
regardless of your opinion of them. That’s
one thing about this country that will never
change. You don’t need to be Deadeye
Dick or Annie Oakley – you’re just going
to need to be willing to shoot the right
people at the right time. It’s pretty easy to
shoot someone at close distance and not
miss, once you wrap your mind around it.
Wrapping your mind around it is the new
part. But you will do this or you will
disappear into a very unpleasant place and
once you get there you will wish you had
killed every single bastard who helped put
you there. I’ve been in jail, looking at
many years in prison, and I know what I’m
talking about. I was very lucky to have
beaten the rap, since I was caught with a
Thompson submachine gun in the trunk of
the car, in 1980. In those days I didn’t view
cops as enemies, since I’d technically been
a cop in Africa. All I wanted to do was kill
David Rockefeller and Henry Kissinger,
not cops. Since those dreamy days I
learned that cops are also enemies – the
ones we’ll have to deal with day-to-day.
They protect the political criminals from
us, which makes them accessories. Soldiers
are war criminals and must of course be
shown no mercy, for they will give you
none.

Byways

The toughest roadblocks will be natural
choke points on the interstate highways
and turnpikes, especially toll roads with
actual controls at the toll booths. These
will have to be to tally avoided. You’ll
have to devise alternate routes, of course,
and travel will be severely restricted, as
mentioned.
The point of this es say is to avoid
martial law in the only possible way, and
that is to shoot, stab, strangle, crush or
drown every single person who participates
in controlling us. There is no peaceful way
to stop these psychopaths, which are people
who have no con sciences – the most
dangerous people on this Earth. If you get
caught in a roadblock, which can happen,
face the fact that the roadblock is intended
to catch you and destroy you and your only
chance is to kill everyone involved in the
roadblock that you can and speed away and
escape. If cops come to your home and
knock on the door for no legitimate reason,
then you respond by shooting them because
you know that they are carrying guns and
mean to harm you. This does not apply if
you have actually done something wrong
and have to face the music on a routine
criminal matter. This applies if you know
that you have done nothing that would call
for two or more cops to be knocking on
your door, after it is generally known that
certain people are being arrested and/or
disappearing. You know exactly what our
military and police have been doing to
thousands and thousands of people overseas
and in this coun try. You know about
Guantanamo Bay and Abu Ghraib and
“extraordinary renditions” and torture and
murder and all the crap that we’ve been
swallowing since 2001. Do you really
think it will be different for you?
Bush and his cronies figure that the time
to grab total power is now. They are nervous
because this time they fear that they will
fail, just as they have failed in Afghanistan
and Iraq to seize power. All they have
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managed to do is destroy everything, which
is barely acceptable in those countries. That
total devastation is not what they envision
for America. But what they want here is the
absence of resistance which they assume
can happen if enough rebels are transported
into de ten tion camps. They dream of
lording it over a completely docile bunch
of Gen tiles, the way Paul Wolfowitz
promised would happen in Iraq after a few
weeks of shock and awe. These people
know what has happened to everything
they’ve ever touched. Look at “Israel.”
Look at Lebanon. Look at Iraq. Look at the
Department of Homeland Security and
New Or leans. Look at Wall Street and
Hollywood. Everything they “control”
turns to garbage. Their next takeover will
be different, but it never is.

Zog’s new century project
That doesn’t help us much because
we’ll be forced to deal with their attempt at
creating another perfect dictatorship and
the total mess they will make of our lives.
They have penetrated every aspect of our
lives and must be resisted on every level,
from cops to soldiers to decision-makers.
The level I was aiming to resist with the
militia was the highest level, the de facto
gov ernment of the United States: the
Federal Reserve Corporation, the Council
on Foreign Relations, the Anti-Defamation
League of B’nai B’rith. These are private,
Jew ish crim i nal com bi na tions too
powerful for the ordinary course of judicial
pro ceed ings. They should have been
destroyed by knowledgeable Americans
decades ago, but they weren’t. If these
crime syndicates are destroyed by us, the
dictatorship will collapse before it can
consolidate power. If they are not destroyed,
we shall suffer the same fate as the Russians
after 1918 and the Palestinians after 1948.
People just naturally want to stall around
and let someone else do it. That won’t
work here any better than it did in Russia.
We’ve got the advantage of knowing what
these people do when they have total
power and we must use that advantage.

NY-DC Axis
The Federal Reserve mausoleums can
be found in twelve cities. The Fed’s real
headquarters is in the New York branch.
(The IRS is the collection agency for the
New York Fed – look at the back of your
cancelled check.) The CFR is in Manhattan.
The ADL hides in the U. N. building, also in
New York. Our main theater of operations is
New York City. Once these dens of iniquity
are destroyed, we can spread out and attack
many other subversive groups, such as the
think tanks, the tax-exempt foundations and
those corporations which have combined
with the government to maximize profits
through the ag ony of nor mal peo ple
ev erywhere. The dic ta tor ship will be
privatized, as we see with Halliburton and
Chase building and running private prisons
and Blackwater playing cops and soldiers.
All of these private companies must be
destroyed, so toxic are they to our lives and
happiness. This legalized combination of
corporations and government always ends
badly, as it will for these guys. They’ve
hurt and killed too many people and must
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement
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all be put to death. What about this is not
true?
Then there is the matter of the tyrants
who are paid by the taxpayers to rule us –
the government employees. Many if not all
of these agencies are actually corporations
also, registered in Delaware and Puerto Rico
and other places. We have been laboring
under many false impressions and lies all
our lives, so there is some learning to do.
But not too much! What we don’t need is
more analysis, more history, more blah,
blah, blah about how rotten these people
are. No more talk-talk. We cannot talk or
write our way out of what’s coming – only
fight and kill our way out. The tyrants at
the IRS who have ruined so many millions
of lives must pay with their lives, but so
must the ones in all the regulatory agencies
who have caused misery and suffering. I’m
thinking here of pseudo-scientific outfits
such as the Food & Drug Administration,
the American Medical Association and the
fakers in the cancer, heart, diabetes and
countless other medical rackets they call
“societies” and “associations.” They are
criminal combinations and syndicates who
have bled us dry in the death houses they
call “hospitals.”
We all know about Kissinger’s plan for
the reduction of the population, and how
diabolical it was when he described it back
in 1976. But we need our own population
reduction plan, which I am laying out here.
Ours isn’t as radical and extensive as
Kissinger’s. It only involves the portion of
our population that has sucked our lifeblood
for as long as we’ve been alive. Remove
these parasites from all levels – national,
State and local – and our lives will improve
immensely and quickly. If we don’t detach
them from our veins and our bank accounts,
we shall die of one horrible method or
an other.

Usurers adieu

And that brings up some of the meanest
snakes in the country – the bankers. Lawyers
are a huge pain and must be re-educated
(un less you need a crim i nal de fense
attorney, and a good one of these is your
best friend), but bank ers are our real
enemies. Why? Because of the way money
is cre ated. This is not the place for a
discussion of currency and credit, but there
is no alternative to eliminating the practice
of lending and demanding interest on the
loan. Money and credit are “created” by
loans, which are fake. Nothing of value is
loaned but must be repaid in cash, or by
forfeiture of something real, in a greater
amount than what was borrowed. This is
mathematically impossible and is the cause
of “inflation,” or the rise in prices, because
the supply of currency and credit must be
increased to allow interest payments.
Few people actually own anything in this
country and virtually everything can be
“repossessed” if one payment is late.
“Homeowners” think they can burn their
mortgages when the loans are finally paid
off, but they have to keep paying rent to the
government or they lose their homes. All
the pirates who have been ripping us off,
bank ers and tax men, must climb the
thirteen steps and leave this life the same
way Bush had Saddam leave it. I doubt
any of them will show the stoicism and
manliness of Saddam Hussein on the
gallows.
This is how we deal with the martial law
plans of Bush and Cheney, McCain and
Lieberman, Obama and the Clinton broad
who dreams aloud of Obama being killed.
They all have the same plans, regardless of
who is “elected,” or who decides not to
leave office when he’s supposed to go. One
of these jerks is going to declare martial
law after Iran is attacked without cause or
mercy. First we recognize the deadly threat
these people are making against us, no less
than their threats against Iraq and Iran.
Then we determine not to allow any assault
upon us or our friends by these domestic
terrorists, who were identified above.
Think about it, wrap your mind around
it and get up for it, because it’s coming to a
theater near you.
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From illusion to reality
By Monica Stone

S

blood! Where are the
children? Hastily to their
bedrooms, all three with
throats cut from ear to ear, here blood and
more blood. Why? Why? No answer, just
silence. The house has been ransacked,
drawers dumped on the floors, all electrical
appliances are gone. Why not just take it,
why this destruction and violation of the
human body. Why? Why? No answer, only
silence.

firstfreedom.net

tanding on top of Table Mountain
during the day I look to the north and enjoy
the scenery, the tranquility, the quiet, the
peace. The sun shining down upon my
face, I can feel the warmth, the protection
of the Light. When I look to the south I
watch the ocean, on top the smoothness
and then the waves hitting on the beach,
sometimes with such force, sometimes so
softly, like the kiss of a feather against
your cheek. And I think, this is life, beauty
and perfection, created and established by
Almighty God, the Creator of the heavens
and the earth. It makes me feel small,
humble and the pride of being part of this
perfection is so real in my spirit/soul and
my heart. I am a White Child, a carrier of
the Light of my Heavenly Father and I live
in the most beautiful country in the whole
world. I can just shout with joy and praise
to Him, Who is the Beginning and the End,
an End that has no End. To be part of this
Plan is the miracle of Life, Everlasting. He
promised and it is so.
Then, I go to the Karroo, I breathe
and experience the vast open spaces, the
feeling of the nearness to God Almighty.
Looking up to the stars, they are so near I
can just pick them and put them in my
heart. The moon in all her glory looking
down, smiling at my enthusiasm of being
part of all the greatness and this glory. I
hear the foxes calling, but they are no
threat; they are at peace with the Children
of the Light, they just let you know they are
there, so listening to their sing-song is an
experience of harmony. Harmony with the
Universe, with the vast open spaces and the
glory of the heavens.

South Africa today
This is the illusion. The illusion there is
peace, harmony and goodwill. The Reality
clicks in when.....
Driving through the cities, even with the
hustle and bustle of minions of humans,
from White to Black and in between,
everyone racing to go where and do what
no one knows, I do the same. Keeping my
head down, and watching, being aware of
environment and threatening body language,
I do what I must do, hasten home to locks,
bur glar bars, elec tric fenc ing, alarms,
whatever is on the market to ensure safety
and an illusion of peace.
When the sun sets and darkness creeps
slowly over buildings, homes and shacks,
the street lights cast shadows, threatening
and fearful. Who might be lurking in the
shadows, who are those plotting, planning,
carrying guns, machetes, knives and tools
of various torturing devices? Sleep is just a
dream which is a nightmare, the undertones
of danger, pain and death, sometimes a
long time in coming to give relief from
pain and fear. The longing for death which
is not coming easy, sometimes delaying the
release and the let go of soul/spirit is too
long and the feeling that not even death
wants me after the mauling of those who
caused harm as I became too soiled to be
with my Father! Oh! God! How many, how
long a time to endure this all? He does not
answer, I think; or do I not hear? Maybe
this is my punishment for disobedience, all
the thoughts flying through a brain which
is not functioning anymore.
I woke up the next morning wet with
sweat and a heart racing and I am grateful it
was only a nightmare. But then, when they
come for me this will not be a nightmare

Wanted
Thinkers
Survivors

The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

“Investigation”

but a reality. Please, God, do not allow the
Reality to manifest!

Legacy of the mediacracy
On a farm not far from the city a farmer,
his wife, daugh ter and sons pray at the
dinner table for guidance and protection.
The house is secured; they are all in the
kitchen behind bars and iron and panic
buttons, the rifle and gun close by. The
dogs outside, big scary dogs – they watch
and they listen and they protect. Every now
and then they will just give a bark so the
human family within the walls of the house
can hear they are still there, watching,
smelling, listening, being alert to danger
and the enemy lurking.
The dishes are done, everyone cleaned
up and ready for bed, the day’s chores all
planned for the morrow. Quiet and peaceful,
so it seems in the illusion...
Then reality, the dogs yelping, and dead
silence. The family is sleeping, secure in
their belief they are safe. Suddenly a noise
and the mother wakes up, something cold
against her face, someone leaning over her.
Where is her husband, his place is empty,
why are the dogs not barking, where are
the children? Too many questions, no time
for answers as she is dragged from the bed,
bound and thrown next to her husband
feeling a sticky wetness and the smell of,
what?...blood.
And he is not moving. How did they
come into the house, why did we not wake
up? Where are the children, what happened
to the dogs, why is the alarm not screaming,
how many shadows are moving around?

Too many questions, too little time, no
answers. Then the pain, the stabbings and
the smell of fear. The farmer’s wife cannot
scream, she only screams in her head, in
her very soul, her mouth is sealed with
something, who knows what? She can hear
through her pain how they are going
through the house, dragging stuff about,
mumbling and talking in a language she
does not understand.
Where are the children? Why are the
dogs not barking? Why is the alarm silent,
why is there no help? Stab...stab...
The pain is excruciating, no words can
describe it, where is death? Why?
No answer on any questions... just stab,
then the hot iron, Oh! God, not more and
more; how much can she endure? Seconds
feel like minutes, minutes become hours
and hours eternity. Then she does not feel
anything, just sees the Bright White Light,
walks into it and there is no pain anymore.

Requiem
The neighbors come for a visit, no
welcoming committee, merely destruction.
There is the sweet, bitter smell of burnt
flesh, the scent of death and silence. The
dogs are all dead, frothing at the mouth,
poisoned. The burglar bars now ripped out
of the walls, where windows were once
upon a time there are just big holes looking
like the sockets of a skull staring into the
bright daylight, reflecting the darkness
within the house. The shock and revulsion
when they walk into the bedroom where
the husband and wife, what’s left of them,
is spread upon the floor in a sea of dried

The police with K9 department turn up
after too many telephone calls. They are
not interested; this is just another statistic
of a farm attack – the typical instance of a
farming family tor tured and mur dered.
Why? Why? Nothing but silence. For it has
become a way of life. If you survive you
are the lucky one, is it? Why? No answer.
Silence.
From illusion to reality. The illusion was
yesteryear – the reality now, today, it’s an
everyday occurrence since before 1994,
but this reality has become the nightmare
of the 21st century. How long will it last?
Why is this happening? No one knows.
There is only silence, lots of tears, sadness
and loss. The pain of all this is too heavy
to bear; it is more than the soul/spirit can
handle. How many of the White Race in
South Africa must be slaughtered before
all this comes to an end? The insanity,
bloodlust, greed and corruption seem to
have no bounds, they get worse and more
intense by the minute.
Our Almighty and Heavenly Father,
We ask for Your Holy Name sake
To be with Your Children, to send
Your Sword of protection and guidance
In this deadly struggle we find ourselves in.
In ourselves we are helpless, but with
Our Father on our side we can overcome
This war and be Victorious.
Let it be so.
Amen.
SOLI DEO GLORIA.
EDITOR’S NOTE
Media munchkins who read this,
your days of piping innocent children
away from their heritage is at an end,
for in learning the truth they now say
likening you to prostitutes insults the
latter. With the Zog’s ouster, we shall
export recently-arrived Africans and
welcome more White Afrikaners.

Vote for “diversity” or you’re a nonentity
In 2015, there were two Black students
and, in 2014, there was only one.
Accreditors also noted that nonWhite
faculty members represented less than six
percent of the teaching staff.
Medical school deans reportedly agreed
with the com mit tee’s con clu sion that
di versity among both pop u la tions was
“unsatisfactory,” according to the report.

This Missouri medical school is
targeted for punishment because it
enrolls “too many Whites.” So the
answer is – “equalize” every biped
primate, reverse outdated theories
of evolution, deny science in a bid
to stop snowflakes from melting.
newobserveronline.com

Columbia-based University of Missouri
School of Medicine has been threatened
with losing its accreditation status next
year because it is too White, according to a
new report by the Liaison Committee on
Medical Education (LCME).

Who??
The LCME is the U. S. and Canada’s only
official accrediting body for educational
programs at schools of medicine, and a
failure to gain its accreditation makes any
institution’s qualifications worthless.
According to a report in the Beckers
Hospital Review, the Missouri School of
Medicine will lose LCME’s accreditation
“if the school cannot increase diversity
among students and faculty.”
This is the third time the LCME has
cited the school’s “lack of diversity” since
2000.
In its 2016 ruling, the committee noted
the med i cal school faces sig nif i cant
challenges “that inhibit the enrollment of

students and the hiring of faculty in the full
range of diversity … to maintain a quality
learning environment,” according to the
report.
The LCME previously issued similar
citations to the medical school in 2001 and
2008.
The re port found ap prox imately five
students in the current 104-student firstyear class are Black.

“Election” 2016
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement

American Defense Party
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for The First Freedom, so sound off
in its pages why we’re NOT VOTING

Officials have reportedly
instituted several programs
to promote “diversity” and
“inclusion” at the school –
from individual outreach to
building ties with historically
Black schools to offering more
“minority scholarships” to
launching a “minority lecture
series to help students of
color identify with successful
med ical pro fes sion als who
look like them.”
How ever, more than a half dozen
current and former Black students said the
school’s academic culture makes it more
difficult for them to succeed compared to
White students – all of course blaming
“racism” for their inability to succeed.

— Industrialized disinformation —
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The war on Syria: justice dangles from a tree
By Christopher Black

P

journal-neo.org

resident Putin has called for justice
and an “un bi ased probe” into who is
responsible for an alleged chemical gas
attack at Khan Sheikoun, Syria, on April 4,
which the Americans immediately claimed
was an attack by the Syrian government,
without providing any proof in fact nor any
motive nor possible benefit to Syria. Syria
and Russia state that it is the westernbacked terrorists who are responsible for
making and storing chemical weapons at a
site the Syrians bombed, or that it was a
provocation by the terrorists and therefore
by the Americans and their allies.

Russia has several times
called for a joint investigation
with the Americans, but its
initiative has been, curiously,
rejected out of hand.
In the days fol low ing April 4, the
western media followed their usual pattern
of jumping to conclusions convenient to
the en emies of Syria and Rus sia. They
published a blizzard of denunciations in
articles and editorials, in print and television.
The crudest insults were thrown against
Russians and Syrians, and the trumpets of
war sounded over images of indignant,
puffed-up, western politicians horrified,
ab so lutely hor ri fied, about these new
casualties; the casualties of their war, the
war they started, the war they want, the war
they wage.
The alleged incident was quickly used
as a specious excuse by the Americans to
increase their ag gression against Syria
with a mass cruise missile strike a few days
later to show the Syrians, and everyone
else in the world, that they are as ruthless
as they are arrogant. This criminality was
followed in quick succession by their
childish demonstration in Afghanistan; the
dropping of the “Mother Of All Bombs” on
a few guerrillas hiding in some caves and
tunnels, or so the Americans claimed. The
main point was to have pictures of the big
American bomb, and the big mushroom
cloud it produced to show us all, once
again, in case we had forgotten, that they
are the wrath and the vengeance and we
resist at our peril.

credible evidence that Syrian forces were
involved in the April 4 incident while Dr.
Ted Postol, professor emeritus of science,
technology, and national security policy at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
who has a substantial background in air
dispersal, in cluding how toxic plumes
move in the air and has taught courses on
weapons of mass destruction, including
chem i cal and bi o log i cal threats, has
published an irrefutable analysis of the
existing American and French reports that
concludes there is no evidence Syrian forces
were responsible. The French intelligence
report, presented by the French minister of
defense, Jean-Marc Ayrault, on April 27,
titled: “Chemical Attack in Syria – National
Eval u a tion,” is shown to be as much a
biased and distorted document as the Dutch
Safety Board reports on the downing of
flight MH17 over Ukraine.
Dr. Postol’s full re ply to the French
report is too long to include here so I will
quote his conclusions:
“The FIR (French Intelligence Report)
attempts to make its case that the Syrian
gov ern ment was the per pe tra tor of a
possible nerve agent attack on April 4,
2017, in Khan Sheikhoun by citing evidence
that is not supported by the known facts.
“It does not report on the details of the
attack on April 4 but instead focuses on past
attacks which it alleges leads to a strong
conclusion that the Syrian government was
the perpetrator of the April 4 attack.
“A short summary of the logic used in
the FIR is that there is an un ex plained
attack, and, without valid evidence, the FIR
concludes that a perpetrator who might
have committed attacks in the past is with
certainty the perpetrator of the unexplained
attack.”
He also makes the crucial observation
that,
“It is also worth not ing that French
in tel li gence co or di nates with U. S.
in telligence and is also fully aware of
U. N. activities. This therefore suggests
that the FIR may not have been written by

Kids with dangerous toys
They continue this colonial gangsterism
in Ukr aine and K o rea, Ye men and
Somalia, from Asia to the Baltic, to Africa,
as enthusias tically threaten ing us with
world war and nuclear annihilation as a
child kicking over a sandcastle.
The Americans and the French, British
and Ger mans have yet to pro vide any
Are you worried about America’s
in va sion by il le gal Third World
im mi grants?
Have you been denied employment
opportunities because of AffirmativeAction programs?
Are you concerned about the war
being waged against Christianity, and
that our cultural heritage is under assault
by the wicked “usual suspects”?
You CAN make a difference by
joining the Council of Conservative
Citizens.
For 30 years, the CofCC has fought
for the rights of European Americans,
and has won legal and political battles
to protect our heritage and liberties.
The CofCC also believes in America
First, and opposes Globalism and One
World Government.
In addition, the CofCC supports the
First Amendment’s guaranteed Freedom
of Association, and opposes the forced
integration of schools, neighborhoods
and workplaces.
Visit our website today at CofCC.us
and join those dedicated to the survival
of our race. Thank you.

Myth-making munchkins by the busloads

informed professional intelligence analysts
in French intelligence.”
And that, “It therefore seems that there
are se ri ous dis crep an cies in mul ti ple
intelligence reports that, at a minimum,
raise fun da men tal ques tions about the
veracity of the White House Intelligence
Report and the French Intelligence Report
as well.”
The French report is also interesting in
that it is subtitled: “Clandestine Syrian
Chemical Weapons Programme.” Since the
Americans, Russians and U. N. certified
in 2013 that the Syrian government had
eliminated all chemical weapons from its
arsenal and the means to make them, the
Americans have a problem with their story.
To get around that problem, they and the
French now claim Syria somehow secretly
kept chemical weapons, again without any
proof that this is so. But the truth for them
is ir relevant. It is enough for the media
to repeat it ad nau seam and, by simply
repeating it, establish it as fact.
The French state that their report is
based “on its own sources” but does not
identify those sources, the chain of custody
of any ma te ri als they ex am ined, the
reliability of the sources, their motivations
or any of the factors that need to be taken
into account by objective investigators.
Nor does the French report mention
several important facts. The first is that
mem bers of the Turk ish par lia ment
discovered that Turkish companies and

In this image provided by the U. S. Navy, the
guided-missile destroyer USS Porter (DDG 78)
launches a Tomahawk missile attack against Syria
from the Mediterranean Sea on April 7, 2017.

officials were involved in supplying sarin
gas to the U. S. backed “rebels” in 2013
and that criminal investigations into it were
blocked at a high level. Second, the Turkish
involvement was confirmed in April 2014
by the American investigative journalist
Seymour Hersh, who noted that the U. S.
Defense Intelligence Agency issued a
classified briefing that stated that Turkey
and Saudi based “chemical facilitators”
were attempting to obtain chemicals to
manufacture sarin for the U. S. proxy forces
in Syria and that it was determined that the
sarin used in the Ghouta attack did not
match the batches known to exist in the
Syrian arsenal at that time. Further, the
U. N. investigation did not point the finger
at Syrian government forces, whereas
Carla Del Ponte, working as a U. N. human
rights investigator on the issue, stated on
Swiss radio in May 2013 that,
“According to the testimonies gathered,
the ‘rebels’ have used chemical weapons,
making use of sarin gas…it is…opponents
of the ‘regime’ who are using sarin gas.”
The French report contained none of
this. But of course the French are far from
ob jec tive re gard ing Syria. The French
have had their eyes on Syria since before
the First World War and after the collapse
of the Ottoman Empire took control of all
of what is now Syria and Lebanon. They
never gave up their ambitions there even
when they had to withdraw their forces
in 1946 at the end of their “mandate” or
colonial rule. Now France is one of the most
aggressive in trying to crush the Syrian
government, and with the Americans and
others impose their own agents on the
people of Syria. How are we to accept their
report when their intentions and motivations
are so clear?
France wants to ex tend its power in
the Mediterranean and Middle East, thus
extending its influence from west Africa
through to Asia. It wants to grab some of
the spoils of war with the Americans, such
as oil and gas sup plies, and, with the
Americans, to eliminate Hezbollah in
Lebanon, then set up the campaign against
Iran which can be more easily carried out if
Syria is in western colonial hands. It is no
coincidence that France’s aggression against
Syria began in 2011 at the same time as the
NATO attack on and destruction of Libya
in which France played a role as dirty as
any of the NATO countries.

Unshaken
The Syrian government responded to
the French report by stating,
“The Syrian Arab Republic condemns
the frantic campaign of misleading and lies
and the fabricated allegations launched by
French Foreign Minister Jean-Marc Ayrault
regarding the crime of Khan Sheikhoun
which shows with out any doubt the
involvement of France in preparing this
crime in the framework of its full partnership in the aggression on Syria…
“The French Government doesn’t have
legal qualification or competence to decide
what took place in Khan Sheikhoun and
to jump to conclusions, and what it has
circulated of lies and allegations represents
a blatant violation of the authorizations of
the specialized international organizations
in an attempt to hide the truth of this crime
and who stands behind it, and the objection
of France and its allies at the Organization
for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons
(OPCW) on the Rus sian-Ira nian draft
res o lu tion on forming a neu tral and

pro fes sional in ves ti ga tion commit tee
clearly proves that.
“The West ern States have be come
professional in the art of lying, deception
and misleading to implement their policies
in imposing hegemony on the world and to
return to the eras of colonization, mandate
and guardianship.”
On Tuesday May 2, President Putin met
with the German Chancellor, Merkel, and,
in a joint press conference, stated that the
“solution to the crisis of Syria” can be
found through the United Nations brokered
peace talks that take place in Astana,
Kazakhstan and Geneva, Swit zer land.
Merkel said that she is ready to support
the cessation of hostilities in Syria but did
not state on what ba sis and for whose
ben e fit.

NY-DC Axis

On May 3 it was reported that the peace
talks in Astana between the Syrian government, Russia, Iran and the “opposition”
were suspended by the “opposition” on the
excuse of Syrian government attacks on
them. Once again the hand of the USA is
seen pulling strings to block any possible
peace initiative. In any event, these are all
empty diplomatic gestures since there can
be no peace in Syria until the Americans
and their allies withdraw their invasion
forces and stop supporting their mercenary
forces they call “re bels” and stop their
attempts to attack Syrian sov ereignty.
President Trump has clearly shown that
this is not going to happen.
No, this is now a war of attrition with the
Americans, French, British, Germans and
the rest intent on tearing the country apart
until the Syrian people and government are
brought to their knees or those Nations
exhaust their treasuries and sow so much
chaos in their own countries from all the
rippling effects from this war that they
crack under the self-imposed strain.

Insurance racket
The war on Syria is part of the American
global hybrid war to cause worldwide

Mercenary madmen recruited by the Zog

insecurity, to create reliance on American
military force, a pro tection racket, to
continue American dollar hegemony, to
weaken or de stroy any coun try that
threatens or undermines that dominance
and to keep the American people, whose
lives become more miserable every year,
focused on manufactured foreign enemies
instead of focused on their class enemies at
home that fleece their pockets every day.
Amer ica has be come world pub lic
enemy number one and, with its gang in
NATO, is running amok destroying and
killing wherever its flag is shown. It respects
no laws, no morality, no humanity. Its only
purpose is to plunder and pillage so that
now the word vandals is replaced by the
word americans as a term for barbarism
and destruction.
President Putin has called for justice but
how is this to be achieved when outside my
window the rain pours blood and ashes
down upon the fields, the sun and moon
have lost their light, Enlightenment stands
with Reason hard pressed against a wall,
Reaction strangles Progress and Justice
dangles from a tree?
Chris to pher Black is an in ter na tional crimi nal
lawyer based in Toronto. He is known for a number of
high-profile war crimes cases and recently published
his novel Beneath the Clouds. He writes essays on
international law, politics and world events, especially
for the online magazine “New Eastern Outlook.”
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Working with our nationalist allies
By Michael Hill

I

leagueofthesouth.com

am very happy that The League is now
working with several other nationalist
groups on the right. We have the same
common enemy, and we agree on many
points – political, economic and social. We
look forward to forging even stronger
bonds within this alliance.
While we all have common ground as
White men who are nationalists, we also
celebrate our true diversity as men of the
West, of historic Christendom. We in The
League are based
firmly and historically
in our South ern,
Christian inheritance.
We are South ern
nationalists. We are a
distinct and peculiar

people with a sublime and unique culture
and civilization that stretches back over
400 years on this continent. Our ancestors
had their own Nation-State from 1861 to
1865, and we still are determined as their

descendants to have that wonderful blessing
once again for ourselves and our posterity.
Let each group in our na tion al ist
alliance emphasize its own strengths and
aspirations, all the while working together

as friends and allies with other similar
organizations. In this confederation is
strength and the beautiful diversity of our
common European inheritance.
Hail victory! Hail Dixie!

Nor way’s unions divest from mediacracy
rt.com

Norway’s largest trade union body has
voted in favor of an economic, cultural and
academic boycott of Israel over its treatment
of Palestinians. In response, Tel Aviv said
that the union “placed itself shoulder to
shoulder with the worst enemies of Israel.”
The Norwegian Confederation of Trade
Un ions (LO) made the decision at the
Congress on May 12, local media report.
The Congress is the organization’s highest
authority and holds its meetings every four

Book Sale: These four Amazensored books are yours postpaid anywhere in C. S. A.
or U. S. for $64 combined, or individually at $20 each. Elsewhere add 10%. Send cash,
check or money order to The First Freedom, P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, AL 36576.

years.
The Confederation should launch an
effort “to achieve an international economic,
cultural and academic boycott of Israel,”
representatives at the gathering stated. It is
not yet clear, however, how the proposed
ban would be implemented.
The boycott would serve as an
instrument for Palestine to be
recognized as a State, and bring
an end to Israel’s occupation of
Palestinian land and the Gaza
block ade, Nor we gian me dia
report, citing the Congress.
The confederation went against
the rec ommen da tions of its
newly elected leader, HansChristian Gabrielsen, and voted
193 (some media report 197) to 117 in
favor of boycotting Israel. Gabrielsen said
that the decision would hurt Palestinian
workers. “The situation for Palestinian
workers is fragile. Many rely on work in
Israel,” he said.

Jan Olav Andersen, a member of the
LO editorial committee who voted for the
boycott, said “enough is enough.
“This year is the fif ti eth year since
Israel’s violation of international law of
occupation [of Palestine]... And diplomacy
has not made the situation better,” he said.

The LO has “a strong po si tion in
society and has set its stamp on society’s
develop ment for more than 100 years,”
according to its website. The umbrella
organization is affiliated with 24 unions
with around 900,000 workers.

Hungary’s second fence
By Bradford Hanson
nationalvanguard.org

This is why we have “harsh rules.”

Journal of an American soldier killed
in Rhodesia in 1975 defending Christian
freedom. This is great literature: spiritually
uplifting, morally and politically discerning,
emotionally cleansing and moving, a superb
role model and hero for a generation that
has few.
246 pp.

Many of her edited articles appear in
TFF. Here are the ones you’ve missed.
Christine B. Miller (nee Postenrieder)
was born in 1935 near Augsburg, Bavaria.
The people in that region made their living
as small landowners having five to seven
cows for draft animals. Chris remembers
that “As soon as my eyes and ears opened,
I was in ter ested in his tory and politics,
listening quietly but intently when adults
turned to those topics.” She experienced
the Nazi reign and Allied occupation with
heightened awareness, at age 21 migrating
to the United States where she worked first
as a maid, then attended college, teaching,
marrying and raising three children. 217 pp.

“The Federal Reserve system is not a
system at all, it is not federal and it it has no
reserves. It is a criminal syndicate.”
– Eustace Mullins
“The material that Bradley Manning is
al leged to have leaked has high lighted
astonishing examples of U. S. subversion
of the democratic process around the world,
systematic evasion of accountability for
the atrocities and killings, and many other
abuses.”
– Julian Assange
“A new beginning without Washington’s
sanctimonious mask. A combination of John
Paul Jones and the Marquis de Lafayette in
the 21st Century: freedom’s spokesman at
home and abroad.”
– Edward Snowden
355 pp.

A historical tour de force, The Invention
of the Jewish People is a groundbreaking
account of Jewish and Israeli history that
explodes the myth of a Jewish exile in the
first century at the hands of Rome. Israeli
historian Shlomo Sand argues that most
modern Jews descend from converts, their
native lands scattered across the Middle
East and Eastern Europe.
344 pp.

ANOTHER BIG, beau ti ful fence is
completed, the in vad ing col umns of
enemygrants are being told in no uncertain
terms that they are not welcome.

Other priorities
Meanwhile, America’s southern border
remains as poorly defended as ever, but at
least we’re focusing on things that matter –
like provoking North Korea, condemning
the Holohoax and anti-Semitism and, of
course, making sure the poor little frozen
snakes are allowed to stay because my
daughter cried about it. Those are definitely
the issues I voted for. At least there’s one
part of the White world that isn’t rapidly
dying.
Hungary has completed construction on
a second fence on its border with Serbia
meant to stop any surge in the flow of
migrants toward Western Europe.
Hungary resists the moon cult invasion;
the spiritual successors of the defenders
of Vienna refuse to die in the face of a
massive sand person invasion organized by
the Jewish Nation-wrecker. The “women
and children” fleeing from “war” can now
argue with not one but two fences.
Made of NATO-standard welded wire
and equipped with night cameras, heat and
movement sensors, as well as speakers
shouting warnings in five languages, the
fence is sup posed to defend against a
pos sible sud den increase in the flow of
refugees if, for instance, the E. U.-Turkey
ac cord reg u lat ing mi grant move ment
lapses.
Just in case there’s an increase, I had to
check if this was written ten years ago or
some thing, but it’s cur rent. I guess a
million foreign aliens in one year no longer
represents a significant spike in national
suicide, at least by German standards.
He said the country needed to prepare
for “migration pressure” that could be even

greater than Europe has seen so far.
Despite “doing the right thing,” it’s only
going to get worse. A country that can’t
defend itself has no future. A Nation that
turns its government over to alien outsiders
is as good as dead.
The first barbed wire fence on Hungary’s
southern border was built in late 2015,
after some 400,000 migrants and refugees
had passed through the country. Since
then, Hungary has also introduced a series
of harsh rules for migrants and asylumseekers that have drawn condemnation
from human rights advocates, such as the
summary expulsion to Serbia of migrants
who couldn’t prove their legal status.
O no, not harsh rules! Europe is literally
being destroyed, but the last thing we want
to do is offend the traveling merchant who
controls our media, who runs “charities”
dedicated to our destruction. What about
muh human rights? Let the chosen people
use your homeland as an experiment in
Islamic terror. They all have to go back.
Hun gar ian Prime Min is ter Viktor
Orban, known for his tough stance against
immigration, which he has referred to as a
“Trojan horse of terrorism,” praised the
strengthened border fence system, saying
it is “impenetrable” and will guarantee
Hungary’s longtime security.

Swamp Gazette News
But what about try ing to es ca late a
senseless conflict with some distant Asian
country or dropping giant bombs on goat
herders in Afghanistan? Shouldn’t you be
parroting completely discredited Soviet
war propaganda and vowing to fight for the
Jew? What about free trade, markets and
tax cuts for already obscenely wealthy Jew
scumbags? All these invaders can come
back right away, right? What kind of
modern leader is this?
The new fence cost 15.3 million euros
and was built in just two months – 60 days
ahead of schedule – by 150 staff from
Hungarian correction facilities and 700
prison inmates.
It’s gonna get built and it’s gonna get
built fast!

— Bulletin board —
SALTY SID sends seven separate scandal
sheets for eleven dollars. Super-sized set
includes CofCC Newsletter, Heritage &
Destiny, Impact, Citizens Informer, The
First Freedom, The Nationalist Times and
bonus essays by patriots. Send check to
Sidney Secular, P. O. Box 246, Jefferson,
MD 21755.
THREE TRUTH TRACTS
1) “Interracial Marriage - Right or Wrong?”
Mixed race offspring have lower IQ, goes
against nature and Biblical law.
2) “Martin Luther King Holiday Should
Be Repealed.” FBI files document his
Communist ties.
3) “Kosher Food Tax Raises Food Prices.”
Every food item featuring a “K” or “U”
imprint has paid a tax to a Rabbi.
All three tracts only $1 from:
Truth at Last Books
P. O. Box 1211
Marietta, GA 30061
HERITAGE AND DESTINY is a 24 page
bimonthly Nationalist magazine published
in England. To receive a sample copy ($8)
or a year’s subscription / 6 issues ($48)
see www.heritageanddestiny.com for
full details.

Letters…

-

FOR ONE free pocket Constitution send a
self addressed stamped (70 cents) envelope
to:
NCCS
37777 W Juniper Rd
Malta, ID 83342
or, for 100 copies, $35 to same address.

OUR 64-PAGE catalog lists hundreds of
inexpensive books explaining how Jews
bring all Nations low and what we must do
about that challenge. For your copy send
$1.95 to OMNI Publications, P. O. Box
900566, Palmdale, California 93590-0566.

JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE, PREPARE
FOR KINGDOM SERVICE! Hear
Pastor Peter J. Peters daily on WWCR
shortwave radio. For a FREE newsletter
with com plete broad cast sched ule:
Scriptures For America, POB 766, LaPorte
CO 80535. 24 hrs daily internet streaming
@ www.scripturesforamerica.org

ODINIST skinheads take heart! You are
not alone! The Valhalla Bound Skinheads
seek to unite all worthy Odinist & National
Socialist skins into one movement that can
greatly aid the White Nationalist cause!
Embrace your wyrd! Research our group
on web, in “news,” on Twitter or Facebook
and email 14VBS88@gmail.com for info.
Valhalla Bound
P. O. Box 7666
Spokane, WA 99207
thevalhallaboundskinheads.com

onedollardvdproject.com
Imagine if you always had a nice stack
of wake-up-call DVDs to pass along. They
are only two dollars each. But, spend one
hundred dollars and the discs are only a
dollar apiece. Or, click the “Free DVD” tab
and get a sample sent. The $149 or $329
Patriot Packs are an even better deal.
Phone Orders: 817-776-5475
“What World Famous Men Said About
The Jews.” Compiled by Dr. Ed Fields.
100 quotes – from Christ to Cicero, Henry
Ford, Napoleon, Truman, Nixon, Rev.
Billy Graham, many others (our best seller).
$6 PPD. Truth at Last Books, P. O. Box
1211, Marietta, GA 30061.

ISRAEL NOT A DEMOCRACY
By Norman F. Dacey, author of the best
seller, “How To Avoid Probate.” Studies
Is rael’s laws which make it a Marx ist
dictatorship. 70 pages, $8 PPD.
Truth at Last Books
P. O. Box 1211, Marietta, GA 30061
WHY are Jews the reproach of Nations?
The point of departure for this problem is
Matthew 27: 24-25.

The First Freedom
AMERICAN FREE PRESS, the biweekly
newspaper, offers an introductory rate of 8
issues for $15. 16000 Trade Zone Ave,
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774.
ZIONISTS agitated for a Jewish homeland in WWI. At the end of WWII it
morphed into today’s illegal State. Hear
Fr. John O’Connor for two hours on DVD
“End of the World,” which explains why
the Jews attempt to rebuild their third temple, and underscores most of the troubles
in the Middle East. Send $15 to John
Maffei, P. O. Box 445, Broomall, PA
19008 – or call 610-789-1774.
FREE DVD catalog on global conspiracy,
legal sovereignty, reduce taxes and avoid
taxes, land patent, allodial title, etc. Over
200 listings plus discounted DVDs and
books. Call 800-770-8802, leave name and
address. ToolsForFreedom.com .
MATTHEW chapter 27: 22-25
REALITY CHECK – 217 pgs paperback.
Join history sleuth German-born author
Christine Miller as she exposes Zionist
contradictions in their own words against
themselves. Nothing is closer to fresh air
and light than Reality Check. $20 PPD in
C. S. A. and U. S. TFF, P. O. Box 385,
Silverhill, AL 36576.

Your signed letter with phone number and address is welcome, but will be edited as necessary to fit available
space. Send to The First Freedom, P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, Alabama 36576 or email editor@firstfreedom.net

STAMPER OUTER
If anyone is still wondering where U. S.
President Trump stands on the Zionism
issue, allow me to refer you to his remarks
at the U. S. Holocaust Memorial Museum
on Tuesday, April 25, also known as Yom
HaShoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day).
“This is my pledge to you,” Mr. Trump
declared. “We will confront anti-Semitism.
Those who deny the Ho lo caust are an
ac com plice to this hor ri ble evil. Even
today, there are those who want to forget
the past. There are those who are filled
with such hate – total hate…
“We will stamp out prejudice. We will
condemn hatred. We will bear witness, and
we will act,” he added. “The State of Israel
is an eternal monument to the undying
strength of the Jewish people. The Star of
David waves atop a great Nation risen
from the desert,” he concluded.
Dry your tears, patriots. Donald Trump
may be the 45th President – but he is most
assuredly not an American.
JOSEPH TRAINOR
Attleboro, MA
ISIS AND AIPAC
The Amer i can Is rael Pub lic Affairs
Committee (AIPAC) is the most powerful
special interest lobby in the United States.
Their March 26-28 annual policy conference
in Washington, DC, attended by more than
two-thirds of Congress, gave new marching
orders to those pandering politicians.
One heard propagandistic lies, slogans
about Israel being the United States’ closest
ally, the only true democracy in the Middle
East. In reality Israel is an apartheid, rogue,
oligarchic, nuclear-armed terrorist State.
AIPAC wields enormous influence and
power, both through the large bundles of
cash it spends on influencing elections and
politicians and through ties to the Zionist
controlled media, banks and government
agencies.
Thirty-two congressmen and senators
spoke to the crowds. The most craven was
Speaker of the House Paul Ryan (R-WI).
Speeches and interviews were given by the
likes of Vice President Michael A. Pence,
U. S. Ambassador to the U. N. Nikki Haley,
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell,
Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY) claiming
the so-called “anti-Semitism in Europe”
seems “to live in the soil as their original
sin.” The infamous Jewish lawyer Alan
Dershowitz told another Zionist audience
never to apologize for Zionists enjoying a
disproportionate domination in politics.
AIPAC is an illegal, unregistered agent
of a hostile foreign power, Israel. They are
paving the road for war and destroying our
freedom. Israel supports ISIS both militarily
and with medical aid!
We must put America first.
RAY DIVELY
Baden, PA
Those having doubts about any of the
above should research USS Liberty.

REGISTERED APPEAL
U.S. Bureau of Prisons - North Central
Gateway Tower 2, 8th Floor
400 State Street
Kansas City, KS 66101
“You may appeal this decision within 20
days of receipt of this notification by writing
to [the above]” – yet the letter dated April
12, 2017, postmarked May 8, didn’t arrive
until today, May 11, 2017. Great minds in
charge of the archipelago!
U.S.P. Marion Illinois has returned this
newspaper’s Volume 19 Number 3 issue by
reason of its contents, which was mailed to
inmate Monzer Al Kassar on February 22.
Going by his name and current residence
we aren’t convinced the prisoner ought to
even be in this country, but his subscription
is paid through November 2018 and we’ll
keep sending there.
Federal employees in such institutions
are becoming increasingly agitated about
what their charges are reading; they have
been told what to watch out for by SPLC
and ADL, two notoriously anti-American
agencies. Subscriber Jason Gerhard, doing
time for having been with tax protesters Ed
and Elaine Brown when the feds closed in,
has unsuccessfully tried to get educational
materials into prisons by FOIA-obtained
documents which show millions of dollars
paid by DOJ to a Jewish-owned publisher
catering to Jews while ignoring the goyim.
Yes, trouble is brewing, but this paper is
only a casual observer of the fact that many
men packed like sardines in tin will come
out bitterer than they went in. It’s the price
of housing more prisoners than all other
Nations combined instead of keeping our
borders secure.
If someone finds statements in the paper
criminally libelous, let that person come
forward as the maligned party’s lawyer.
Numerous legal cases exist for reversing
the personal prejudices of such a prison
warden looking to stick a peecee feather in
his hat. It’s time we made those wardens
more acquainted with where their authority
ends and the First Amendment applies.
Please don’t let this matter become a costly
litigation process. OLAF CHILDRESS
editor@firstfreedom.net
OUR ENEMY
Thank you for your efforts in bringing
great information to the people.
At this time I cannot express my feelings
as it would take a few pages to write. I will
say I’ve seen a lot of changes by the devil
in the community where I live for the last
number of years. As the Bible tells us in
Ephesians, we wrestle not against flesh and
blood, but against the rulers of darkness in
this world.
As the media talk about sanctuary cities
and gloat continually while promoting that
condition, this smaller area has become a
target of those rulers of darkness.
LLOYD BAKER
Jonesboro, AR
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David Lee’s BIBLE ERRORS REVEALED
and Related Topics. Thirty years research
seeking the Truth. Six paper back 8½ x 11
volumes $20 each PPD. Vol. I – 179 pages
including Genesis chapter one, Noah’s
flood & Khazar Empire. Check or m.o. to
SBO 66, Box 05292, Miami, FL 33102.
The promised land was promised by God
on conditions. The Jews were unfaithful to
the Mosaic Covenant plus murdered their
Messiah, so the promised land covenant
became null and void for all time. Hear the
late Rev. Fr. John O’Connor spell out the
Whats and Whys this is so at the 2003
AFP-Barnes Review Conference. For this
DVD, “The Legitimate State of Israel?”
send $15.00 to John Maffei, P. O. Box 445,
Broomall, PA 19008 or call 610-789-1774.
ADVERTISE on this bulletin board. Just
$10 per insertion, maximum 50 words, 10¢
each additional word. Please indicate any
capitalization or italics desired.
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
for pages 6-22:
www.firstfreedom.net/Adv.rates.htm

YOUR NAME in The First Freedom
makes a difference to people you can
count on, tells friends you’re with them.

TFF deletes vulgarity and will correct any defects in grammar or spelling.
Predicate verbs and objects must agree in number with their subjects.

ENOUGH
This battle against the flag and Southern
monuments is not about slavery or racism
as they like us to think. Any man with eyes
can see it’s blatant tyranny!
First the Confederate flag, next it will be
Old Glory. Just as your monuments came
down in the dead of night under cover of
darkness by men hiding their identities, so
may we expect yet more such criminality
when our backs are turned. The enemy of
our people is subtle as a serpent in the grass
and cunning as a fox.
AFP in its May 6-15 issue has a story
and a photo of people protesting removals
and it shows a Black lady carrying a battle
flag. Does this not raise questions among
those with thinking minds? I’m sure she
would not bear that Confederate banner if
it indicated slavery to her!
Come on, y’all; band together, organize
and do something before everything is lost.
The South was right! Damn their New
World Order.
DEANO FEHRMAN
Seattle, WA
See “Turning point for the Alt-Right”
on page 10. Hopefully you will be part of
the next such action in your area or even
consider traveling further to join in.
PERSISTENCE
Several TFF readers have donated to my
legal fund and others are corresponding
with me, so I am very thankful. The money
isn’t going into the pockets of some lawyer.
I have five post-conviction proceedings
pending in Illinois’ Northern and Southern
Districts, the Western District of Virginia
and the Middle District of Florida. Also my
civil lawsuit is on appeal in the Eleventh
Circuit which will probably be reinstated
soon for the third time, plus another in the
Southern District of Illinois, two FOIA
lawsuits there as well, a mandamus in the
Third Circuit to force the Eastern District
of Pennsylvania to stop its usage of sealed
dockets to hide federal informants. I have
recently won the unsealing of documents
in both the Western and Eastern Districts
of Virginia. I am administratively pursuing
about 300 federal FOIA actions as well as
FOIA actions against Florida’s FBI-JTTF
partners.
I expect to end up with the names of all
informants plying White nationalism since
1975. This is not as expensive as one might
think, but it’s a lot for poor prisoners. In the
past eight months over $3,000 has gone to
FOIA, $1,500 to filing fees, for experts and
investigators $5,000, some $4,000 going to
White organizations advertising all of this
and postage, while Poisoned Pen probably
has kept only about $3,000 for such costs
as printing and mailing books, reimbursing
volunteers who aren’t paid much out of the
Legal Defense Fund to process this work.
William A. White 13888-084
USP Marion
P. O. Box 1000
Marion, IL 62959

WHAT YOU CAN DO
I donated all the major revisionist books
now available at the Marshfield Public
Library, except Dissecting the Holocaust.
The Growing Critique of Truth and Memory
by Germar Rudolf. When checking out this
book and opening its cover, to my surprise
I found: “Donated by Christine Miller.” The
donor must have thought, “Chris Miller is
already in the doghouse; I might as well
donate this book in her name.”
I always keep an eye out for revisionist
books, ever since The Leuchter Re port
disappeared from the library. I donated two
more. When I checked on Dissecting the
Holocaust, I could not find it. Asking the
librarian, “Did you sort out Dissecting the
Holocaust”? she told me: “We do not sort
out the revisionist books. Because we are
one of the few libraries in Wisconsin which
have these books, we get requests for them
through inter-library loans.”
So here is my request to you readers of
The First Freedom. Stop by at your local
library and ask about revisionist books. As
librarians are trained to be helpful and
obliging, they can always get these books
through inter-library loans.
Don’t tell me that you already own such
books, as a German patriotic lady did. That
is not the point. If enough of us request
these books, maybe your library will then
be less reluctant to put a few revisionist
books into their stacks. I have found many
a good read just by browsing through the
stacks. I know it is not very much help to
our movement, but let’s do that little which
costs nothing.
CHRISTINE MILLER
Marshfield, WI
DAY OF RECKONING
We today have sadly witnessed Cultural
Communism in action when they continue
this insane removal of Southern heritage
monuments. These people will fail because
of their arrogant and excessive pride. That
day can’t, for me, come soon enough.
STEVE MAJCHRZAK
Dundalk, MD
FROM THE GULAG
Greetings, comrades, and thank you for
promoting the truth! I had the opportunity
to read through one of of your newspapers
and love what I saw. One of my brothers at
another institution told me that if I send
you $5.00 worth of stamps that you would
give me a six-month trial subscription. I’m
not one to take advantage of anyone, most
especially my own people trying to spread
the truth, but I’m lacking funds right now
and not even sure if my institution will let
me receive your newspaper because of all
their ridiculous restrictions. These people
always look for a way to reject something.
If I end up receiving the paper and it does
not get rejected I will subscribe and pay in
full what it costs. Meanwhile, here are
$5.00 in stamps. MILES MANSFIELD
Malone, FL
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— Self-government begins at home —

The White man’s day of reckoning
By Olaf Childress

H

editor@firstfreedom.net

ow wonderful to see people finally
realizing the futility of thinking they might
“vote” today’s impending revolution onto
somebody’s shoulders
besides their own! It’s
time we came right out
with it and joined the
loony leftists’ “Not my
President!” though the
media munchkins will
bring them their latest
verbiage soon enough,
with Donald Swump’s
grin beaming crocodilishly out from under
his yarmulka in a grotesque salute to those
fellow grovelers.
No matter how people slice it, Election
2016 will have been the last even halfway
credible gesture the NY-DC Axis bothered
with as a phony show of respect for their
opinions. Where it goes from here is up to
which revolution prevails, the one getting
underway by a dedicated few Whites in
“reaction” to our money-powered enemies
or that Jewish agendum aimed at enslaving
every goy on Earth.

The real choice
Principles versus passion, which shall it
be? Slick Willy wasn’t his sharp-witted
self when falling into the Lewinsky honey
trap, nor did Woodrow Wilson understand
his appointing that Jew Louis Brandeis to
the Supreme Court wouldn’t close the case
on another extramarital affair; he remained
obliged to back those oppressors’ plans for
America’s overnight jump into WWI, their
central bank and one world government.
The not-yet-fully-obedient U. S. Congress
vetoed his League of Nations gambit, but
global control was still Zionism’s passion,
so getting there simply called for more
time, honey and money.
Yet some things, principles for instance,
money can’t buy; which finds a post-1865
Zionist-occupied government struggling to
learn why not. Everybody has his passion,
weakness, price, they tell each other, so it’s
just a matter of collecting information on
the proles, determining and assigning them
into however many types, then capturing
suitable baits to bring in the last captive. A
nature thus exactly (if correctly) charted
could only become unendurably boring –
to those would-be gods thinking it their
game especially.
But it’s not. The Mind of this universe,
rabbis and priests notwithstanding, lets no
leaf fall ineffectively, nor action proceed
without resistance. A perfect silicon chip
isn’t within our power; its idea, however,
telling us everything we may comprehend
regarding the vastness of man’s ignorance.
Why hurl cognitive dissonant truths at one
puny avatar and spoil a Jew’s masochistic
reverie? Better to associate, communicate
and pray with your own, whether together
every morning or apart in accord.

Aryan identity
How and why are the media munchkins
attacking, using our own virtue, morality
and integrity against us? Obviously they’re
no less compromised than their moneyed
lords who’ve shrewdly calculated to what
limits they can push all this chatter about
“racism” and the like. We’re easy targets in
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that regard. Let’s up the ante: Out of your
closet, speak to the world! Yes, I am White,
straight and proud; my people are more
perennial than bronze or stone! Get used to
it.
Let no action against any trait the Jew
finds offensive about us go unchallenged.
Give back more than was received, by way
of moral generosity. For we owe so many
innocents abroad an explanation as to why
American bombs fall upon them without
their having advocated anything more than
Palestine’s liberation.
There are also two ways you can look at
the International Jew’s growing stridency
when playing even his rent-a-mob pawns
against their own king – unbeknownst to
them, of course – which got it out of check
by dividing the team’s rooks and bishops.
Either he believes awakening Whites are,
in this unstoppable information age, on the
verge of making a sudden about-face split
move ending the Zog’s nefarious game or
that we’re finally susceptible to receiving
the Winston Smith treatment in FEMA’s
Halliburton Hiltons. Is the latter scenario
only desperate hoping against hope? What
else could all this poking into the world’s
eyes indicate? In any event, the camps are
ready and waiting. For whom? Our play.
Leaving America out of the equation
just now, as her own White Nation is quite
immature by comparison, let us consider
Britain’s two thousand plus years known to
history, deduct that island’s mere sporadic
losses in clashes with Vikings, then add the
seagoing boldness gained during all those
encounters whereby the result became this
world’s most far-flung empire, and today’s
interim revelation demonstrates resting on
one’s laurels can be fatal. New factors now
encroach upon that formerly great Nation,
neighboring Danes and Norsemen likewise
struggling to recapture from their captive
regimes those powers of White national
unity not delegated.

Unreconstructed justice
Exporting intrusive parasites requires
dismantling the Hidden Hand’s IsraAID as
Europe’s consensus. Sending them back to
Africa and Asia won’t happen without a
revolutionary recapture of the media for
exchanging goods, services and ideas into
native Aryan hands, the sine qua non upon
which so much depends: Nuremberg II, the
gallows from which one dozen “neocons”
must hang and Russia’s President Putin
hopefully opening Birobidzhan again to
incorrigible Zionists.
Sounds “racist,” huh? But realist. When
one’s knees no longer jerk at the very idea
of White nationalists moderating the news,
liberating their governments from fear of
the Jews, allowing children again to learn
reading, writing and ’rithmetic, we’ll have
done nothing more nor less than this day’s
work. Between now and then, however, a
stretch of hungry, jobless, cheerless years
similar to what Germany suffered between
Jewdom’s world wars may await us. This
isn’t hysterical conjecture or uninformed
fantasy, it’s a constantly-repeated pattern
woven by generation after generation of
banksters into every developed Nation’s
historical fabric.
So let us anticipate that ever-recurring
problem to our advantage rather than bow
before such effrontery in further surrender.
As every action begets some kind of reply,
we shall alternately strike back, sock ’em
with a much more powerful initiative that
rejuvenates freedom, security, sovereignty,
even “reconstructed” pride in our White
Nation.

About face!

“Alternate” newspapers like the one you
are reading will have an essential role to
play in the fight ahead, which is why we’re
down on our knees each morning praying
for one million White subscribers. Please
join that effort; let us not await the enemy’s
next gambit before ourselves determining
the field of play.
The Jewish mediacracy is sinking fast.

Few still believe those Black super heroes
so adept as portrayed, or buy race mixing
among all except the mixmasters. It’s over
when their munchkins go furtively looking
around for “other wallpapers.” In which
circumstances, let’s enjoy a little fun at the
Hidden Hand’s expense by recalling an old
racial joke where the Lone Ranger gets
surrounded on all sides by hostile Indians
and turns to his sidekick: “This looks like
the end for us, Tonto!” The latter responds:
“Ugh, what you mean, us, White man?” To
update, the ageing media baron sees White
nationalists closing from everywhere and
utters: “Promise them a wall, jobs, peace, a
swamp drain, no Kenyans, anything they’ll
believe!” Replies the White flunky hastily
packing his bags: “Whatcha mean, believe,
convicted liar?”
The days when those information lords
could make water run uphill are at an end
and they know it. Sitting upon a stockpile
of nuclear warheads while falsely accusing
Iran of “trying to acquire” the bomb, they
threaten Europe with the Samson option: If
Israel goes down, so do you all!

Atomic arsenals
The Cuban missile crisis of last century
and its peaceful resolution demonstrated
what otherwise sane Nations are in accord
on, no matter their degree – and it is always
just a comparison – of tyrannical conduct,
namely, that any such first strike would
bring about mutually assured destruction,
the end for everyone. With the mediacracy
yielding to truth, there can be no denying
of Israel’s phony posture as “the region’s
only democracy.” Yet a pertinent question
must remain: Can that little rogue State be
merely bluffing about its Samson option,
or is it insane?
Determine exactly how much nonsense
people will put up with and you can tell
them what lies ahead. Alexander, Caesar,
Mussolini, Hitler and Stalin came to power
not as champions of deteriorating orders
but by promising eventual change for the
better following a time of interim struggle.
Except for Joe Stalin, the abovementioned
believed more or less in their stated goals.
The first two had designs on conquering
the world. Mussolini and Hitler advocated
– despite foreign propaganda both internal
and external claiming otherwise – national
governments wherever Whites constituted
a majority. The Communist Russian tyrant
sadistically turned his Jewish-backed rage
upon the empire those financiers from New
York had subdued, killing over twice the
number of civilians at home as perished
elsewhere during all World War II theaters.
Perversion, Communism and Zionism, a
single entity actually, always from mutual
ground trying to censor “hate speech” as
unprotected by the First Amendment, tells
us thereby that its three faces deserve such
contempt. But those aberrant tendencies do
not settle for mere acceptance; they would
have Big Brother’s queerness loved.

Timely assessments
No great leader, triumvir or aristocratic
senate undertakes to go against the State’s
approaching inimical siege, possible defeat
and occupation without hastily gathering
all available intelligence on the strengths
and vulnerabilities of that foe as compared
with what’s available inside the gates for
turning danger into opportunity. An enemy
will also have weighed his odds similarly,
so it comes down to who is best prepared
and resolved.
William Shakespeare has Julius Caesar
exhorting his troops: “There is a tide in the
affairs of men, which taken at the flood,
leads on to fortune. Omitted, all the voyage
of their life is bound in shallows and in
miseries.”
How much more “reconstruction” will
our White Nation endure before we come
out of today’s miserable wading pool?
Let us begin the drive with an attitude
adjustment. If organized criminals come
threatening his properties, the owner grabs

whatever tools available for an effective
defense; he gets busy, not angry, frightened
or distracted by that other imposter, hate.
Should temporary retreat be indicated, this
must be with good reconnaissance of the
attackers, their buses, leaders, organizers,
communications, etc., in other words a full
and cool-headed assessment for effectively
striking back harder at the places and times
of our choosing.

When dealing with hirelings
Whipping mercenaries isn’t difficult if
you catch them in their usual habit of being
more at ease and merry than dedicated to a
cause. George Washington found this out
upon crossing the Delaware – his Rubicon.
Those Zionists enticing antifas to perform
what they’ve no stomach for themselves
are birds of a different feather, however.
While FEMA camps aren’t fully up and
running – yet – the Zog’s privatized jails
and prisons keep moving toward that day
by recruiting mercenaries who will accept
any assignment in exchange for their early
release, viz the just-out killer whose Black
mob immolated All The Way editor Richard
Barrett.
Calculating the real enemy’s strengths
and weaknesses may start by bringing one
or more of his minions caught criminally
interfering with our lawful activities into
cooperating with us. Anytime ambushed
by busloads of antifa thugs, we need not
target all those mercenaries, even knowing
who they are. But letting their paymasters
understand we Whites are back in charge
of our affairs would be something that can
lead on to fortune.

Once the buses remain idle
This tide of the enemy’s overconfidence
is at its crest. Misreading why many goyim
are taking his bait who will – like rats as the
first to abandon a sinking ship – desert
him, he can can only stand thunderstruck
when it happens.
Turning danger into opportunity comes
naturally to Aryan enthusiasm. Regardless
of that image projected by serial Zionist
occupation governments hereabouts since
1865, our people are known for respecting
everyone’s rights and aren’t such bullies as
would exercise their sinews by picking on
harmless leftist loonies or perverts without
provocation. Whites do not normally relish
being first to strike, yet we appreciate any
occasion for demonstrating how justified
retaliation reconfirms the general concept
of due process.
It’s an ongoing challenge, and won’t
end with Nuremberg II. The enemy always
comes back at us eventually. Whether he
grasps the fact or not, that’s his morbid job.
Somebody has to take up the slack; these
media munchkins and the rabble they rouse
aren’t by themselves up to the task of even
stimulating “the economy,” much less our
virtue, morality and integrity. So bring on
the International Jew.
This incitement against civilized public
order has been coming at us indirectly all
along, the visible 1867 carpetbaggers and
today’s antifas getting licenses to commit
mayhem alike from the mediacracy whose
disinformation program is concocted by a
never satisfied but always grasping Hidden
Hand.
Lately, in his own strange and paranoid
way, the International Jew gives those he
calls goyim (cattle) such fodder as they can
placidly chew on while protesting against
“hate,” “homophobia” and “racism,” thus
nourishing a sense of self-righteousness on
the loony fringe at the same time assuring
us happy warriors that we’ve been right all
along to avoid daredevil, thoughtless anger
when championing the virtues of a straight
life and racial pride.
Live free or die! Let us boycott, divest
and sanction all evil. We must start no day
off without first praying on our knees for
guidance. It will come. Atheism is merely a
rejection of unsatisfactory ritualism. Begin
your own.

